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DISCLAIMER: This manual has been prepared as a handout for a 2015 workshop on starting a worker-owned business. The contents of this manual should not be relied on as legal advice. Also, some of this information could become outdated, and laws vary from place-to-place. Furthermore, although we tried to collect accurate information and give the laws our best interpretation, some information in this booklet could even turn out to be incorrect or subject to other interpretations by courts or regulators! We sure hope that’s not the case, but, what can we say? Law is complicated stuff! That’s why we strongly recommend that you consult with an attorney before using this information to form or operate a cooperative.
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INTRODUCTION: WORKER COOPERATIVE ENTERPRISES

What Are Worker Cooperatives?

Worker cooperatives are business entities that are (1) owned by their workers, (2) governed by their workers, and (3) operated for the benefit of their workers. Because worker cooperatives are owned and controlled by and for the people who work there, they operate differently from traditional businesses in some key ways.

(1) **Joint Ownership:** In traditional for-profit businesses, the owners are sole proprietors or shareholders whose main interest is in generating a profit. Worker cooperatives are interested in making money too, but they are also invested in making sure that the business meets the needs of its members, such as paying fair wages, providing a sustainable livelihood, investing in the local community, and promoting a healthy environment.

(2) **Democratic Control:** In typical business enterprises, elections are held and major decisions are made by investors who cast votes based on the number of shares they own. In worker cooperatives, directors are elected and major decisions are made by the workers, on a one-member, one-vote basis. Therefore, control is vested with each member, not each share of stock. No member has a larger or more influential vote because she invested more money in the business.

(3) **Cooperative Distribution of Earnings:** In investor-owned businesses profits are distributed based on how many shares each person owns. Worker cooperatives instead distribute surplus earnings based on a patronage system. This means profit is distributed equitably based on factors such as hours worked or value of work provided. Profit distribution is thus based on labor input, not on capital contribution. Workers generally do not receive a greater profit share by contributing more money directly to the business or by purchasing shares.
Benefits of Worker Cooperatives:
When efficiently organized and managed, worker cooperatives convey the following benefits to the people who work there:

- **Employment and the ability to generate income.** A worker cooperative gives groups of people an opportunity to become economically independent in a mutually beneficial way.
- **Control over the way their work is organized, performed, and managed.** Worker cooperatives provide an opportunity to balance workers’ needs and concerns with the need for profits and efficiency. Worker cooperatives also emphasize the training and development of the worker-members.
- **Employment security,** provided that the business is financially viable. Worker cooperatives are managed to generate income and provide stable employment for their members. When faced with a tradeoff between pursuing profits and maintaining employment, worker coops often choose the latter.
- **A financial and ownership stake in the enterprise in which they work.** Worker-members contribute directly to building the enterprise and sharing in its success.
- **An opportunity to practice democracy in the workplace.** Worker-members participate directly in decisions that affect them in their workplace as well as those that determine the growth and success of the business.

Cooperative businesses manifest in a variety of ways. The term “cooperative” can refer either to a specific type of business entity recognized under the law or to the internal governance structure of an organization.

(1) **Cooperatives, as a legal entity:** “Cooperative” may refer to a specific type of corporation, recognized under the law. The legal requirements for forming a cooperative corporation vary from state to state. In California, cooperatives generally form as a corporation under the California Cooperative Corporation statute. The rules governing this type of corporation are found in the California Corporations Code provisions beginning with section 12200. In California, you cannot legally have the word “cooperative” in your name, unless you have formed under this statute.

(2) **Cooperatives, as a legal structure:**
Many organizations operate like cooperatives, but, for a variety of reasons, chose an entity other than a cooperative corporation. For example, some cooperatives form as Limited Liability Companies (LLCs) or Nonprofit Mutual Benefit Corporations, and incorporate cooperative principles and practices into their governing documents (their Articles of Organization, Articles of Incorporation, Operating Agreement, and/or Bylaws).
(3) **Cooperatives, as a set of practices and values:**
Some organizations or groups call themselves “cooperatives,” without having formed a cooperative corporation, or for that matter, without having formed an independent legal entity at all. For example, a group of tenants might create a housing cooperative, simply by adopting highly participatory and democratic ways of operating. Similarly, workers at a non-profit organization or fiscally sponsored project may elect to operate through cooperative, democratic principles, such as one-person one-vote. This type of cooperative organization may or may not have the other cooperative attributes of joint ownership and cooperative distribution of earnings, described above.

**Why Form Worker Cooperatives?**

In certain ways, worker cooperatives operate like regular businesses: they develop products or services to sell to the public, with the goal of generating a profit to support the business and its owners. Like conventional businesses, cooperatives typically incorporate or file formation documents with the state, apply for appropriate business licenses, pay taxes, hire employees and/or independent contractors, and engage in other regular businesses activities.

However, worker cooperatives are unique in some key ways. In particular, cooperatives are more likely to create stable fair-paying jobs, adopt environmentally sustainable business practices and invest in the local community. Because they often evaluate success based on a variety of metrics in addition to profit, such as worker health and happiness, sustainability, and community benefit, worker cooperatives are often said to have “multiple bottom lines.”

- **Local Ownership.** Typical large corporations are owned by shareholders who do not live in the communities in which the business operates or from where it sources its products. These shareholders are usually less concerned about maintaining healthy workplaces and making sure the business does not harm its community than the worker-owners of a local cooperative business.

- **Increased Job Security in Economic Downturns.** In economic downturns, most corporations are narrowly focused on maintaining value for their shareholders, rather than maintaining employment for their workers. By contrast, because worker-owners call the shots in their cooperative, they value preserving jobs foremost, rather than maintaining shareholder value. Because they have increased job security as owners of the business, they can also plan for the long-term and invest in the continued health of their business and their community.

- **Worker Health and Happiness.** Because workers have an ownership stake in the cooperative business, they can make business decisions that directly promote and support worker health and happiness. Even the most benevolent owner/employer is unlikely to make business decisions that benefit workers if such decisions have a negative impact on profit. Conversely, worker-owners are interested in generating a profit, but also invested in ensuring that they work in a healthy environment,
characterized by job stability, fair wages and benefits, and safe business practices.

- **Environmental Responsibility.** The people who own and run worker cooperatives also tend to live, work, and play in the neighborhood where the business is located. Because worker cooperatives are deeply rooted in the local community, they are less inclined to engage in environmentally destructive business practices than companies controlled by outside investors. Using toxic chemicals, squandering natural resources, or damaging open spaces would have a negative impact on the very people in control of the business, as well as on their families, friends, and neighbors.

- **Contribution to Community.** Worker cooperatives help build community wealth through local ownership. Workers who own their jobs have a direct stake in the local environment, and the power to decide to do business in a way that creates community benefit. Worker cooperatives are likely to form relationships with other local businesses, hire local workers, and reinvest their profits back into the neighborhood.

**Breadth of Worker Cooperative Enterprises**

Successful worker cooperatives are found in many different business sectors including: housecleaning, restaurants, taxis, grocery stores, bakeries, bookstores, bike shops, nursing and construction. This is just a small list of examples. Worker cooperatives come in many different shapes, sizes, and industries. The US Federation of Worker Cooperatives estimates that there are over 300 worker cooperatives in the United States, which collectively employ over 3,500 people.

In the San Francisco Bay Area there are many notable worker cooperatives, including: The Cheese Board Collective and Arizmendi Bakeries (worker-owned pizza shops and bakeries), DIG Cooperative (gray water systems design), and Rainbow Grocery Cooperative (full service grocery store including both bulk and prepared foods), and many more. In addition, there are a number of Limited Liability Companies (LLCs) that are structured as worker cooperatives including WAGES (green home-cleaning services) and Teamworks (green landscaping).
Worker Cooperatives Might Not Be For Everyone:

A word of caution – worker cooperatives may not be the right fit for every organization or business entity. A worker cooperative may not be right for you if:

**You do not want to make decisions democratically (through majority vote, super-majority vote, consensus, or modified consensus).** If you are not comfortable sharing decision-making power with a group, a worker cooperative is probably not right for you.

**You do not want to observe certain business “formalities” (such as holding regular governance meetings, complying with rules about meeting notice, keeping meeting minutes, holding elections, or recognizing officers).** Establishing a cooperative corporation business entity will require adherence to certain rules and regulations. If you would prefer to keep things more informal then you should look into the Limited Liability Company form of organization (see the section on Entity Formation).

**You do not want to deal with more complicated record-keeping and accounting.** The cooperative corporation often involves more complicated record-keeping and accounting. You may find it necessary to work with a bookkeeper or accountant who specializes in worker cooperatives.

Please refer to the “28 Questions to Consider Before You Meet a Lawyer” resource in the Appendix section of this manual for more issues to consider.

Key Considerations in Forming Worker Cooperatives

Worker ownership can be a successful business model in nearly any industry. But, it is not for everyone and there are some important considerations to think about when deciding whether a worker cooperative model is right for you. A fundamental aspect of worker cooperatives is balancing the entrepreneurial and independent spirit needed to start and run a new business with an appreciation for and commitment to the values of shared ownership. The essence of democratic control is that no one person has the final say.

The US Federation of Worker Cooperatives has developed a useful list of factors to help determine whether worker ownership is right for you (this is not exhaustive):

- Your members have a clear commitment to and understanding of worker-ownership and cooperative principles.

- Your members provide a product or service that is in demonstrated demand by the market; you have a viable business concept.
• Your cooperative has access to adequate financing, including meaningful capital contributions from members, in the form of cash, labor, or both.

• Your cooperative selects and develops a quality management team, either by recruiting from outside the firm or by consciously developing from within. Quality managers do not necessarily need to be MBAs, but they should have a firm understanding of the business and the environment in which it operates.

• Your cooperative provides membership to individuals with the technical skills and knowledge to make the business a success, and provides those individuals with the tools and environment necessary to succeed.

• Your cooperative places an emphasis on electing experienced directors with a clear commitment to building a fiscally sound organization and working on behalf of the membership overall.

• Your cooperative can aggressively position itself for changes in operations, markets, and member needs.

Of course, you can create a successful worker cooperative without having each of these factors in place, but this list represents good principles to strive toward. In addition, it can be challenging to establish a worker-owned business in an industry with high turnover or where work is generally seasonal. However, some worker cooperatives have been established in such industries for the specific purpose of countering such trends and ensuring workers can earn a livelihood throughout the entire year.¹

International Cooperative Alliance’s Cooperative Principles

(1) Voluntary and Open Membership
Cooperatives are voluntary organizations, open to all persons able to use their services and willing to accept the responsibilities of membership, without gender, social, racial, political or religious discrimination.

(2)Democratic Member Control
Cooperatives are democratic organizations controlled by their members, who actively participate in setting policies and making decisions. Men and women serve as elected representatives and are accountable to the members. In primary cooperatives members have equal voting rights (one member, one vote).

(3)Member Economic Participation
Members contribute equitably to, and democratically control, the capital of their cooperative. At least part of that capital is usually the common property of the

¹ SOURCE: Worker Cooperative Toolbox; Published by Northcountry Cooperative Foundation in partnership with Northcountry Cooperative Development Fund.
cooperative. Members usually receive limited compensation, if any, on capital invested as a condition of membership. Members allocate surpluses for any or all of the following purposes: developing their cooperative, possibly by setting up reserves, part of which at least would be indivisible; benefiting members in proportion to their work for the cooperative; and supporting other activities approved by the membership.

(4) **Autonomy and Independence**
Cooperatives are autonomous, self-help organizations controlled by their members. If they enter into agreements with other organizations, including governments, or raise capital from external sources, they do so on terms that ensure democratic control by their members and maintaining their cooperative autonomy.

(5) **Education, Training and Information**
Cooperatives provide education and training for their members, elected representatives, managers, and employees so they can contribute effectively to the development of their cooperatives. They inform the general public – particularly young people and opinion leaders – about the nature and benefits of cooperation.

(6) **Cooperation Among Cooperatives**
Cooperatives serve their members most effectively and strengthen the cooperative movement by working together through local, national, regional and international structures.

(7) **Concern for Community**
Cooperatives work for the sustainable development of their communities through policies approved by their members.

**Useful Resources:**

Additional online tools and worker cooperative start-up guides are available at:

- [http://american.coop/startup](http://american.coop/startup),
- [http://institute.usworker.coop/resources](http://institute.usworker.coop/resources),
- [http://cultivate.coop/wiki/Main_Page](http://cultivate.coop/wiki/Main_Page),
  - [http://co-oplaw.org](http://co-oplaw.org),
  - [http://cooperationtexas.coop/](http://cooperationtexas.coop/),
  - [http://datacommons.find.coop/vision](http://datacommons.find.coop/vision),
ENTITY FORMATION: HOW DO YOU CREATE A COOPERATIVE BUSINESS ENTITY?

Selecting what kind of legal entity you want to form is an important first step in creating your cooperative business. However, before such a decision can be made you will want to do some preliminary research not only into whether the cooperative form of business is the right choice for you, but also into the financial viability of your business plan. In other words, some work must be done to determine whether your business idea is profitable, which is the foundation of any business whether cooperative or traditional!

We have included a business planning guide in Appendix G: Cooperative Business Planning Resources from Project Equity, which provides some helpful tools to assist you in thinking through the goals and key questions you should address in your cooperative business planning. We strongly recommend that you use these guidelines to assess your business plan before you take steps to formalize the business itself. Some of the questions that are important to consider, include:

**Preliminary Business Planning Questions:**

1. Why are you starting a business?
2. What product or service will you offer?
3. Why do you want to organize your business as a cooperative?
4. What is your business model?
5. Is there a market for your business?
6. Can you get enough of a “share” of this market for your business to be viable?

Now that you have considered these key questions, and determined that your business plan is viable, it’s time to consider what form your business should take.

**What is a business entity? Why is it important to choose the right entity when forming your business?**

A business entity is the legal structure under which a business operates. If you wish to start a cooperative business, there are a number of considerations in choosing the right entity, including governance, employment, liability and tax issues. This chapter includes a very broad overview of these considerations; for additional discussion, please refer to the other relevant chapters in this manual.

**Don’t Forget the Minimum Tax:**

If you form an LLC or corporation in CA, your business is generally subject to a minimum CA franchise tax of $800.

**What if I start doing business before forming an entity?**

If you start doing business before officially forming an entity, the law presumes that you are either a sole proprietorship (if there is one business owner), a general partnership (if
there are multiple owners of the business) or, in certain cases, an unincorporated association. Sole proprietorships, general partnerships and unincorporated associations have UNLIMITED liability: that means the owners of these types of businesses are at risk, because someone who sues them can reach not only the assets of the business, but also the personal assets of the owners, such as their car, bank account, or home.

When thinking about whether you need to limit your personal liability exposure, think about the activities your business will engage in and the risks these activities may create. For example, will you be serving food to people? Will they be walking into your store? Will you be doing work on someone else’s property? Will you have employees? Think about what could possibly go wrong in all of these scenarios, and then prepare yourself for the chance that you or your business may get sued.

So how do I protect my personal assets?

Form an entity that is protected by the limited liability shield. The most common limited liability entities are limited liability companies (LLCs) and corporations. In most cases, if you form and properly maintain your business as a separate limited liability entity, you can protect your personal assets; thus even if the business is successfully sued, you will only lose what you invested into it.

In order to maintain your entity’s separate limited liability status, you must observe corporate formalities, avoid mixing personal assets with company assets, and provide adequate funding for the business to operate. Corporate formalities include filing the correct papers with state and local governments, keeping a record of your meetings, maintaining separate bank accounts and financial records and contracting in the entity’s name, not your own name.

Beware though—forming and maintaining a limited liability entity usually costs money. In California, for example, such entities are generally subject to a minimum annual franchise tax of $800. This is in addition to income taxes paid at the state and federal level.

What about insurance?

Even if you have a limited liability entity, you should still get insurance. While the liability shield will protect your personal assets, it will still cost money to defend yourself or your business if you get sued. A good insurance policy can cover those legal expenses. The main type of insurance you should consider is general liability insurance, which covers bodily injuries, property damage and other losses that could occur as a result of the operation of your business. It may also be advisable to carry workers’ compensation insurance, if you have employees (see the employment law section of this handbook); product liability insurance; and commercial automobile insurance if your business uses vehicles.
If I am starting a worker-owned business, which entity should I choose?

As discussed above, the business should probably form as some type of limited liability entity. These include the domestic stock corporation, LLC, cooperative corporation, flexible purpose corporation or benefit corporation. In limited situations, if the business will not be distributing its profits or is going to be operated for charitable or educational purposes, the members could also consider forming as a nonprofit mutual benefit corporation or a nonprofit public benefit corporation. Before choosing which entity is appropriate for your business, it is helpful to have a solid understanding of the proposed business model.

The most common form of business entity: General Corporation

The general corporation is the most common form of business entity. In California it is known as the general stock corporation. It is owned by shareholders, governed by a board of directors, and its general purpose is to make a profit for its shareholders. Shares of stock are usually issued in exchange for capital contributions and voting power of individual shareholders is directly related to the number of shares they own. At first glance, general corporations do not appear to provide for the kind of democratic voting rights found in a cooperative; however, it is possible to create a democratic and cooperative structure in a general corporation. For example, the corporation could restrict individuals to own the same number of shares, so that each shareholder would have equal voting power. A similar result would also be possible through a Shareholders’ Agreement. A Shareholders’ Agreement is a written agreement among all the shareholders with provisions regulating a variety of shareholder rights and responsibilities, including but not limited to voting rights and transfer of shares. A Shareholders’ Agreement could include a provision for voting rights based on a “one shareholder-one vote” system, giving each shareholder equal voting power, and it could also prohibit the transfer of shares to outsiders. Shareholders’ Agreements can be complicated to draft and you should seek an attorney’s advice if you are looking to create a cooperative structure via the use of a Shareholder’s Agreement.

General stock corporations are usually taxed as “C-Corporations”, which are taxed as a separate taxpayer from the shareholders. This can lead to double taxation because does the corporation pays tax on its profits and the shareholders also pay a tax when those profits are distributed to them as dividends. To avoid this, a corporation can elect to be taxed as an “S-corporation.” There is usually no federal income tax for S-corporations, and tax liability is passed to shareholders, meaning that income and losses flow through to the shareholders.
and they are assessed taxes at their individual income tax rates. A corporation must meet a number of requirements in order to qualify for S-corporation status, such as having 100 or fewer shareholders and issuing only one class of common stock, though options and differences in voting rights are generally permitted. Thus an S-Corporation could have a Shareholder’s Agreement in which the shareholders agree to alter the voting rights to create a cooperative and democratic structure.

The most common entities for worker-ownership: LLC and Cooperative Corporation

Because the main purpose of most worker-owned businesses is to create economic wellbeing and jobs for their worker-owners, the legal entities they form allow the worker-owners to share in the profits of the business and give each member a vote in the governance of the business. Both the limited liability company (LLC) and the cooperative corporation provide for these options.

- **Cooperative Corporation:** The cooperative corporation is the entity in California that best incorporates the cooperative principles of democratic decision-making and worker-ownership. As of January 1, 2016, a California cooperative corporation may designate itself as a worker cooperative in its articles of incorporation. California law requires that all worker cooperatives must have at least 51% of its workers be members or candidates. Moreover, each member of the cooperative is required to have a vote for the board of directors and is entitled to share in the profits of the cooperative, if any are distributed, based on the member’s “patronage” (i.e., hours worked for the cooperative). Cooperative corporations have to follow certain requirements that are described in the law related to governance, meetings, board of directors, officers and distribution of net earnings.

- **Limited Liability Company (LLC):** LLCs are business entities that have limited liability, but are not subject to the same tax principles and formalities as corporations (including cooperative corporations). They are governed primarily by a contract between all of the members of the business, called the Operating Agreement, which can adopt cooperative principles like “one member, one vote” and profit distributions based on labor-contributions. Because the Operating Agreement is a contract between the members, future members could decide to change the agreement and remove the parts that make it operate like a cooperative, such as governance and profit-sharing based on membership and labor.

Before we explore the differences between these two forms further, let’s clarify why cooperatives are traditionally not considered “nonprofits,” or other types of social enterprises.

---


*For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.*
Will the business be “nonprofit,” and if so, will it be “charitable” or for the public benefit?
If the primary purpose of the cooperative is to create economic benefit for the worker-members, you should probably form a for-profit entity (likely the LLC or the cooperative corporation) or a nonprofit mutual benefit corporation. But if the main purpose of the business is to serve charitable or educational goals (such as job-training for low-income individuals), a better choice would likely be a nonprofit public benefit corporation, which could likely be granted exemption from paying federal and state income taxes.

Nonprofit Mutual Benefit Corporations: A Special Type of “Nonprofit”
The mutual benefit corporation is a “nonprofit” that is unlike your typical nonprofit. The purpose of the mutual benefit corporation is to benefit its members, not the general public. Thus, it cannot receive a 501(c)(3) tax exemption (discussed below). Mutual benefit corporations are “nonprofits” because they cannot distribute any net earnings (i.e., profits) back to their members. Mutual benefit corporations have many attractive features for people who want to start cooperatives. Like cooperative corporations, they incorporate governance principles of “one member, one vote”, and are designed to benefit their members. Unlike cooperatives, however, mutual benefit corporations can’t distribute any of their profits to their members (unless the corporation is dissolved). Mutual benefit corporations are frequently used to form condo associations, business districts, social clubs, or homeowners associations. They may be attractive to worker-members who do not intend to distribute profits, but rather want to create an institution, such as a maker space, that will be democratically governed for the benefit of its members. Because mutual benefit corporations directly benefit their individual members (not the public at large), they will not qualify for 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status, and thus won’t be able to receive tax-deductible donations. However, it may be possible for a mutual benefit corporation to receive federal tax exemption under 501(c)(6), as a business league, under 501(c)(7), as a social or recreational organization, or under a variety of other categories of tax exemption. It may also qualify for exemption from California income taxes.

Nonprofit Public Benefit Corporations: 501(c)(3)-eligible nonprofits
By contrast nonprofit public benefit corporations are operated for a public or charitable purpose and are prohibited from distributing assets and profits to their members. These corporations can apply for tax-exemption from the federal and state government by filing applications that describe how their activities will be dedicated to a public or charitable purpose. It will be difficult for most cooperative businesses to achieve 501(c)(3) tax-exemption, because such businesses are typically operated for the benefit of their individual members and not the general public.

While important to note these key differences between cooperatives and nonprofits, the two distinct entity forms can work well together, particularly through nonprofit incubation of cooperative businesses. This unique model is explored in further detail below in the “Nonprofit Organizations Incubating Worker Cooperatives” chapter.
Many People Are Curious About California’s Two New Types of Corporations…

Traditional corporations are formed to generate profit for their shareholders, often to the exclusion of pursuing benefit for the community and environment. Two new “hybrid” corporate entities in California – the Benefit Corporation and Flexible Purpose Corporation (FPC) – allow for other purposes to be included in the articles of incorporation. These are called “hybrids” because they are a blend between traditional for-profit businesses that are designed to maximize the wealth of their shareholder-owners, and traditional nonprofit organizations that pursue social and environmental missions.

While both of these “hybrids” represent an important departure from the traditional corporation, neither is well-suited for worker-ownership. Both the benefit corporation and the FPC are based on the typical model of shareholder ownership- i.e., ownership and profit distribution based on the number of shares owned. FPCs and benefit corporations were intended to give traditional corporations the flexibility to pursue socially beneficial goals instead of only pursuing profit for their shareholders, whereas cooperative corporations and cooperative LLCs embody the principles of worker-ownership, as opposed to shareholder-ownership. In order to structure a shareholder-based corporate entity as a worker-owned cooperative, you would need to draft a shareholder agreement. The shareholders’ agreement would have to provide for worker-members as shareholders and incorporate the cooperative principles of “one member, one vote” and cooperative profit sharing. Essentially, this would be recreating what is already provided in the California Cooperative Corporation. Nevertheless, what follows is a brief description of each type of entity:

**Benefit Corporation:** The Benefit Corporation is a new corporate form that was adopted in California in 2012 to promote social enterprise. To be a benefit corporation a company must be committed to pursuing a “general public benefit” and must take a broad range of interests into account when making business decisions. Instead of the traditional corporate duty to make a profit for shareholders, benefit corporations must consider how the business will affect its employees and suppliers, the local community, and the environment. Additionally, benefit corporations must publish an annual report that uses a third party standard to assess how the company is pursuing its public benefit purpose.

The benefit corporation is NOT the same as a Certified B Corp., which is a company that completes a certification process by an independent third-party nonprofit organization, called B Lab, and pays for the use of the B Corp. logo. Any company, including LLCs, FPCs and cooperative corporations can apply to be a Certified B Corp.
Benefit Corporations are not B Corps.

Many people confuse the new Benefit Corporation entity with B Corp. While the names are unfortunately very similar, they are very different concepts. A Benefit Corporation is a legal entity that has specific requirements by law it has to abide by, while the B Corp is a certification by a nonprofit organization (B Lab) that the company meets rigorous standards of social and environmental performance, accountability, and transparency. Any company (corporations, LLCs, cooperative corporations, etc.) can apply for (and pay for) B Corp. certification, and forming as a Benefit Corporation does not mean that you meet B Corp. standards.

Flexible Purpose Corporation (FPC): The FPC, another new legal entity created in 2012 to promote social enterprise, requires that the corporation pursue a “special purpose,” i.e., a specific social or environmental mission beyond simply making a profit for the company’s shareholders. For example, a worker-owned business could choose a special purpose that designates that the corporation’s purpose is to promote the wellbeing of its local community or environment. Allowing the company to precisely tailor its special purpose makes this form more flexible but less comprehensive than the benefit corporation. To promote transparency and accountability, an FPC must also publish an annual report disclosing how well it has achieved its special purpose.

How do an LLC and a cooperative corporation differ?

The choice between an LLC and a cooperative corporation depends on each cooperative’s specific circumstances. The following are some of the main differences between these two types of entities.

Naming the business

In California, only businesses incorporated under the California Cooperative Corporation Law may use the word “cooperative” in their name. Thus, if you want to include the word “cooperative” in your business’s name, you should incorporate as a cooperative corporation. An LLC may not use the word “cooperative” in its name, but it may use related words like “collective” or “collaborative.”

Employment status

The question of whether cooperative corporation members are employees is a complicated legal issue discussed in the employment law section of this handbook. Sometimes, however, the members who form a cooperative corporation and work for that cooperative corporation are presumed to be employees. If those members are indeed treated as employees, then they would have to be paid at least minimum wage. The cooperative corporation would also have to comply with other employment requirements, including making payroll tax deductions, issuing W-2s, purchasing workers’ compensation insurance, and paying overtime.
In contrast, the members of an LLC are not generally considered employees. Therefore, a worker-owned business that is formed as an LLC may have more flexibility with respect to minimum wage, overtime, payroll withholding, and workers’ compensation insurance.

**Governance structure**

The LLC also tends to be more flexible than the cooperative corporation in terms of governance. The rules governing the operation of an LLC are contained in the LLC’s Operating Agreement, which is agreed to by the worker-members of the LLC. The cooperative principles of “one member, one vote” can be written into this Operating Agreement. However, because the Operating Agreement is so flexible, there is a risk that future worker-owners could change and remove the cooperative provisions, unless the Operating Agreement is structured carefully to avoid such possibilities. Conversely, the cooperative corporation has the ideals of “one member, one vote” embedded in its DNA. Although cooperative corporations thus sacrifice some structural flexibility, this bedrock principle ensures that worker-owners will continue to own and control the business. In addition, a cooperative corporation must have a board of directors; an LLC may or may not have a board of directors.

**Profit-sharing and taxes**

Both the LLC and the cooperative corporation allow for worker-owners to share in the profits of the business. Members of a worker cooperative share in the profits based on “patronage,” which most worker cooperatives measure based on the number of hours each member works. The more “patronage” a member has (for example, the more hours you work), the greater the share of profits to which that member is entitled. Both an LLC and a cooperative corporation could also include other factors such as “job creation” or a “founder’s multiplier” in considering how to distribute profits, based on how the business decides to calculate the value of each worker-owner’s contribution for a given year.

LLCs and cooperative corporations both have tax advantages when compared to other corporate entities, because both are able to avoid double taxation. The profits of typical domestic stock corporations are taxed twice: first at the corporate level, and then again when shareholders receive dividends. However, if it meets the requirements of Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code (discussed later in this manual), then a cooperative corporation can avoid double taxation on profits that are derived from members’ labor and paid out to the members as patronage distributions.

In comparison, an LLC is generally considered a “pass-through” entity, in which profits and losses are not allocated at the entity level, but directly accounted to the members. However, the tax flexibility involved with an LLC can also result in complex accounting and tax issues in cases of larger LLCs, where members are joining and leaving the organization. This could result in higher administrative costs to manage the organization. Cooperative corporations are somewhat easier to manage when they grow larger because when members leave, the cooperative’s bylaw provisions will address how to pay out the member’s capital contribution. The member usually does not have a further claim on the cooperative’s assets.
There are some other tax differences between LLCs and cooperative corporations, so it’s a good idea to check with an accountant familiar with coops to find out if one will serve your business needs better than the other.

**Contractor’s license**

In 2010, California passed a law that allows LLCs to obtain contractor’s licenses. However, if you are considering forming a business that requires a contractor’s license, the cooperative corporation may be a better option because an LLC must pay higher insurance and bond postings than a corporation.

**Which should you choose: LLC or Cooperative Corporation?**

Choosing an appropriate entity to carry out your anticipated activities is one of the most important first steps in establishing your cooperative business. The ultimate decision about which legal form to use will depend on specific facts and circumstances about your business plans and long-term goals.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ownership</th>
<th>Cooperative Corporation</th>
<th>Limited Liability Company (LLC)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 or more persons or entities</td>
<td>1 or more persons or entities</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Documents necessary to form entity</strong></td>
<td>File Articles of Incorporation with the State</td>
<td>File Articles of Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Governance</strong></td>
<td>Statutory requirement of one-member one-vote; must have a board of directors</td>
<td>Flexibility in choosing governance- need not have a board; need not have one-member, one-vote. Can have creative alternative arrangements</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment status</strong></td>
<td>Working members are likely to be considered employees of the cooperative for immigration and minimum wage purposes</td>
<td>Working members need not be classified as employees, can be classified as “partners”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Management</strong></td>
<td>Corporation's Board of Directors, which may be all members/workers</td>
<td>Can be member-managed or manager-managed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintenance document requirements</strong></td>
<td>Need to maintain minutes of meetings and by-laws</td>
<td>Need to draft and comply with an &quot;Operating Agreement&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Lifespan</strong></td>
<td>Unlimited (perpetual) existence, unless dissolved by directors or revoked by state for non-compliance</td>
<td>Can be for a specific agreed-upon time period, or it can be unlimited (perpetual)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Liability</strong></td>
<td>Members' liability is limited to their investment in the corporation</td>
<td>Members are limited to the amount of investment in the company, or as specified in Articles of Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Taxation</strong></td>
<td>Corporate taxation. May qualify for subchapter T tax treatment. Subchapter T: corporation taxed on profits, patronage refunds may qualify for federal deductions. Must file corporate income tax return - Form 1120-C</td>
<td>Partnership or corporate taxation. If partnership taxed, then members taxed on share of company income (profits). Taxes paid on personal tax return - Form 1040. If corporate taxed, may qualify for subchapter T tax treatment.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Advantages

- Legal entity separate from individuals
- Equality of management rights for individual members
- Tax deductions may be available
- May benefit patrons other than members
- Exemption from CA securities qualification for offerings to members (up to $300)

### Disadvantages

- Members are likely to be considered employees for most purposes
- Distribution of patronage can get complicated
- Must comply with statutory rules around meetings, notice and one-member, one-vote
- Difficulty in raising capital
- Unfamiliar corporate form

### Cooperative Corporation

- Owners who see themselves operating on a cooperative business
- Desire to use the name “cooperative”
- Interested in patronage distributions and flexibility of retaining earnings in the capital account - which may be taxed at a lower rate

### Limited Liability Company (LLC)

- Owners who want flexibility
- Don’t want to be considered employees
- Less traditional cooperative forms - may incorporate outside equity investors
- Not available for certain licensed professions

---
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What are the steps towards forming a cooperative corporation?

(1) **Steps Before Incorporation**
   a. Choose a business name (one that includes “Cooperative” and an abbreviation that indicates that the co-op is a corporation, such as “Incorporated” or “Inc.”) and check with the California Secretary of State’s office regarding its availability.
   b. Identify initial members and/or directors.
   c. Decide whether and how to issue membership shares.
   d. Prepare bylaws for the cooperative (See Appendix for Sample Bylaws).
   e. Draft a membership agreement (“disclosure document”) and receipt, to be given to prospective members (See Appendix for Sample Disclosure Document).
   f. Determine whether any licenses, permits, and insurance must be procured.
   g. Prepare and file Articles of Incorporation with the Secretary of State; the filing fee is $30.
   h. Within 90 days of filling the Articles, file a Statement of Information with the Secretary of State; the filing fee is $20.

(2) **Steps After Incorporation**
   a. Hold the first meeting of the Board of Directors, for the purpose of adopting the bylaws, appointing officers, and discussing other business plans (note that the members may jointly govern the cooperative by making each member a director).
   b. Obtain an employment identification number (EIN) with the IRS and an employer account number with the state.
   c. Open a bank account for the cooperative.
   d. Obtain the necessary licenses, permits, and insurance.
   e. Hire or retain an accountant or bookkeeper to manage the company’s finances.
   f. Maintain up-to-date membership records, including names and addresses.
   g. Implement an operational and management structure, including designating committees or managers for the business’s day-to-day operations.

What are the steps towards forming an LLC?
The legal steps to form an LLC in California are as follows:
   a. Choose a business name (which includes an LLC designator, such as “Limited Liability Company” or “Limited Company” or an abbreviation of one of those phrases, such as “LLC” or “Ltd. Liability Co.”) and check with the Secretary of State’s office regarding that name’s availability.
   b. Prepare and file Articles of Organization with the Secretary of State using Form LLC-1; the filing fee is $70.
   c. Within 90 days of filing the Articles, file a Statement of Information with the Secretary of State using Form LLC-12; the filing fee is $20.
   d. Negotiate and execute an Operating Agreement among the worker-owners, establishing rules for how the LLC will operate.
Note that a number of steps are critical to successfully launching any new business enterprise. The foregoing was a rundown of some key legal steps towards starting a worker-owned business. For a detailed outline of the business steps towards starting a worker cooperative, we recommend the Steps to Starting a Worker Co-op Manual, published by the Center for Cooperatives at the University of California, Davis and the Northwest Cooperative Federation, which is available at: http://www.usworker.coop/public/documents/start_worker_coop.pdf.

One more thing: Can I convert from an LLC to a cooperative corporation or from a cooperative corporation to an LLC?

Yes. There is a $150 fee for conversion, as well as some tax and accounting hurdles. We advise our clients to choose one entity type and plan to remain as that entity type, as there may be negative tax consequences for conversion from one entity to another because certain transfers of assets may be subject to capital gains taxes.

Useful Resources:

Additional resources on entity formation can be found at:

• Legal Sourcebook for California Cooperatives: Startup and Administration. http://www.cccd.coop/files/LegalSourcebookForCaliforniaCooperatives.pdf
• NOLO legal encyclopedia: http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia
ENTITY CONVERSION: HOW TO CONVERT YOUR EXISTING BUSINESS TO A COOPERATIVE

Many worker cooperatives are start-ups: new business entities created out of whole cloth. However, forming a new business entity is not the only way to create a cooperative business. Existing businesses with traditional capitalist ownership structures can also be converted into worker cooperatives, with significant potential advantages for the existing owners and their employees.

The experience of Select Machine—a small Ohio-based manufacturer, vendor, and distributor of custom parts for construction and demolition equipment—is a textbook example of a conversion. Select Machine’s two owners founded the company with the goal of creating a strong community and an employee-friendly workplace. When the owners decided they were ready to sell the business, they found several potential purchasers. However, these would-be buyers were primarily interested in the company’s customer list; they planned to consolidate production, shut down Select Machine’s plant and leave its employees out of work. This was not what the owners had in mind, so they turned to the Ohio Employee Ownership Center, who teamed with attorneys Mark Stewart and Eric Britton to facilitate the sale of Select Machine to their employees. This chapter borrows heavily from the writings of Mark Stewart and Eric Britton published subsequent to the Select Machine conversion.

Why Do It?

For the owner:

- Defer capital gains taxes: Normally, sellers of ownership shares in a company must pay capital gains taxes on their sale proceeds. However, Section 1042 of the Internal Revenue Code\(^4\) allows owners to defer paying these taxes if they sell their shares to an Employee Stock Ownership Plan (ESOP)\(^5\) or a qualifying worker cooperative. The mechanics of a “Section 1042 rollover” are described below.
- Maintain the company culture: As the Select Machine experience demonstrates, many potential purchasers have very different plans for a business than its existing owners. If the owners want to maintain the direction of their business, however, one option is selling to the business’s existing employees, who may have longstanding professional and personal relationships with the owners. It should be noted, however, that

---

\(^3\) Acknowledgement: The legal issues and transaction structure outlined in this chapter borrows heavily from the transaction developed by the Ohio Employee Ownership Center and attorneys Mark C. Stewart and Eric D. Britton.


\(^5\) ESOPs are a form of defined-contribution retirement plan in which employees take an ownership interest in the company. The employees’ shares are held in the ESOP trust until an employee retires or leaves the company. ESOPs allow for long-term deferral of taxes on employees’ earnings, but they are expensive to establish and maintain and must follow detailed regulations under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act (ERISA). Thus for many small businesses ESOPs are not a viable option.
transiting to worker ownership and management itself will entail significant changes to a business’s governance and corporate culture.

- **Gradual transition from full-time management responsibilities:** Many business owners want to devise an exit strategy without getting out immediately and entirely. Cooperative conversions can be structured to allow the owners to make such a gradual transition. Moreover, owners who wish to keep working at the business can also become members of the cooperative.

For the employees: For the employees in a traditional capitalist business, converting to a worker cooperative presents them with all the potential benefits of worker-ownership—capturing the full value of their labor and sharing in the business’s profits; participating in the business’s management and decision-making; and working for a business that operates for their benefit.

**Conditions for Success**

Not all existing businesses are well suited to a worker cooperative structure. If a business has high employee turnover or low employee loyalty, selling to the employees will not be a good option. Additionally, for many large or capital-intensive businesses, securing financing for a sale to the employees may not be feasible.

However, in businesses with a smaller number of dedicated employees, and particularly companies where employees bring specific skills to the workplace—for example, in many small manufacturing, craftsperson, artisan, or specialized services industries—cooperative conversion may be a good fit. Conversions are particularly likely to succeed for companies where the existing owners take an active management role and have identified employees willing and able to take on those responsibilities.

**The Legal Framework**

Section 1042: As mentioned above, a special provision of the Internal Revenue Code, introduced in 1984, provides business owners with an incentive to sell their businesses to their employees. Section 1042 allows owners of closely held businesses who sell at least 30% of more of their stock to their employees (through an ESOP or “eligible worker-owned cooperative”) to shelter their capital gains from taxation if they roll over the sale proceeds into other qualified domestic securities within 12 months of the sale. To qualify for a “1042 rollover,” the seller must have owned the stock for more than three years; the seller must reinvest in a portfolio of domestically operating companies; and the buyer must purchase at least 30% of the outstanding shares.

Subchapter T / State Cooperative Law: Owners can take advantage of the tax benefits provided by Section 1042 if they sell their shares to their workers as a cooperative that comports with the provisions of Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code. Subchapter T prescribes certain requirements regarding the tax treatment of the cooperative’s income and the

---

6 A closely held business is a business with a small number of controlling shareholders.
members’ patronage income, which are described elsewhere in this manual. In addition to following these provisions, a converted cooperative will also have to comply with the relevant law governing cooperatives in the state in which the cooperative is incorporated.

**Challenges to Conversion**

Selling a business to a worker cooperative is an attractive option for many businesses, and presents advantages for both the selling owner and potential worker-owners. However, there are also challenges associated with cooperative conversion that require some creative solutions.

**Risk Disclosure:** Whenever ownership of a company changes hands, there are significant risks involved—the new owners generally will not be familiar with the business’s finances, and the business could have unexpected liabilities. Disclosing these risks is an important part of business transactions. In an ESOP, a trust that manages the employees’ ownership interest has fiduciary duties to the employees; that is, it is obligated by law to act in the employees’ best interests, mitigating some of the risks of assuming ownership. In addition, transactions regulated by the federal securities laws often require elaborate disclosures of finances and liabilities. By contrast, converting a closely held business to a worker cooperative and then selling shares to the members, just like the sale of any security or business, is more a case of “buyer beware.” Thus a cooperative considering a buyout should engage professional advisors to conduct the necessary due diligence, and insist on disclosures and warranties from the selling owner.

**Financing:** Although the selling owner may have identified employees who are enthusiastic about purchasing the company, the would-be worker-owners often lack the capital to purchase the business outright. The employees will have to choose a financing strategy that suits their particular circumstances. Possible sources of capital include issuing non-voting equity, acquiring a note from the sellers or a commercial lender, redeeming stock with future cash flows, or any combination of these sources.

Interested employees will often have to turn to a commercial lender in order to finance the purchase. Many lenders, unfamiliar with cooperative conversion, will be nervous about making such a loan and will demand some type of guarantee. The bank may require the cooperative to pledge its assets or stock, place limitations on patronage distributions until the debt is repaid, and, where the conversion entails the seller exiting the business completely, receive ongoing business consultation (to ensure that the business will remain profitable under the new, inexperienced cooperative management).

The Select Machine conversion is an excellent example of how a conversion can be structured to utilize multiple sources of capital. Select Machine structured the sale through several stock redemptions spread over a period of several years. The stock redemptions were financed through several different means. The first block of stock was financed by a note from a local bank. Later, the cooperative was able to purchase stock with cash from its business operations. The final stock redemption was financed by a note from the sellers themselves.
It is possible to sidestep traditional lending sources altogether. The employees of Real Pickles, a Massachusetts-based pickle manufacturer, raised enough capital from the issuance of preferred shares to purchase the business from the founders in a single transaction. The shares were structured on flexible terms which gave the company discretion in paying down their debt burden. The shares paid a cumulative dividend and were redeemable at a set price after a predetermined period of years. The investors came entirely from the local community.

Ownership-Control Disconnect: If a conversion is structured to sell the business through multiple transactions and to utilize the Section 1042 tax deferral, the multi-step nature of cooperative conversion can present a dilemma for the selling owner: after the first step (minimum 30% sale), the owner may still retain a majority ownership interest in the business. However, to take advantage of Section 1042, the members (a majority of whom must be employees) must elect a majority of the newly converted cooperative’s board on a one-person, one-vote basis. In other words, the majority owner no longer has majority control. The interests of the selling owner can be protected by including in the sale agreement assurances that the cooperative will act so as to protect the owner’s remaining ownership interests. In addition, the cooperative’s governance documents will often build in safeguards such as supermajority voting requirements for decisions affecting the owner’s proprietary interests.

Business Planning: Conversion to a cooperative will not only transform how a company is governed, it will also affect every aspect of how the company does business, from its day-to-day operations to its determination of how salaries and profits are distributed. Especially for selling owners and employees who lack experience with worker cooperatives, it may be difficult to anticipate how the business might change post-conversion. As part of the conversion process, the sellers and buyers should collaborate on forward-looking business planning.

The Steps Towards Executing a Cooperative Conversion

Often, the decision to convert to a worker cooperative begins with the owners. As mentioned above, the Section 1042 sale may be an attractive option for owners who are looking to preserve their business while transitioning away from it and sheltering their capital gains from taxation. However, the “qualified securities” requirement of Section 1042 may be too cumbersome for some owners, who may opt to forego the rollover. For owners who do not take advantage of Section 1042, there may be other equally powerful motivations, such as the gratification that comes with knowing that the business they founded will continue after they exit and the knowledge that a conversion will help their employees keep their livelihood. Perhaps most importantly for such owners, the employees may be the only willing buyer in a depressed market.

---

8 26 U.S.C. § 1042(c)(2).
If the owners decide to pursue a cooperative conversion, the process of a conversion may take the following steps:

1. **Owner's Decision.** First, the owner should decide to sell the business to the employees, based on an understanding of the benefits of cooperative conversion as well as the attendant risks.

2. **Cooperative Steering Committee.** Next, the owner should approach employees who are potentially interested in becoming members of the cooperative. Once the owner has identified a “critical mass” of interested employees, those employees should form a cooperative steering committee that is authorized to act on their behalf. A company with few employees may not need a steering committee.

3. **Professional Advising and Appraisal.** The Steering Committee should engage professional advisors, such as lawyers and accountants, to investigate the feasibility of a cooperative conversion, the financial health of the business and its actual and potential liabilities. This will require the cooperation of the selling owner. The Committee should also obtain an independent appraisal of the value of the company’s stock.

4. **Draft and Sign a Sales Agreement.** The sales agreement should articulate the terms of the sale, including a list of assets belonging to the business and the agreed upon sales price. The sales agreement may also include such representations as demanded by the transacting parties or the lenders. The sales agreement should establish a date for the closing meeting, where the parties will sign documents to transfer ownership to the employees and reorganize the business into a cooperative.

5. **Closing Meeting.** At a minimum, the business ownership should transfer at the closing meeting. However, it is not unusual for several distinct events to occur at the closing meeting: in addition to a transfer of ownership, the business will be reorganized into a cooperative, and the lenders and the cooperative will sign a lending agreement.

   **Stock Redemption Agreement.** The parties will sign a stock redemption agreement to transfer ownership, in the form of shares, from the sellers to the employees. The agreement should stipulate the terms of the deal, including the number of shares, the share price, and any other representations and warranties required by the parties or the lender. The agreement may also describe how the owner will support the employees’ financing of the stock purchase. In the case of a multi-stage sale, the agreement may articulate the future steps to complete the cooperative’s purchase of the owner’s stock.

   **Amend Governance Documents.** The sellers or the buyers (depending on whether the reorganization is planned to occur before or after the transfer of

---

9 The process outlined herein is not an all-encompassing. Each conversion is unique and the parties involved must evaluate which steps are necessary given their particular circumstances.

ownership) should amend the business’s key founding and governance documents to adopt a cooperative structure. In California, the business must file a Certificate of Amendment of Articles of Incorporation with the Secretary of State to amend its articles.\(^\text{11}\) In addition, the business will require new bylaws provisions regarding, for example, membership, the board of directors, how shares are voted, and how profits are distributed. The bylaws should also comport with the requirements of Subchapter T as well as the relevant state cooperative law. At this point, the business is officially a worker cooperative, at least on paper.

**Offering Statement.** The offering statement is a document prepared by the seller for the prospective worker-owners disclosing all the relevant risks associated with the transaction. (This addresses the “buyer beware” problem described above.) An offering statement will outline the risks of selling shares and transferring control; the risks of employee investment in the company; the terms of the Stock Redemption Agreement; and the securities and tax law issues surrounding the transaction and the continuing operation of the business. It will also describe the company’s reorganization into a worker cooperative, including attaching the new articles and bylaws (spelling out the terms and conditions of membership), as well as its business planning and finances. The purpose of the Offering Statement is to make a fair disclosure to potential members of the risks and responsibilities of becoming a worker-owner; it also provides lenders with a clearer understanding of the transaction.

**Secure Financing.** Before closing, the sellers and employees will have already assessed and identified lending sources. As mentioned above, lenders may require some form of support or guarantee from the seller or the cooperative. As such, the lender may be present at the closing meeting to formalize the lending documents and to ensure that their interests are represented in the other transaction documents, such as the stock redemption agreement, governance documents (limiting patron dividends), insurance certificate (for secured assets), employment contract, or consulting contract.

6. **Elect Federal Taxation Under Subchapter T.** Following the reorganization and redemption of the owners’ stock, the converted cooperative should terminate its existing election under the federal income tax laws and instead elect to be taxed under Subchapter T. This will enable the partial pass-through taxation characteristic of worker cooperatives, and permit the selling owner to take advantage of the tax benefits under Section 1042.

7. **Selling Owner 1042 Election.** If applicable, after the initial sale of shares to the cooperative is executed, the selling owners should elect to have their capital gains income from that sale taxed under Section 1042. As mentioned above, if the owners
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reinvest their sale proceeds within one year, taxes on those capital gains will be deferred.

8. *Future Operations/ Loan Repayment.* The converted cooperative will continue its business operations, albeit with a new board, new governance structure, and new system of distributing profits. The selling owners can continue as members of the cooperative, provided they meet all the conditions of membership (such as working for the cooperative full-time). In the years following the transaction, the cooperative will need to dedicate its profits towards repaying the loan that financed the transaction. This will depress the cooperative’s cash flow, thus most of the patronage allocated to members will be in the form of equity interests rather than cash payments until the loan is repaid (although Subchapter T requires that 20% of all patronage allocations must be in cash). The decrease in their disposable income will affect the members’ own financial planning, and during this time the members will be exposed to the enterprise risk of the business.

**Conclusion**

Converting an existing business to a cooperative is a complex transaction involving a number of legal and financial issues and risks. Indeed, successfully executing a conversion may require some novel, outside-the-box thinking. But the potential benefits of cooperative conversion are enormous—not least of which is the fact that the now-cooperatively-managed business is already up and running. More broadly, establishing conversion as a viable model for selling a business could encourage more businesspeople and lawyers to challenge the conventional wisdom and consider cooperative conversions when thinking about how to structure their deals.

**Sources:**

5. MARK C. STEWART AND ERIC D. BRITTON, SHUMAKER, LOOP & KENDRICK LLP, *SELLING STOCK TO EMPLOYEES THROUGH A QUALIFIED WORKER-OWNED

NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONS INCUBATING WORKER COOPERATIVES

Why Incubate?

Many nonprofit organizations are considering worker-owned business development as a powerful tool for community economic development. This is because worker-owned businesses and cooperatives align with the mission of those nonprofit organizations that are seeking to build economic empowerment and opportunity in low-income and marginalized communities.

However, nonprofits should be aware of the risks that come with business development in general and worker-owned business development in particular. The most important legal risks from the nonprofit’s perspective include jeopardizing the organization’s tax-exempt status and becoming liable for the actions of the cooperative.

It is important to consider that a worker-owned cooperative is primarily organized for the benefit of its members, who are private individuals. Although in California a cooperative corporation is not technically a “for-profit” corporation, it is also not a nonprofit. Unlike a nonprofit organization, a cooperative’s main purpose is not to benefit the public, but rather its members. Thus a nonprofit seeking to incubate such businesses will have to show that the beneficiaries of the cooperative’s operation are a “charitable class” of people or that developing the cooperative will further the nonprofit’s “charitable purpose.” We will discuss below the definitions of these terms.

Although it’s a frequent reminder, it’s important for a nonprofit interested in starting a new business to consult with an attorney who specializes in nonprofits. This will prevent the nonprofit from getting into activities that may jeopardize its tax-exempt status.

An Example: Green Landscaping Cooperative

Green Commonwealth Cooperative (“Green”) is a new worker-owned cooperative that has been incubated by Jobs Now, a community-based nonprofit. The nonprofit’s mission is to bring employment opportunities to low-income, minority, and disadvantaged people in the East Bay, by providing jobs training assistance to disadvantaged workers and businesses that employ disadvantaged workers. Green will employ low-income day laborers who have trouble finding work and do not have the resources to start their own business. Green will ultimately be owned by the day laborers as a worker cooperative. Jobs Now is providing the cooperative a start-up loan and business development services including helping them to organize, providing business training, assistance with maintaining financial, and accounting records, and providing an office space. As Green Landscaping becomes profitable, it will repay the nonprofit for services received through reduced rent and reduced fees.

The next sections of the manual analyze whether Jobs Now’s assistance to incubate Green fits within the nonprofit’s tax exempt purpose.
What Is a Nonprofit?

A nonprofit organization in California can be a public benefit corporation, a nonprofit religious corporation, or a mutual benefit corporation. For the purpose of this chapter, we will focus on public benefit corporations because they can get tax-exempt status under section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. Public benefit corporations in California are established to engage in public or charitable work.

Although the public benefit corporation is a matter of California state law, tax exemption is largely a matter of federal law. The most familiar type of tax exemption falls under section 501(c)(3). To obtain tax exemption under section 501(c)(3), the organization must be organized and operated for a limited set of purposes, the most common of which are charitable, educational, scientific, or religious.

Beyond 501(c)(3)

Note that there are many other types of tax exemption under section 501(c) of the Internal Revenue Code. Tax exemption under section 501(c)(3) has a unique benefit, in that donations to the organization are tax deductible to the donors. However, tax exemption under sections 501(c)(4), 501(c)(5), 501(c)(6), 501(c)(7), or another section may afford an organization greater flexibility and allow a broader range of purposes. It is also possible for a nonprofit corporation to operate without obtaining tax exemption, in which case the corporation would be taxed like a normal business.

Nonprofits Doing Economic Development Work in General

The IRS has provided guidance to nonprofits that want to do economic development work, such as providing resources and assistance to for-profit businesses in low-income communities. The IRS issues what are known as “Revenue Rulings,” which are public rulings that apply the tax laws to particular cases. These rulings can be relied on by the public to analyze how the IRS would view a similar case in the future. We use these rulings to try to understand how the IRS would view a nonprofit that is trying to do for-profit activities and what factors the IRS uses to determine whether these activities have a tax-exempt or “charitable” purpose.

In analyzing nonprofit organizations providing business development services, the main question that the IRS is seeking to answer is whether this work is primarily charitable in nature and helping the public, which would qualify for tax exemption, or whether it is primarily benefiting private individuals, which would make it a non-exempt activity.13

IRS definition of “charitable”

The IRS has interpreted the term “charitable” to include the following purposes:

• relief of the poor,

---

13 See, e.g., Robert Louthian and Marvin Friedlander, “Economic Development Corporations: Charity Through the Back Door” (an IRS publication), (providing that the IRS recognizes the charitable purpose of economic development activities that benefit for-profit companies where “the ultimate good received by the general public outweighs the private benefit accorded to the direct beneficiaries”), available at http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-tege/etopic92.pdf.
• lessening the burdens of government,
• promotion of social welfare by organizations designed to lessen neighborhood tensions, eliminate prejudice and discrimination, or combat community deterioration and juvenile delinquency.\textsuperscript{14}

A nonprofit organization that seeks to develop for-profit businesses, such as cooperatives, as a charitable activity, would likely want to argue that the activity advances a charitable purpose related to those listed above.

\textit{Private Inurement}

The IRS is concerned that a nonprofit may use its tax-exempt funds to benefit a private individual, especially someone who has a relationship with the organization. This is called “private inurement” and is a concern when a nonprofit is doing business development work that will benefit a group of private individuals. Moreover, an organization whose \textbf{primary purpose} is to render services to individuals in their private capacity generally cannot qualify as a tax-exempt, charitable entity.

The exception to this general rule is where the private individuals receiving the benefit are members of a “charitable class,” or if they are not part of this class, then the individuals are a means for advancement of a charitable objective. Finally, the IRS also looks to see if the private benefit involved is incidental to or unavoidable in pursuit of the charitable purpose.

\textit{Charitable Class}

A “charitable class” of people includes terms like “poor and distressed,” “minority,” and “disadvantaged.” In our modern parlance that usually refers to low-income people, people of color or other marginalized individuals. If the nonprofit can show that the direct beneficiaries are charitable, i.e., the worker-members of the new cooperative are limited to a charitable class of people, then it has a much stronger argument for why its business development work with the cooperative is “charitable.” This is because by helping such people form their own business, the nonprofit can show that its activity is contributing to relief of the poor or disadvantaged.

\textit{Charitable Purpose}

By contrast, if the nonprofit is not working directly with disadvantaged or low-income people, then the nonprofit will want to show that its assistance to these individuals to form a cooperative will accomplish a charitable goal such as combating community deterioration. It would be even stronger if the nonprofit could show that by aiding non-poor people in creating a cooperative, the nonprofit’s activities are aiding a business that will locate in an economically depressed or blighted area, for example.

In such cases, the nonprofit should show that the assistance they are providing is \textit{primarily} relieving poverty and lessening tensions caused by the lack of jobs in the area;

\textsuperscript{14} IRS Regs. 1.501(c)(3)-1(d)(2).
lessening prejudice and discrimination against minorities; or some other similar charitable purpose.

The main lesson is that the nonprofit should not be providing business development assistance to non-poor or non-disadvantaged people without showing that this assistance is achieving a greater, charitable purpose.

The Factors That the IRS Considers

When the IRS analyzes tax-exempt organizations that are doing economic development work, the following factors are very important in determining whether the organization is primarily accomplishing charitable purposes, despite the fact that private individuals are benefiting from the work. The IRS looks to see if the nonprofit’s assistance is targeted to:

1. **benefit a “charitable class,”** such as minorities, the unemployed or underemployed, or other disadvantaged groups (i.e., by providing them training);
2. **aid an area** that is economically depressed or blighted;
3. **aid businesses** that would locate or remain in the economically depressed or blighted areas and provide jobs and training to the unemployed or underemployed from such area only if the nonprofit’s assistance was available; and
4. **aid businesses** that have actually experienced difficulty in obtaining conventional financing due to:
   a. the **deteriorated nature of the area** in which they were or would be located or
   b. their **composition by minority** or disadvantaged people.

While all of these factors are important, the IRS generally considers the first factor to be most important because it provides a direct link between the economic development activity and assistance to the disadvantaged through the provision of jobs.

**Nonprofits Making Money**

Thus far we have discussed the issue of whether a nonprofit can provide business development services to a worker-owned cooperative. But we must also address the question of whether the nonprofit can engage in business itself, either within the nonprofit or by forming a subsidiary. This is because the nonprofit may want to create the cooperative as a part of the nonprofit’s activities, or eventually spin it off as a “subsidiary” business.

---

Related Versus Unrelated Business

The law allows nonprofits to operate income-generating businesses of two sorts: 1) related (the income from which IS NOT taxed) and 2) unrelated (the income from which IS taxed). The main point to take from nonprofits doing business is: it’s not what you do WITH the money, it’s what you do TO EARN the money. Many organizations believe that their business should be tax exempt simply because they reinvest all profits into the nonprofit organization. However, this is a given with any nonprofit – the earnings should not be distributed to private individuals. What matters to the IRS is the nature of the activity that earns the money, and whether the activity is operated with the primary purpose of achieving a tax-exempt, or charitable purpose.

Related Business

A “related” business is one in which the primary purpose behind the conduct of the activities is substantially related to the tax-exempt purpose of the organization, as discussed above. The primary purpose of the activity must be to further the exempt purpose, and it must have a substantial causal relationship to achieving those purposes. The primary motivation behind the activity and its primary impact should be the furtherance of the tax-exempt purpose. The money that you earn must be incidental to, and not the primary goal of, the project. When the nonprofit makes decisions about the business activity, it should be with the question: “What will most help us achieve our educational or charitable goals?” and not “How can we earn the most money?” The IRS wants to ensure that nonprofit business activities do not unfairly compete with for-profit businesses. A nonprofit’s business activity should not be operated on a scale that is larger than necessary to achieve the tax-exempt purposes.

An example of a “related business” according to the IRS was a nonprofit’s sale of a software program when its charitable purpose was to make new technology available for the benefit of the public. The IRS noted that the software program constituted only 2.3% of the nonprofit’s total operations and that the budget for the software program showed that the program’s expenses exceeded its revenues. This helped persuade the IRS that the primary purpose of the program was not to earn money.17

It is important to note that the nonprofit is not insulated from liability for the actions of a related business, and so the nonprofit may be responsible for covering liabilities with its own insurance or assets if someone were to sue the related business.

Unrelated Business

In contrast to a “related” business, an “unrelated” business can be operated with the primary goal of earning money for the nonprofit, so long as it’s a small portion of the nonprofit’s total activities.

The IRS has provided guidance to show when a nonprofit’s work on behalf of a for-profit is an unrelated business. The following activities tend to show an unrelated, or commercial purpose:

- Competition with commercial firms
- Lack of voluntary financial contribution from the public
- Presence of net profits
- Failure to offer any free or below-cost services
- Failure to limit its clientele to exempt organizations.

In general, the more the business looks like a competitive, commercial business rather than just one that furthers the nonprofit’s exempt purpose, the more likely the IRS is to consider it an unrelated business. In addition, if the activity itself is not substantially related to the organization’s exempt purpose, regardless of how the money earned from the activity is used, the activity is likely an unrelated business. In one instance, the IRS ruled that a nonprofit’s provision of veterinary services was an unrelated business because the nonprofit’s exempt purpose was to prevent cruelty to animals but the services were not provided to animals that were unwanted or victims of cruel treatment.

Income from such a business is subject to Unrelated Business Income Tax (UBIT), and must be reported in the organization’s annual 990 filing. The purpose of UBIT is to ensure that nonprofits do not gain an unfair advantage if they are competing in a regular market. The most important thing to remember about unrelated business is that it should not become substantial in relation to the nonprofit’s total activities. There is no bright-line rule for determining when the unrelated business has become “substantial,” but the safest thing to do is keep it at less than 10% or 15% of the organization’s activities or income. If the activity grows and is successful in generating income, the organization may want to create a for-profit subsidiary. If the unrelated business is “substantial,” and the nonprofit does not create a for-profit subsidiary, it may be in danger of losing its tax exemption.

Is the Green Cooperative a charitable activity of Jobs Now?

In the example of Jobs Now and the Green Landscaping Co-op, the first question to consider is whether the primary purpose of the organization is to provide business development services to a charitable class of people. Jobs Now can probably show that its business development work with low-income day laborers will contribute to relief of the poor by showing that:

- it is directly benefiting a charitable class of individuals,
- its services are targeted to assist that class,
- it is not in competition with commercial firms,
- it is providing services that are free and below-cost,
- it is not making net profits off its work; and
- it has support from the public.

---

By helping these workers to create their own business, it is directly benefiting the charitable class of low-income and disadvantaged people. In addition, Jobs Now can show that its services are targeted to assist disadvantaged people, not just anyone who wants a job.

In addition, Jobs Now should show that its assistance to the cooperative is not in competition with commercial firms, because there are no commercial firms that would provide free or below-cost support to help day laborers start their own businesses. Finally, Jobs Now should show that it is not making net profits off of the business development services it provides; and that Jobs Now has support in the form of voluntary contributions from the public. All of these factors suggest that Jobs Now’s business development activity is charitable in nature.

Beware: Jobs training is not always an exempt activity!

While we’ve given examples of where the IRS permits nonprofits to operate related businesses that are conducted for the primary purpose of providing skills training to the disadvantaged, the IRS is not always consistent!

For example, in one case, the IRS deemed a nonprofit’s business to have a charitable purpose because it trained and provided employment to people who were unemployed or underemployed. In that case the nonprofit manufactured and sold toy products using the labor of disadvantaged residents. The trainees were placed in permanent positions in the community as soon as they were adequately trained.

But in another case, the IRS denied tax-exempt status to a nonprofit that provided job training to unemployed residents. In that case the nonprofit operated a low-price grocery store in which only a small portion of earnings was allocated to provide job training to unemployed residents from the surrounding low-income community. The nonprofit made a profit off of food sales, although they were sold at low prices to the community. However, food was not distributed free or at reduced cost to those who could not afford to pay. For these reasons, the IRS found that running the grocery store was not a tax-exempt purpose.

We can distinguish these two cases because in the first case the primary purpose of the nonprofit’s business was to train disadvantaged people, not to operate the business. In the second case, the nonprofit’s activities were not primarily motivated by a desire to help unemployed or disadvantaged people. However, because conducting business activities as a nonprofit can be tricky, it is important to carefully plan your business such that it meets the IRS requirements. Consult a nonprofit attorney for assistance with setting up any business your nonprofit may want to operate.

---

19 See IRS Rev. Rul. 69-572 for an example of where a nonprofit differentiates its services from those offered by for-profit providers. Please note that the issue of competition applies to the non-profit’s activities, not those of the cooperative. It is assumed that the cooperative business itself will be competing with other businesses, and helping it compete may in fact be the goal of the nonprofit providing technical assistance.


What Is a Subsidiary?

Often nonprofit organizations choose to form subsidiary entities to undertake business activities. Forming a subsidiary can help to protect a nonprofit’s tax-exempt status. If the nonprofit seeks to engage in business activity that is not related to the nonprofit’s tax-exempt purpose, then forming a subsidiary can be a good strategy. Another reason for forming a subsidiary is to protect the nonprofit from liability.

A subsidiary is usually owned or controlled by the nonprofit “parent” entity. The nonprofit exerts control over the subsidiary in a variety of ways. Usually the nonprofit controls the new entity by owning the stock, received in exchange for capital contributed by the nonprofit. This allows the parent nonprofit to select the subsidiary’s board of directors and officers. Additionally, the nonprofit may incorporate the subsidiary, choose the subsidiary’s business purpose, and create bylaws that protect the parent’s ability to control the subsidiary. By controlling the board of directors, the nonprofit ensures that its vision is carried on in the subsidiary’s activities.

The importance of corporate formalities

In order to prevent the nonprofit from becoming liable for the subsidiary’s activities, the two should be treated as distinct entities. This means observing “corporate formalities.” Corporate formalities include ensuring that both the nonprofit and the subsidiary have their own boards of directors with separate meetings and minutes; have separate officers and employees; maintain separate bank accounts, bookkeeping, records, and financial accounts; and use separate stationery. In addition, the subsidiary should enter into transactions in its own name. If these procedural formalities are followed, then the two entities will be treated by the courts as separate legal entities. If anyone tries to sue the nonprofit parent organization for the actions of the subsidiary, the lawsuit will likely fail because the parent will usually not be liable for the actions of the subsidiary.

Are worker cooperatives subsidiaries?

It is not advisable to structure the relationship between a nonprofit and a worker-owned cooperative as a parent-subsidiary relationship. A worker-owned cooperative is supposed to be an entity that is owned by its members, who are the workers. Thus, if a nonprofit is the “parent” and wholly-owns the cooperative, this would defeat the purpose of creating the cooperative in the first place. Instead, it is better to have the nonprofit become a member of the cooperative or have control over the board of the cooperative, as we discuss in the next section.

Nonprofits Creating Cooperatives

In California, when someone incorporates a corporation, that person (known as the “incorporator”) has the power to appoint the cooperative’s initial board of directors. California cooperative law provides that only “natural persons” may hold seats on a cooperative’s board of directors. This means that a nonprofit entity cannot be a member of the cooperative’s Board. However, the cooperative law allows for a “specified designator”

22 Cal. Corporations Code Section 12233.
to choose “all or any portion of the directors authorized in the articles or bylaws” of the cooperative. By selecting itself as the specified designator of board seats for the new cooperative, the nonprofit can ensure that, after the initial board of director’s term expires, it retains indirect influence over the activities of the cooperative through representation on the Board. However, by asserting excessive control over the cooperative’s board, the nonprofit risks violating the fundamental principles of a worker cooperative, which grants governing authority to the workers.

The Nonprofit as Member

California cooperatives allow for different classes of membership. This means that the nonprofit could create a class of membership for the workers and a class for itself, as an organizational member. However, how the IRS would view a nonprofit member of a California cooperative corporation is not completely clear. In the LLC context, the IRS views nonprofit members of LLCs as entering into a joint venture with the other LLC members. Such LLCs are subject to strict rules: the LLC must be set up to achieve one of the nonprofit’s charitable purposes; and the nonprofit must retain ultimate control of the LLC to ensure that the charitable purpose is the primary focus. In the case of a California cooperative corporation, the IRS may not subject the cooperative and the nonprofit to joint venture rules, because the cooperative corporation is not a pass-through entity like an LLC. However, this area of law has not been tested and we recommend you consult with an attorney before making your nonprofit a member of a cooperative corporation.

Rather than become an official member of the cooperative, it may be advisable for the nonprofit to retain influence over the cooperative through designating a minority of seats on the board of directors, as described above. Alternatively, or in addition, the nonprofit could retain influence over the cooperative vision by naming itself in the bylaws of the new cooperative as a “specified person.” This specified person has power to ensure that certain changes to the bylaws, such as a decision to stop operating as a cooperative, or to merge or sell to another business entity, cannot happen without the nonprofit’s approval. In this way the nonprofit can serve as an “anchor” to ensure that the cooperative maintains its founding principles and vision.

Reasons to avoid having a membership in the cooperative

It may be that the nonprofit would not like to become a member of the cooperative. This may be because the nonprofit does not want to be considered the parent of the cooperative or be liable for the cooperative’s actions.

From a tax perspective, it may be risky for the nonprofit to exert too much control over the cooperative. Even if the nonprofit and the cooperative are not in a “parent-subsidiary relationship,” the IRS may find that the relationship exists due to the

23 Cal. Corporations Code Section 12360(d).
24 See IRS Revenue Ruling 98-15 for a discussion of joint venture rules.
25 California Corporations Code Section 12330(d) provides that a cooperative’s bylaws may allow that the repeal or amendment of the bylaws (or any specified parts of the bylaws) “occur only with the approval in writing of a specified person or persons other than the Board of Directors or members.”
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nonprofit’s excessive control and close supervision of the affairs of the cooperative. If a parent entity exerts too much control over a subsidiary, the IRS could find that the subsidiary is not in fact a separate entity, but rather an “instrumentality” of the parent entity. The rationale behind this is that when the parent nonprofit is too involved in the day-to-day management of the subsidiary, the activities of the subsidiary are imputed to the parent. The effect of this could be that the income of the cooperative will be “attributed” to the parent nonprofit. The lesson here is that the nonprofit should take care to make sure that the cooperative is treated as a separate entity, with a separate board and separate management.

Further, in order to allow the new cooperative to be truly worker-owned and managed, the nonprofit should allow the workers to become members with voting powers in all respects. In addition, the nonprofit should not reserve to itself, as “specified person,” excessive power over the board of directors or over changes to the bylaws. As the cooperative becomes established, the nonprofit may want to designate itself to appoint no more than a minority of the board seats and let the balance be elected by the workers. By allowing the workers to elect a majority of the board seats, and thus retain democratic control of the board, the nonprofit will be well-positioned to show that the cooperative is not its subsidiary.

Services provided to the cooperative

The nonprofit can provide essential services to ensure the success of the cooperative such as: pre-startup business development planning and analysis, investment of start-up capital, development of business systems, management of human resources, strategic planning, start-up financing, public education, and creating strategic partnerships for the cooperative. If desired, staff members of the nonprofit can be independent consultants or employees of the cooperative.

If the nonprofit plans to provide certain services for free or below-cost to the cooperative, the nonprofit should make sure that such services are in furtherance of the nonprofit’s tax-exempt purpose. If the nonprofit is a charitable organization focused on assisting disadvantaged people, the nonprofit can show this by having the cooperative restrict its membership to such a disadvantaged class of people. However, if this is not possible, then it is important that the nonprofit be paid by the cooperative for the fair market value of the services it provides. Similarly, if the cooperative is the subsidiary of the nonprofit, then the nonprofit should make sure to charge market rate for its services to the subsidiary, so as to avoid an improper benefit to the cooperative.

Note that some of the services provided to the cooperative by the nonprofit would be considered “related business” activities (described near the beginning of this section), which means the nonprofit would not pay tax on any income for those services. However, some of the services may be considered operation of an “unrelated business,”

---

26 Rev. Ruling 68-26 (finding that even though a technical parent-subsidiary relationship did not exist between two nonprofits, the parent-subsidiary relationship can be present if a “substantially similar relationship does in fact exist through the control and close supervision of its affairs.”).
in which case the nonprofit would need to pay taxes on the income (including any patronage dividends) derived from those services.

Cooperatives should “operate on a cooperative basis”

The purpose of a cooperative is to be democratically controlled by its members. Although the nonprofit may exert control over the cooperative through designating the board of directors, it should not fully control the cooperative. The other worker members should have the ability to control the cooperative through electing the board of directors and having a voice in the daily operations of the cooperative. If the nonprofit exerts too much control, this may violate fundamental cooperative principles as well as violate IRS provisions in Subchapter T of the Code.

As discussed in the “How the Money Flows” chapter, one of the advantages of Subchapter T is that the cooperative may deduct patronage dividends that are distributed to members based on their contribution to the cooperative.

The IRS allows Subchapter T tax treatment for cooperatives that are “operating on a cooperative basis.” This means that the cooperative should: (1) subordinate capital, (2) have democratic control by members, and (3) allocate and distribute net earnings to members. In order to “subordinate capital,” the cooperative should place the control and direction of the organization in its members, not outsiders. Similarly, member democratic control requires the cooperative to generally govern itself on a one-member, one-vote basis. Thus, the nonprofit should avoid undue control over the cooperative, either through control of the board of directors or unequal voting power, which may violate the IRS requirements that the cooperative operate on a cooperative basis. However, this is a disputed topic and deserves more discussion. In some cases it may make sense for the nonprofit to exert control in the initial stages of the co-op’s development, to ensure that the business is successful.

The third principle, allocate and distribute net earnings to members, means that in general the profits of the cooperative should be allocated or distributed to the members’ accounts.

Be careful about how much the nonprofit controls.

In sum, it may not be a good idea for the nonprofit to have too much control over the new cooperative it creates for several reasons. How much is too much? This is a gray area and deserves more attention than can be given in this manual. Some argue that the nonprofit needs to retain control in the startup years of the co-op to ensure that the co-op is successful. This is especially true if the co-op’s members are disadvantaged workers who may lack access to the business and financial resources required to run a business. As we have discussed above, however, too much control over a Subchapter T governed cooperative may violate IRS rules about “operating on a cooperative basis.” Because this

27 The Internal Revenue Code does not define “cooperative” or “operating on a cooperative basis.” Instead case law and IRS guidance have provided the determining criteria. The seminal case which provided these three factors is Puget Sound Plywood, Inc. v. C.I.R., 44 T.C. 305 (1965); see also Charles Autry and Roland Hall, The Law of Cooperatives, American Bar Association, (2009), pg.88.
has not yet been tested, we recommend you consult with an attorney about incubating a worker cooperative corporation subject to IRS Subchapter T rules.

Protecting your tax-exempt status

In sum, take care to ensure that the business development work falls into the nonprofit’s tax-exempt purpose. Then make sure that all services provided to the cooperative from the nonprofit are “arms-length,” that is that they are fair to both the nonprofit and to the cooperative. If the cooperative is composed of a charitable class of individuals, then the nonprofit can offer these services free or at substantially lower costs. If these two conditions are met, then the nonprofit is unlikely to face a threat to its tax-exempt status.

Steps To Take If Your Nonprofit Wants To Get Involved In Business Activities

Review your nonprofit’s incorporation documents and tax exemption determination

Before your nonprofit undertakes to provide business development services for the development of new worker cooperatives, review your nonprofit’s articles of incorporation to make sure that this activity fits within your organization’s charitable purpose.

• Review the Articles of Incorporation to see if it contains a specific purpose clause that would encompass the contemplated activity. For example, the specific purpose might be to promote employment opportunities for the disadvantaged or poor, in which case a business that employs significant numbers of this charitable class may be consistent with this narrow purpose.

• Review the Articles of Incorporation to see if there is a broad purpose clause permitting the organization to engage in “any activities that further its charitable or educational purposes,” in which case the new activity may be permitted without amendment provided it furthers the exempt purpose.

• Review your tax-exemption application and determination letter from the IRS to see whether the new activity contradicts any requirements the IRS imposed in the determination letter.

If your Articles do not include the contemplated purpose, then:

• Amend the Articles of Incorporation to include the new purpose and business activity and send a copy of the amendment to the IRS and the California Franchise Tax Board.

• In the amendment, include a letter describing the new purpose and business activity and why the nonprofit organization considers them to be charitable and educational.

• In California, the nonprofit corporation must draft a Certificate of Amendment and submit it to the Secretary of State’s office. Here is a sample Certificate with further detailed instructions:

For more information on nonprofits starting for-profit subsidiaries see these resources: http://www.adlercolvin.com/resources/revenue-generating-activities.php.

Different Entities Available for Formation of Cooperatives

Most of this section has been written under the assumption that a nonprofit has formed a cooperative corporation. However, a nonprofit that incubates cooperatives may choose, for a variety of reasons, to form the cooperative as an LLC, partnership, or other entity. For more information on this, see the chapters on entity choice and employment law, “Forming Cooperatives of Foreign Nationals.”

Non-legal Considerations: Does your nonprofit have the capacity or experience to start a cooperative?

Hilary Abell, a non-profit management and cooperative development consultant, speaks about the “entrepreneurial culture” and long-term commitment required of the nonprofit organization itself, if it is going to find success in incubating worker cooperatives. As former executive director of WAGES, a non-profit that incubates worker-owned businesses for Latina women, Hilary has helped incubate successful co-ops in low-income communities and has advised non-profits that are exploring or involved in co-op development. In her view, one of the main non-legal considerations for nonprofits is the fit between the sponsoring nonprofit and the organizational capacities and culture needed to build a successful cooperative business. She states,

“While the competencies needed for community organizing or providing social services may be helpful in co-op incubation, the daily rhythm, underlying logic, and actual activities of incubating and operating a business are quite different. Experience has shown that the nonprofits that are most likely to succeed at social enterprises or co-op development are the ones that already have the entrepreneurial skills and business-like culture that are needed to make small businesses thrive, or that recognize that the culture and skills needed to run their other programs may be different from what they’ll need to incubate businesses. Some complex negotiations and cultural shifts are often necessary in order to integrate people with new skill sets and enable the staff or department responsible for the co-op project to do their job well.

It is also important for non-profits to realize that co-op development is a long-term commitment. If the sponsoring organization removes its technical assistance and organizing support prematurely, it can backfire both for the non-profit and for co-op members. A nonprofit should know in advance how many years of support it can provide to the new co-op and how it will secure the skilled staff and resources to fulfill this commitment. Because people put so much of their heart and soul into cooperatives, a developer does a dis-service if it is too optimistic or idealistic in its assumptions about what is needed. As we know, about half of small businesses fail within five years due to lack of experience, planning or investment capital. In under-resourced
communities, small businesses may need even more support. The cooperative model can be more intensive and, when done well, can yield great rewards, but it is a complex undertaking.”

There are many non-legal considerations to take into account in incubating a worker-owned cooperative. Nonprofit organizations may not have the staff with the requisite skills or experience necessary to start or manage a new business, especially one that is to be eventually owned and controlled by other people. Before embarking on such a project, you should consult with a social enterprise or nonprofit management consultant to determine whether your nonprofit has the capacity to take on a new venture.

If Your Nonprofit Wants To Start A Cooperative, Consult A Lawyer!

The ability for nonprofits to contribute to the worker cooperative movement by creating new cooperatives is very promising. Nonprofits who are considering such a move should seek legal and tax advice from certified public accountants and attorneys who are familiar with nonprofits engaging in business ventures as well cooperative attorneys to properly structure the relationship. You can also reach out to the East Bay Community Law Center and Sustainable Economies Law Center as resources!
MANAGING YOUR COOPERATIVE BUSINESS

Governance refers to how the company is controlled and how decisions are made. Governance also includes how the company and its workers are held accountable both to their internal members and to external stakeholders. In a worker-owned, democratically-governed business, the workers own the company’s assets, but equally important, they control the company and business. If your cooperative is incorporated, it must comply with formal governance requirements as defined by statute, such as having a Board of Directors and Officers. If your cooperative is an LLC, governance can be more flexible and it may or may not have a Board of Managers. If you are an LLC, be careful. In an LLC that has no Board, each member has the legal power to bind the entire cooperative, unless expressly restricted in the Operating Agreement.

Governance Structure

(1) Board of Directors

If you choose to form your business as a California Cooperative Corporation, i.e., under the cooperative corporation statute, you must have a Board of Directors and Officers. The Board of Directors is a group of individuals who serve as the governing body of the cooperative. In most cases, the worker-members of a worker cooperative elect the Board of Directors. The Board of a cooperative has legal responsibilities to be loyal to the company, to act with care and honesty and to operate the company for the benefit of the membership. The Board generally sets its company’s goals and strategies and makes important decisions such as whether to borrow money, purchase capital assets and hire executive management. The role of the Board in day-to-day decisions depends on the size and complexity of the company. If there are few employees, the Board may be composed of all of the workers, frequently referred to as a Collective Board. In such cases, the Board functions as the policy-making body, deciding everything from whether to move to a larger location to the company’s return policy. A Collective Board worker cooperative would not be required to hold an annual meeting of members. Under the cooperative corporation statute, the Board must have a minimum of three directors.

If the Board is a subgroup elected from the membership, its authority derives from election by the members. To prevent corrosive “us vs. them” scenarios, the Board should sometimes must adopt measures to ensure its accountability to the workers such as: regular elections, distribution of meeting minutes, solicitation of worker input, appointment of worker-directors to special Board committees, etc.

(2) Officers
The California cooperative corporation statute requires that a cooperative have at least three officers: a president, a secretary and a chief financial officer. Unlike the Board, which has the ultimate governing authority over the cooperative, the officers are the executive agents who carry specific responsibilities within the cooperative. For example, a president is often empowered to sign documents on behalf of the cooperative. A secretary usually provides required notices to members and keeps meeting minutes. A financial officer manages finances and accounts, and often signs checks for the cooperative.

Officers may be executive managers with authority from the Board to implement company goals, or they may be figureheads who are deployed only to sign necessary documents for outside parties. The role of officers, like that of the Board, varies based on the size and complexity of the business and the company culture.

If the company is adopting a collective, nonhierarchical model, its workers may not choose to give its named officers executive authority, but they would need to decide how these officers will be represented to outside parties. For example, if a figurehead treasurer were to sign a contract on behalf of the cooperative without the authority to do so, this could lead to a lawsuit or be generally detrimental to the cooperative’s future business relationships.

Regardless of the size of the company, the relationship of workers to the Board and to executive officers should be established at the outset and regularly reviewed and evaluated. Worker-owners might resent having the responsibilities of ownership if they do not feel they are able to make decisions that affect their workplace. If workers perceive the Board as not connected to their daily work lives, then there may not actually be democracy in the workplace.

**Workplace Structure**

The fact that workers are owners does not compel them to adopt any one particular workplace organizational model. A democratically-managed business might sometimes be organized along the traditional hierarchies found in American businesses. For example, the Board may hire executive managers who hire employee-owners who carry out board decisions under the managers’ supervision.

Some worker cooperatives, by contrast, are characterized by minimal hierarchy, perhaps flat or nearly flat pay scales, job rotation, and individuals held accountable not to a single supervisor, but to the whole cooperative. Of course, hybrids of these two extremes are common. Each company needs to evaluate which model works for their particular business and industry.

A business founded on democratic workplace principles should spend extra time exploring how the ideals of democracy in the workplace will be manifested in the business organization. Be aware that many cooperatives evolve through different models as they grow in size and complexity. What worked when there were 5 members starting the business sometimes becomes unmanageable when there are 25 or more members, so flexibility is important. If the organization grows and becomes more complex, its internal mechanisms for ensuring accountability of workers to the organization as a whole should expand as well. In a cooperative, members should pay special attention to those wearing multiple “hats” in the company, as these de facto leaders are often the first to expand their roles without authority from the membership.
Members vs. Nonmembers Within The Company

Having employees who are not members of the cooperative has positive and negative consequences. Non-member employees can provide an effective temporary workforce for a seasonal business that cannot maintain a year-round level of employment. Non-member employees can also help a company manage volatile revenue swings. This is because, unlike a traditional company, a worker-owned company cannot dispense with unneeded members when the market changes or the business experiences a setback.

However, non-member employees can become a second-class employee group. This can change the dynamics of the democratic workplace. Members then become like bosses to the non-member employees, creating divisions between workers. In order to avoid these divisions and encourage democracy in the workplace, California law requires that 51% of a worker cooperative’s workers be members or candidates.

It is essential that owners clarify the role of non-member employees. If there is a company program for moving employees to member status, it should be presented clearly and made available to all. Narrowing the gap between members and non-members in their relative access to decision making and profit-sharing may be critical for workplace unity and democracy.

External Governance Issues

If the business was organized under the auspices of a parent non-profit or with the aid of outside investors, it may need to include these outside entities in the internal governance of the cooperative. Co-op founders will need to establish the level of participation of a parent non-profit on the Board of Directors. For instance, how many seats on the Board will be allocated to outside entities? If the participation of the parent non-profit requires a separate membership class, how will that entity share in the risk of the enterprise? If outside investors are involved, will they have some decision-making power related to the protection of their investment? Will these outside investors have more direct representation on the Board? This topic will be discussed in more detail in the section on “Nonprofit Incubators.”

When the cooperative engages with business partners, will this engagement occur under the authority of the Board, or will individuals with management-level roles transact directly with third parties? The members may identify specific contracts that require Board approval and those that may be concluded directly by individual workers.
If a community member or customer has an issue with the company, will their concerns be addressed by the Board or by an individual worker? What sorts of issues warrant resolution by one mechanism or another?

The bylaws or operating agreement of the cooperative are very important because they provide the answers to these and other important governance questions.

Cooperative Principles and Cooperative Governance

The “one-member, one-vote” principle of cooperatives provides only the starting point for decision-making in a cooperative. Consider these more advanced issues: (1) When will a decision be final: when the board approves by majority, by a 2/3 vote, by consensus, by a vote of directors present, or by all directors? (2) Should some decisions require a higher approval level than others? (3) The Board will not make every decision. If incorporated under a specific cooperative statute, which decisions does the law reserve only to members instead of to the Board? What decisions can be made by the members? By work teams? By individual supervisors? (4) Can the members appeal a decision of the Board? What kinds of decisions are eligible to be appealed?

The cooperative principles include concern for the community in which the cooperative operates, but how will this play out in practice? Will members of the community be invited onto the Board of Directors? How will the company monitor its social, economic, and environmental impacts on the community?

Internal Governance Controls

The company should adopt measures to hold directors accountable to each other and to the Board as a whole. Directors can be evaluated for meeting attendance, participation, and knowledge of issues affecting the business. If an individual director or executive officer acts according to her own beliefs on what is best for the cooperative, but not in accordance with the deliberated decision of the Board, how does the Board reclaim its own authority?

What mechanism does the cooperative have for members to exercise control over decisions affecting their workplace? Regular Board elections can help make directors accountable, but there often needs to be more than that. Managers need to be directly accountable to the worker-owners, inviting participation from workers prior to making a decision, explaining their decisions, and providing means for review and evaluation by workers. If there are loose structures or no structures of command and control, leaders will arise spontaneously. Most cooperatives want to encourage this process. However, without formal structures, these leaders may operate without accountability and in a way that impairs democracy in the workplace.
Useful Resources:

Additional tools on governance can be found at:
Worker Coop Toolbox- US Federation of Worker Cooperatives:
California Governance Resources:
COOPERATIVES AND EMPLOYMENT LAW

Old-Fashioned Jobs: Working FOR Others

Employment laws have been created mostly to balance the relationship between “master” and “servant.” Employment laws recognize that employees are vulnerable because they are dependent on and work under the control of employers. Employment laws give certain rights to employees, like the right to minimum wage, to reasonable work hours, to a safe and healthy workplace, to protection from discrimination, to compensation for workplace injuries, and so on.

Versus...

Cooperatives: Working WITH Others

Now how do employment laws apply when you form a cooperative to work with others, rather than for others? You might think employment laws no longer apply, but, actually, they often do! Employment laws are designed to cover as many people as possible, so that no workers are left unprotected by a loophole. The safe thing is to assume that everyone working for a cooperative is an employee, and then work backward from there to see if you can find any exceptions.

What Does It Mean To Have Employees?

Having employees comes with a list of obligations and requirements, including:

- Paying minimum wage and overtime;
- Complying with standards for hours and working conditions;
- Payment of payroll taxes and other withholdings;
- Maintaining workers compensation insurance;
- Complying with occupational safety and health laws;
- Verifying employees’ eligibility to work in the U.S.;
- Posting of certain kinds of notices and posters related to employees’ rights; and
- Adhering to certain recordkeeping requirements.

However, if someone is not an employee, most of these requirements do not apply.

Who Is NOT an Employee?

There are four primary legal categories of workers that are not considered employees; here are some basic explanations of each:

A. Volunteers = People who do work for charitable, religious, or humanitarian benefit.
B. **Interns** = People who do work for their own educational or therapeutic benefit.

C. **Independent Contractors** = People who do work for others in an independent manner.

D. **Partners** = People who work together as relative equals for their own and mutual benefit.

A. **Who Can Be Considered a VOLUNTEER?**

As a general rule, you **CANNOT volunteer for a for-profit business** unless you can be classified under one of the other three categories below (interns, independent contractor, or partners). But as a general rule, you **CAN volunteer for nonprofit organizations** that are engaged in charitable, religious, or humanitarian purposes. Most cooperatives will not meet the definition of “charitable, religious, or humanitarian,” unless they are nonprofit organizations that are tax exempt under 501(c)(3) or 501(c)(4). Most childcare cooperatives are 501(c)(3) nonprofits. Here are some extra rules and exceptions to the rules:

1. **You MIGHT be able to volunteer for a for-profit business if it has a defined and separate charitable project:** Let’s say you have a cooperative café and once per month it opens up to the public and serves only free food to people in need. This is a grey area, but this may be a situation where members of the public could volunteer. If the café has regular employees however, those employees probably could not volunteer because the work is too similar to the work they normally do as employees.

2. **You MIGHT NOT be able to volunteer for a nonprofit if it is operating a commercial enterprise serving the general public.** This is also a grey area, because many high profile nonprofits, such as Girl Scouts, allow volunteers to sell things to the public. But the rule stated by the Supreme Court and California law is: People cannot volunteer for “ordinary commercial activities,” even if those activities are operated by and for the benefit of charities and religious organizations.28

3. **“Paying” volunteers with food or other valuable perks might mean they are employees:** The rule expressed by the Department of Labor and in the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is that people are allowed to volunteer so long as it is “without promise, expectation, or receipt of compensation for the services rendered, although

---

28 *Tony & Susan Alamo Foundation v. Sec’y of Labor*, 471 U.S. 290, 302 (1985). See also California Division of Labor Standards Enforcement Opinion Letter dated October 27, 1988, *available at http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/opinions/1988-10-27.pdf*, which states: “[W]hen religious, charitable, or nonprofit organizations operate commercial enterprises which serve the general public, such as restaurants or thrift stores, or when they contract to provide personal services to businesses, such enterprises are subject to the Industrial Welfare Commission Orders and volunteers may not be utilized.”
a volunteer can be paid expenses, reasonable benefits, or a nominal fee to perform such services.”29 So you can give your volunteers a little something, but not a lot.30

B. Who Can Be Considered an INTERN?

For-profit businesses can have unpaid interns, so as long as the arrangement in which the intern is working meets the criteria for a valid internship. In California and in most jurisdictions, the following criteria are considered in determining who is an intern (also known as trainee or student):

- “The training, even though it includes actual operation of the employer’s facilities, is similar to that which would be given in a vocational school;
- The training is for the benefit of the trainees or students;
- The trainees or students do not displace regular employees, but work under their close observation;
- The employer derives no immediate advantage from the activities of trainees or students, and on occasion the employer’s operations may be actually impeded;
- The trainees or students are not necessarily entitled to a job at the conclusion of the training period; and
- The employer and the trainees or students understand that the trainees or students are not entitled to wages for the time spent in training.”31

The Importance of Being Unhelpful:

Most businesses struggle especially with the fourth criteria in the internship test, which is the requirement that “the employer derives no immediate advantage from the activities of trainees or students, and on occasion the employer’s operations may be actually impeded.” Some businesses do seek interns for the sole purpose of providing an educational experience, but let’s be real: Most employers hope that interns will also be helpful to the enterprise, and the framing of this law makes that hard. It’s difficult to know where courts will draw the line, and we are left to wonder: can’t an intern be just a little bit helpful? Fortunately, one case decided by the 9th Circuit Court of Appeals seems to indicate that intern can be helpful, as long as the intern is the true beneficiary in the relationship.32 Note,

29 See Department of Labor Opinion Letter, “Volunteer emergency crew as separate and independent agency under section 3(e)(4)(A),” FLSA 2008-13, December 18, 2008, and FLSA, which notes that volunteers may receive “nominal fees” and “reasonable benefits” (29 U.S.C. § 203(e)(4)(A)).
30 If you want to know more about what kinds of benefits you can provide volunteers, see Hoste v. Shanty Creek Management, Inc., 592 N.E.2d 360 (Mich. 1999), and Department of Labor Opinion Letter, “Nonexempt employees who volunteer as coaches/advisors and nominal fees under section 3(e)(4)(A),” FLSA 2005-51 (November 10, 2005).
32 See Williams v. Strickland, 87 F. 3d 1064 (9th Cir. 1996), where the Ninth Circuit looked at a case involving a man that volunteered for a long time for a Salvation Army store, primarily for the purpose of his rehabilitation. Even though he participated in and benefited a business activity, and even though he may have
however, that this remains a grey area, and if your cooperative would like to have interns, it’s best to focus primarily on teaching them.

**How to Have an Intern**

Given the limitations on how interns can work in enterprises, here are some recommendations on how to create an internship program:

1. **Create a curriculum to accompany the work:** This helps to meet the requirement that the training be “similar to that which would be given in a vocational school.”

2. **Implement a systematic training program whereby interns will be exposed to nearly every aspect of running the business:** If an intern is exposed to multiple aspects of running the business, it means that they will not spend a significant amount of time repeatedly doing one task. This helps to undermine any argument that the employer is benefiting from the intern’s work, since the intern never has the opportunity to be that helpful on any one task, and the employer is constantly training the intern in a different facet of the business.

3. **Limit the amount of time that interns spend doing rote tasks or work normally done by employees:** In the case of a farm, an intern should not spend a significant amount of time planting, weeding, or harvesting a field, but may do this work on a limited basis, for the purpose of developing basic skills. It is better to engage the intern in projects somewhat separate from the day-to-day work of the farm, such as installing a new demonstration project or building a rainwater catchment system. This helps to prevent any argument that the intern is displacing an employee.

4. **Create an affiliation with an educational institution or nonprofit:** If a business serves as an educational laboratory for school or university students, this helps to create a clearer educational purpose to the work an intern does with the enterprise.

**C. Who Can Be Considered an INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR?**

Independence and cooperation sound somewhat like opposites, but they are actually closely intertwined in a cooperative economy. Through cooperative production, cooperative marketing, cooperative ownership of equipment, and cooperative purchasing of supplies and services, many small-scale and independent enterprises can access economies of scale usually only harnessed by big businesses. When multiple independent entrepreneurs come together and form a producer, marketing, and/or purchasing cooperative, the relationship between the entrepreneurs and the cooperative is *usually* one of independent contractors, but be aware that there are some grey areas.

done work typically done by employees, the court *still* decided that he wasn’t an employee, arguing that he was a *beneficiary* of the opportunities Salvation Army offered him for his rehabilitation.
The test for who is an independent contractor varies across jurisdictions, but one U.S. Supreme Court opinion summed up the factors that are weighed together in determining who is an employee versus who is an independent contractor:

- The hiring party's right to control the manner and means by which the product is accomplished;
- The skill required;
- The source of the instrumentalities and tools;
- The location of the work;
- The duration of the relationship between the parties;
- Whether the hiring party has the right to assign additional projects to the hired party;
- The extent of the hired party's discretion over when and how long to work;
- The method of payment;
- The hired party's role in hiring and paying assistants;
- Whether the work is part of the regular business of the hiring party;
- Whether the hiring party is in business;
- The provision of employee benefits; and
- The tax treatment of the hired party.

If a group of independent home bread bakers form a cooperative to jointly market their breads and to collectively purchase ingredients, a court would likely find that the bread bakers are not employees of their cooperative, so long as the bakers work in their own homes, use their own appliances, hire their own assistants, set their own hours, decide on the manner in which the bake, and have the freedom to sell bread elsewhere.

However, if an autocratic manager or board of the cooperative began to exert more control over each baker, the relationship might change. If the cooperative dictates how much each baker must produce, sets specifications for ingredients, and fixes prices on the breads of all bakers, and if one manager has the power to hire and fire bakers, this could potentially be ruled to be an employment relationship. This was essentially the outcome of the Supreme Court's 1961 ruling in \textit{Goldberg v. Whitaker House Cooperative, Inc.}, where 200 home-based clothing manufacturers (primarily women engaged in knitting and embroidery) joined a cooperative and sold clothing items to the cooperative. The Court determined that an employment relationship existed, due to the level of control the cooperative had over each member's work (dictating design, order size, timing, payment, and other terms of work).

The moral to the story is that if multiple independent entrepreneurs, such as health care practitioners, gardeners, or food artisans, come together to form a producer, marketing, or purchasing cooperative, it's very important to look at the various factors listed above to determine whether the relationship is more like an independent contractor relationship or an

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\end{itemize}
\end{footnotesize}
employer/employee relationship. If it’s the latter, then congratulations, you may have created a worker cooperative! However, see the next section to learn more about when workers in a worker cooperative need to be treated as employees.

D. Who Can Be Considered a PARTNER?

Employment law does not apply when there is truly no master/servant relationship. It is widely accepted that if you start a sole proprietorship and work for yourself, you are not your own employee. Now how does that apply when two people own, manage, and work for their own business in partnership with one another? How about when 100 people own, manage, and work for their own business? And does it matter what kind of business entity it is – a partnership, LLC, cooperative corporation, or other corporation?

Let’s start with the question of what is a master/servant relationship. Strong precedent was created in answer to the question when the U.S. Supreme Court decided the case of Clackamas Gastroenterology Associates, P.C. v. Wells in 2003. There, the Court was asked to decide whether the Americans with Disabilities Act applies to working shareholders of a small professional corporation. The Court then adopted the following guidelines for determining when a master-servant relationship exists:

- Whether the organization can hire or fire the individual or set the rules and regulations of the individual's work;
- Whether and, if so, to what extent the organization supervises the individual's work;
- Whether the individual reports to someone higher in the organization;
- Whether, and if so to what extent, the individual is able to influence the organization;
- Whether the parties intended that the individual be an employee, as expressed in written agreements or contracts;
- Whether the individual shares in the profits, losses, and liabilities of the organization.

Note that not every court or labor law agency will apply the same test, and there are many tests that have been developed to determine who is a partner to an enterprise. Another case that summarized the factors courts consider is Simpson v. Ernst & Young, decided by the 6th Circuit in 1996. The court named the following factors as relevant to the determination:

- The right and duty to participate in management;
- The right and duty to act as an agent of other partners;
- Exposure to liability;
- The fiduciary relationship among partners;
- Use of the term “co-owners” to indicate each partner's ‘power of ultimate control’;
- Participation in profits and losses;
- Investment in the firm;

---

36 Simpson v. Ernst & Young 100 F.3d 436, 443-444 (6th Cir. 1996).
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- Partial ownership of firm assets;
- Voting rights;
- The aggrieved individual's ability to control and operate the business;
- The extent to which the aggrieved individual's compensation was calculated as a percentage of the firm's profits;
- The extent of that individual's employment security; and
- Other similar indicia of ownership.

Does it make a difference if you form a partnership, LLC, or cooperative corporation?

In some jurisdictions and under some statutes, courts have leaned heavily toward the assumption that shareholders of corporations are employees when they work for the corporation they co-own. One of the additions to the California Cooperative Corporation Law made in 2016 was the statement that cooperative corporations who elect to be organized as a worker cooperative “does not create a presumption that workers are employees of the corporation for any purposes.” However, this language has not been tested in a court of law. As a result, it is safest to work from the traditional assumption that shareholders of corporations are employee when they work for the corporation they co-own. This assumption has caused stress for California worker cooperatives, which are generally formed as cooperative corporations. If there is an assumption of an employer/employee relationship from the moment of incorporation, this means that cooperatives must have enough start-up capital to pay members minimum wage, obtain workers compensation, and so on. The Catch-22 is that most workers cooperatives have great difficulty raising start-up capital, due to the reluctance of banks to loan or of individuals to invest. This means that most worker cooperatives must bootstrap their business, and work for little or no pay in the beginning, like most partners in a start-up business do. Some worker “cooperatives” choose to act as partnerships or limited liability companies (LLCs) in order to avoid application of employment law to members.

The simple fact of incorporation, in the eyes of some courts and agencies, is enough to establish a presumption that the shareholder is separate from the entity, and therefore cannot be considered a partner. California attorney Neil A. Helfman has written about this in his 1992 article “The Application of Labor Laws to Workers’ Cooperatives.” Mr. Helfman writes:

“As the law presently stands, it looks at form over function. The fact of incorporation may have more bearing upon the determination of an employment relationship, than the actual relationship between the parties. A worker in an incorporated cooperative who has managerial authority, for example, may be considered an employee just because the business is

37 For an examination of this issue, see McGinley, Ann C. “Functionality or Formalism - Partners and Shareholders as Employees under the Anti-Discrimination Laws” 57 S.M.U. L. Rev. 3 (2004).
38 Note that, for employment law purposes, LLCs and partnerships are generally treated the same.
incorporated; while a junior partner of a thousand-partner accounting firm, who is under the control of others, is not. The rationale for this distinction is not entirely clear; one explanation is that in the former, worker members are providing services to an entity. For example, in the Matter of Construction Survey Cooperative (Case No. T-62-3) (1962)) before the California Unemployment Insurance Appeals Board, members of a workers’ cooperative were held not to be employees. In that case, member workers received compensation on the basis of their contributed labor. By common consent, the activities of the cooperative were directed by a manager, although ultimate authority for managerial decisions rested with the membership. The appeals board found the workers to be principals of the cooperative, and held that under California law that it was incompatible for them to be employees of their own organization. When presented to the Employment Development Department, EDD representatives took the position that if the entity were incorporated, workers should be considered employees even if no other facts had changed.  

The good news is that the U.S. Supreme Court, in the Clackamas case, has since rejected the de facto assumption that the formation of a corporation should determine employment status. The Clackamas Court’s rejection of the presumption acts as powerful precedent, which may even serve to relieve California worker cooperatives of the automatic presumption of employment relationships, at least for the purpose of some employment laws (see more below).

Note also that other courts have found that a “partnership” relationship exists even when the entity is a corporation. The court in Godoy v. Rest. Opportunity Ctr. of New York, Inc. also held that the members of a worker-owned cooperative were “partners,” in spite of the fact that they were working under a corporation. Many courts may ultimately consider the incorporation status of an entity as relevant, but only as one factor among many in determining whether an employment relationship exists.

The lesson here is: If you are planning to form and work for a cooperative corporation in California, tread very carefully in determining whether you are an employee, and talk to a lawyer.

40 As a source of this info, Mr. Helfman cites: Interview at California Employment Development Department (E.D.D.), November 4, 1991, with David Johnson (Senior Tax Counsel), Terry Savage (Section Chief Auditor and attorney), and Noreen Vincent (tax auditor).
41 See Clackamas Gastroenterology Associates, PC v. Wells, 538 U.S. 440, 443 (2003), where the Court rejected the Ninth Circuit’s reliance on a Second Circuit decision that held that “the use of any corporation, including a professional corporation, precludes any examination designed to determine whether the entity is in fact a partnership.” 271 F. 3d 903, 905 (2001) (quoting Hyland v. New Haven Radiology Associates, P.C., 794 F. 2d 793, 798 (CA2 1986)). It saw “no reason to permit a professional corporation to secure the ‘best of both possible worlds’” by allowing it both to assert its corporate status in order to reap the tax and civil liability advantages and to argue that it is like a partnership in order to avoid liability for unlawful employment discrimination.” 271 F. 3d, at 905.
42 See EEOC v. Dowd & Dowd, Ltd., 736 F.2d 1177 (7th Cir. 1984).
How much control must each cooperative member have in order to be considered a “partner” under employment law?

If all members of a small worker cooperative serve on the Board of Directors and take part in a collective decision-making process, then arguably each member could be considered a “partner” for the purpose of some employment laws. But where do courts draw the line? How much control do the workers need to have in order to be considered partners?

One case that examined the question of who is a “bona fide partner” is *Wheeler v. Hurdman*, decided by the 10th Circuit. In that case, the court actually de-emphasized the need for each partner to have a significant amount of control, noting that the practical needs of the business may result in partners giving up a certain amount of control over the day-to-day, and abdicating such control to managers, teams, or committees. The court essentially recognized the following practical reality: Any time a group of people voluntarily works together, each individual gives up a certain amount of control to the group or to members of the group.

In another case, *Fountain v. Metcalf, Zima & Co.*, the court focused on certain voting rights as the indicator of control, and not on the actual realities of management in the firm. There the court ignored the argument that a managing partner was running the firm autocratically, and focused instead on the fact that the plaintiff partner “had a right to vote his thirty-one percent ownership on member/shareholders’ amendments to the agreement, on admission of new member/shareholders, on termination of relationship with member/shareholders, on draws, and on distribution of profits and income.”

In contrast to *Wheeler* and *Fountain*, however, other courts have focused heavily on the issue of control, and found that factor to be a deal-breaker. For example, the court in *Caruso v. Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.* examined the employment status of a partner in a 1350-member accounting firm, and the court looked at three primary factors:

1. the extent of ability to control and operate the business
2. the extent to which compensation is calculated as a percentage of the firm's profits
3. the extent of employment security

On the question of “ability to control and operate the business” in the Caruso case, it was significant that the firm was “managed by a board of directors separated from plaintiff by six levels of hierarchy” and that the plaintiff tended to seek approval of management-level partners in decisions about his own work. The court held that the plaintiff was, indeed, an employee.

The Court in *Clackamas* also focused heavily on the question of control and common law definitions of the master-servant relationship. The Court wrote:

---


For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
“A court should examine ‘whether shareholder-directors operate independently and manage the business or instead are subject to the firm’s control.’ […] ‘[i]f the shareholder-directors operate independently and manage the business, they are proprietors and not employees; if they are subject to the firm’s control, they are employees.’

Another case that examined this issue specifically in application to a worker cooperative was Wirtz v. Construction Survey Cooperative, decided by a federal district court in Connecticut in 1964. In that case, the court emphasized numerous elements in support of a finding that the cooperative members were not employees. Even though two members of the cooperative exercised management over the others:

“It is true [that two members] exerted some measure of leadership over the [other members]. But the Court finds this was due to their longer experience, more extensive knowledge, and driving interest rather than due to positions of control or power. What little guidance they supplied was by consent not authority.”

The lesson with all these cases is: there is no clear set of rules to determine when members of a worker cooperative are employees. Some of the cases described above indicate that, even with somewhat hierarchical management structures, working co-owners of a business may still avoid classification as employees. However, if you want to argue that members of your worker cooperative are not employees, then the safest thing to do is to:

(1) Have all members serve on the Board of Directors.

(2) Make decisions by a consensus process or with supermajority voting; this arguably gives each member a strong voice in each decision.

---

47 Clackamas Gastroenterology Associates, PC v. Wells, 538 US 440, 448 (2003), quoting the EEOC’s Amicus brief in the case.


49 See Wirtz at 624, where the court described: “The members of the Cooperative constitute a small, closely-knit partnership of intelligent technicians, working together as a unit to improve their economic lot as a unit. It was not organized to avoid the application of the Act but existed in the same form long before the Act. The members are not regimented and conduct themselves as self-employed, independent craftsmen. They come and go as they please and work or not work at will. No corporate structure is involved and the Cooperative has no officers, officials or board of directors. All the members share the losses as well as the profits on a monthly basis. No member receives a salary; the terms of remuneration are determined by vote of the entire membership. No one may be expelled. Each member has an equal voice in management and unanimous consent is necessary on all decisions.”

50 Wirtz at 624-625.
(3) Give each member a lot of control over their own work, or create many semi-autonomous departments or committees that control their own work, procedures, and hours.

(4) Make it somewhat difficult to fire people, by requiring a vote of a large number of members.

You Should Really Check With a Lawyer

Now that you’ve read all of the information above, you probably feel like you’ve gone to law school! But even with the detailed lists we’ve provided above, it can sometimes be very hard to determine who is an employee versus who is a partner, volunteer, intern, or independent contractor. And it can be hard to determine who exactly needs to be covered by workers compensation insurance or subject to overtime rules. The ultimate answer may lie in a grey area and the best way to answer it is to look at court cases that have examined similar situations. That is where a lawyer can be helpful to you in determining how to legally categorize someone working in your cooperative.

Ok, Our Cooperative Members Might Be Employees…. Now What?

You should be prepared to do the following:

(1) Obtain Workers’ Compensation
(2) Pay Minimum Wage
(3) Comply With Overtime Laws
(4) Comply with Meal, Break, and Time Off Requirements
(5) Deduct Payroll Taxes and Other Withholdings
(6) Provide Safe Working Conditions and Comply With Safety Standards
(7) Allow Employees to Unionize
(8) Comply With Additional Government Requirements
(9) Verify Employee Eligibility to Work in the U.S.

Being an employer comes with a lot of responsibilities – both to employees and to the government. For a more thorough guide to your responsibilities as an employer, we recommend the book “The Employer’s Legal Handbook,” published by Nolo Press. In the meantime, here are a few of the basic responsibilities, and some thoughts about how these rules apply to worker cooperatives in particular.

(1) **Obtain Workers’ Compensation**

Employers in California are required to get workers’ compensation insurance, even if they only have one employee. When a worker suffers an injury, illness or death because of work, worker’s compensation insurance can provide medical care, temporary disability benefits, permanent disability benefits, supplemental job displacement benefits or vocational rehabilitation and death benefits.
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More info: See the California Department of Industrial Relations website for a more detailed explanation of worker’s compensation insurance and links to relevant forms. (www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/employer.htm)
You can find a worker’s compensation fact sheet for employers at the link below. (www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/FactSheets/Employer_FactSheet.pdf)

How to Get Coverage: You can get coverage through an agent or broker from a private insurer. Insurance Brokers & Agents of the West can help you select a broker (visit: www.ibawest.com). You can also get insurance through the State Compensation Insurance Fund (State Fund), a division of the California Department of Industrial Relations (visit: http://www.statefundca.com).

Cost: The cost of workers’ compensation will depend on a number of things, such as how many employees you have and the type of work they are doing. Prices differ depending on the insurance broker, so you should shop around. Generally, workers’ compensation can run between 10 to 20 percent of the wages you pay your employees.

Are worker cooperatives exempt from the requirement to carry workers compensation?
In some cases, worker cooperatives will be exempt from the requirement to carry workers compensation, even if they do consider their workers to be employees for some purposes. The California Labor Code requires that all employees be covered by workers’ compensation insurance; however, Section 3351 provides (emphasis added):

"Employee" means every person in the service of an employer under any appointment or contract of hire or apprenticeship, express or implied, oral or written, whether lawfully or unlawfully employed, and includes:

[...] (c) All officers and members of boards of directors of quasi-public or private corporations while rendering actual service for the corporations for pay; provided that, where the officers and directors of the private corporation are the sole shareholders thereof, the corporation and the officers and directors shall come under the compensation provisions of this division only by election as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 4151

[...] (f) All working members of a partnership or limited liability company receiving wages irrespective of profits from the partnership or limited liability company; provided that where the working members of the partnership or limited liability company are general partners or managers, the partnership or limited liability company and the partners or managers shall come under the compensation provisions of this division only by election as provided in subdivision (a) of Section 4151.

Thus, in the case of a cooperative corporation, if the directors are the only members (meaning they are the only “shareholders”) of the cooperative, then they may not need to be covered by workers’ compensation. Most worker cooperatives that are managed
collectively meet this requirement. However, if there are co-op members that do not serve on the Board of Directors, then it’s possible that workers’ compensation will be required for everyone; that might not make intuitive sense, but that is how the above law reads. Note that a worker cooperative that hires non-member employees will definitely need to carry workers compensation for those employees. Note also that a worker cooperative that choose to form as a partnership or LLC will also be exempt from carrying workers compensation if the working partners/members participate in management.

(2) Pay at least Minimum Wage

Wage laws require an employer to pay at least minimum wage, which is currently $9.00 per hour in California, and may be higher in certain cities such as San Francisco, Berkeley and Oakland. The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is the main federal law that affects workers’ pay. California Labor Code 1171 is the main state law related to wage requirements.

(3) Comply With Overtime Laws

The law also requires an employer to pay a worker extra for overtime work and comply with other rules regarding work hours, unless the worker can be considered an “exempt” employee. Generally, employees are exempt from overtime rules if they engage in certain categories of work, such as managerial, administrative, or professional work. California overtime rules can be found in Labor Code Sections 500-558. More information about determining overtime requirements can be found at: http://www.dir.ca.gov.

Are worker cooperative members subject to overtime rules?

This is a grey area and courts and labor agencies have yet to provide clear enough guidance. It may be hard for worker cooperative members to argue that they are exempt from overtime on the more typically invoked grounds that they are all managers or executives, since the law in such cases generally requires that the managers and executives be in a position to manage, direct, and supervise other people.

However, some leaders in the cooperative movement have argued quite persuasively that overtime rules should not apply to worker cooperatives, since such application would contradict the intent of the overtime laws. Here is cooperative advocate and attorney Tim Huet’s explanation of this:

“Perhaps the clearest indication of the legislature’s intent in passing the Eight-Hour-Day Restoration and Workplace Flexibility Act of 1999 is in the legislative findings underpinning the Act:

(c) Ending daily overtime would result in a substantial pay cut for California workers who currently receive daily overtime.

(d) Numerous studies have linked long work hours to increased rates of accident and injury.
(c) Family life suffers when either or both parents are kept away from home for an extended period of time on a daily basis.

“It is evident that the design of the overtime law is to discourage employers through the financial disincentive of premium pay - from requiring employees to work extended hours, with the attendant hazards to body and family. The logic of the financial disincentive is sound as long as premised on the idea of an employer ordering an employee to work extended hours; the logic fails when a worker is responsible for her or his own scheduling since, under those conditions, premium pay becomes an incentive to work extended hours. If compulsory overtime is applied to members, I, as a member of a cooperative, would be giving myself a 50% pay increase by scheduling myself to work longer than eight hours. I would be giving myself a 100% raise by continuing to work beyond twelve hours. And I have no supervisor to tell me to go home. There would be powerful incentive to work longer hours, even at the risk of injury/accidents and at the cost to family life. The effect would be the exact opposite of that intended by the legislature.

“Moreover, the internal dissension caused by members voluntarily scheduling themselves for overtime, and thereby giving themselves sizeable pay raises outside the collective process, would result in the demise of our freedom to self-schedule – and would push us towards surrendering a measure of our democracy in favor of having supervisors to schedule and enforce work hours. While an employee arbitrarily scheduling himself for overtime might be soaking an adversarial employer, a cooperative member would be taking money from his co-members/co-owners. The legislature’s finding that “{e}nding daily overtime would result in a substantial pay cut for California workers who currently receive daily overtime” makes sense in the context of employer-employee relations; its logic does not carry in the cooperative context where any financial surplus left after paying wages, benefits, etc. reverts to the members in the form of patronage. Indeed overtime premiums would reduce member income through increasing our workers compensation payments and other payroll-related costs.

“Clearly the intent of compulsory overtime pay is to “protect” otherwise defenseless employees from being required to work overtime by an employer who might wish to exploit them. Where workers have some other form of protection or need no protection, the government has refrained from intervening. The Act in question provides a mechanism by which workers under a collective bargaining agreement can “opt-out” of the overtime scheme provided, as long as some premium pay is provided. Under a collective bargaining agreement, the rate of premium pay could be nominal – perhaps even fractions of a penny (see DLSE memorandum of 12/23/99: “The amount by which the premium exceeds the regular rate is left to the parties to negotiate; we will recognize any rate higher than the regular rate as a premium.”). One can only conclude that the legislature was willing to rely on the power of the unions involved to protect their members and express their hours preferences. It stands to reason if a union with limited power is left to negotiate
premium pay that cooperative members, owners who hold ultimate power and need not negotiate with anyone, would be left to devise their own schedules and pay.”

(4) **Comply with Meal, Break, and Time Off Requirements**

Employers must comply with rules governing breaks and meal periods during the work day. Employers must provide non-exempt employees one day off per week, and provide a 30-minute meal break for any shift of 5 hours or more, and a 10 minute break for every 4 hours worked, with a few exceptions. For more info, see: http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/FAQ_MealPeriods.htm

**Are worker cooperative members exempt?** For the same reason that some people argue that worker collective members should be exempt from overtime, they may also be exempt from meal, break, and time off requirements. Remember, this is a grey area, so the safest thing to do is to give people breaks.

(5) **Deduct Payroll Taxes and Other Withholding**

An employer is required to withhold money from each employee’s paycheck for federal and state income taxes, social security tax, Medicare tax, and unemployment tax. The California Employment Development Department provides state payroll tax services and information on their website here: http://www.edd.ca.gov/Payroll_Taxes/default.htm

An employer can also withhold money from an employee’s paycheck for health, welfare, or pension contributions – but only with the employee’s consent. The State rules on deductions can be viewed here: http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/faq_deductions.htm

**Worker cooperatives and withholding from patronage dividends:** Note that, for worker cooperatives, the law remains somewhat unclear as to whether the cooperative must withhold from and pay payroll taxes on patronage dividends. See Gregory Wilson’s article on this subject. The IRS has yet to issue clear guidance on this, and in the meantime, most worker cooperatives do not treat patronage dividends as employment income for the purpose of withholding.

(6) **Provide Safe Working Conditions and Comply With Safety Standards**

The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) requires an employer to provide a safe workplace free from hazards that could likely cause serious physical harm to employees.

Employers MUST also:

---

- Inform employees about hazards through training, labels, alarms, color-coded systems, chemical information sheets and other methods.
- Keep accurate records of work-related injuries and illnesses.
- Perform tests in the workplace, such as air sampling required by some OSHA standards.
- Provide hearing exams or other medical tests required by OSHA standards.
- Post OSHA citations, injury and illness data, and the OSHA poster in the workplace where workers will see them.
- Notify OSHA within 8 hours of a workplace incident in which there is a death or when three or more workers go to a hospital.
- Not discriminate or retaliate against a worker for using their rights under this law.

**OSHA’s resources for small businesses:**
http://osha.gov/dcsp/smallbusiness/index.html

**Free consultations:** OSHA also provides free consultations and advice to small businesses to help businesses comply with the OSHA regulations. You can call the toll-free number, or you can call the local office to set up a consultation or get advice. *Call/OSHA Consultation toll-free number 1-800-963-9424.*

**Posting notices:** OSHA requires that you post a notice called “Job Safety and Health Protection” for employees to see. The notice is available for free online, or you can get one from the nearest OSHA office. http://www.osha.gov/Publications/osha3165.pdf

**Logging injuries:** All businesses with 11 or more employees must keep a log of all workplace injuries and illnesses. This log must be available for employees to see, and any incident must remain on the log for at least 5 years.

(7) **Allow Employees to Unionize**
The National Labor Relations Act (NLRA) protects the rights of employees to organize unions and collectively bargain with employers.

**Does NLRA apply to members of worker cooperatives?**
The NLRA protects employees, and whether this applies to members of worker cooperatives depends on the ways courts have interpreted the definition of “employee” under the NLRA. Whether members of a worker cooperative have a protected right to form or join unions is an interesting question, addressed in great depth by attorney Neil A. Helfman in his 1992 article “The Application of Labor Laws to Workers’ Cooperatives.”

(8) **Comply With Additional Government Requirements**

---
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Notices and records: Employers are also required to post notices related to employees’ rights, and to keep employee records according to the government’s requirements. You can view, download and print all the required employer postings here: http://www.dir.ca.gov/wpnodb.html

Register with the CA Employment Development Dept using this form: edd.ca.gov/pdf_pub_ctr/de1.pdf, or using this form for non-profit employers: http://www.edd.ca.gov/pdf_pub_ctr/de1np.pdf

(9) Verify Employee Eligibility to Work in the U.S.

Immigration laws require employers to complete the Form I-9, the Employment Eligibility Verification form to be sure that the employee can legally work in the United States. For more detailed information, and to see the forms, go to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) website www.uscis.gov. On the right side of the page there is a section titled “Employment Verification,” you can click on the link below “Employment Verification” that says “I-9 Central” to get specific information on completing and filing the I-9 Form. Note that if the cooperative members are not considered employees, as described in above sections, then it is not necessary for the cooperative to complete an I-9 for them.

Who Enforces Employment Laws?

At the California state level, the Department of Industrial Relations, Division of Labor Standards Enforcement (DLSE) is the primary body that enforces wage and hour laws, child labor laws, etc. The Division of Occupational Health and Safety (Cal/OSHA) and the Division of Workers’ Compensation (DWC) also play a role in enforcing employment-related laws and regulations. The Department of Fair Housing and Employment protects employees from discrimination. In addition to the state-level agencies, agencies operate at the federal level to enforce similar laws. Although it is somewhat rare, employment law agencies may audit a business and fine it for violations. Most of the time, employment laws are enforced by workers that bring claims for back wages, health and safety violations, or some other complaint.

Cooperatives With Members Who Are Foreign Nationals

Various organizations are interested in creating cooperatives for undocumented people. “Undocumented people” refers to foreign nationals who are unauthorized to live and work in the United States. In official speak they are labeled “unauthorized aliens.” This is a very complicated and unsettled area of law, but in short, while a worker-owned business may provide some benefits, business ownership will not resolve a person’s legal status. However, foreign nationals are not prohibited from owning a business in the U.S.

There are currently 11 million unauthorized people living and working in the U.S. The Immigration and Nationality Act provides that anyone living in the United States without authorization is deportable. So clearly not everyone who is “deportable” is actually being deported. Despite this reality, a federal law, known as IRCA, or the Immigration Reform and Control Act of 1986, bans “hiring for employment” of “unauthorized aliens.” This makes it very difficult for undocumented people to find and maintain work.
“Unauthorized aliens” are people who are not authorized to live or work in the U.S. Pursuant to IRCA, any business entity that would be considered to be “employing” unauthorized aliens would be violating federal law. However, IRCA does not ban foreign nationals from owning businesses outright. Thus, in setting up a business that is to be owned by unauthorized aliens, or foreign nationals, it is very important that organizations and workers prevent the owners from being characterized as employees of the business.

As discussed above, in California, the law sometimes assumes that members of cooperative corporations are employees. This would mean that a cooperative corporation composed of unauthorized aliens could be liable for violating IRCA. However, as also discussed above, managing members of LLCs or partnerships are generally not considered employees under California law.

Therefore, if you are structuring a worker-owned business composed of foreign nationals it is advisable not to choose the cooperative corporation statute to create your business. Further, if structured properly, members of LLCs will generally not be considered “employees” of the business, and thus within the narrow bounds of IRCA’s prohibition of hiring “unauthorized aliens.” However, care must be taken to structure the business such that the individual working members have control over the business. The Clackamas factors discussed above would most likely be used to determine whether an individual member of the LLC has enough control over her work and over the entity to not be classified as an employee.

Despite the fact that an LLC may not be in violation of IRCA does not mean that an individual member of the LLC is authorized to work in the U.S. Business ownership does not change a person’s unauthorized status, nor does it put an undocumented person on the path to citizenship. The client must still resolve his or her legal status. In sum, all we can comment on is that, in our opinion, owning the business as a partner (or member of an LLC) is not prohibited. However, please consult an attorney if you are considering creating such an entity. This is an untested legal theory and an unsettled area of law.

**FOR MORE INFORMATION: SEE APPENDIX A: NEW EMPLOYER CHECKLIST**
GETTING THE GREEN: FINANCING A WORKER CO-OPERATIVE

Part I: Bank Loans and Alternative Financing

Due to their unique ownership structure, worker-owned businesses typically have a difficult time financing their business ventures. This section of the manual seeks to provide tips to go about financing your worker-owned business. It is important to note that worker-owned businesses come in multiple forms and have unique, and sometimes complex accounting, tax, and financing issues. This portion of the manual does not substitute for the advice of a qualified attorney, business advisor or financial advisor.

What is Capitalization?

Capitalization is the money that a business needs to start and continue running. It is defined as the amount and source of money needed to start and operate a business.

Financing a Worker Cooperative, Generally:

One of the keys to success in starting a worker-owned business, or any business for that matter, is obtaining adequate financing. Traditionally, businesses look to three sources of capital: contributions from the founders of the business (internal equity), loans (debt), and outside investors (outside equity).

The initial source of funding for a worker-owned business is capital contributions provided by the founding members (e.g., each founding member contributes an amount as a membership share). Membership share is a term used to refer to the contribution required for a person to become a member of the cooperative. The initial funding provided by founding members is also known as equity capital. Equity capital reflects the member’s ownership stake in the cooperative.

Equity capital is one of the measures by which financial institutions will gauge a business’ potential for receiving loans. By contrast, debt financing is borrowing money that the business will have to pay back. The lender, such as a bank, does not receive an ownership share in the business. When analyzing the creditworthiness of a business, lenders like to see that the members of the business have invested their own money in the business first, before seeking outside funding. Lenders are also more comfortable giving loans if they feel that a business has its own resources to pay the loan back. Banks are not in business to lose money, so you need to convince them that lending to your worker-owned business is a worthwhile investment. Thus, in the eyes of banks and other lenders, the more equity capital the cooperative holds in the form of membership shares and other capital contributions, the better the investment.

Outside Equity: Issues Specific To Cooperative Corporations

Outside equity is more complicated for a worker-owned cooperative business than a traditional business. First, in California, cooperatives are not permitted to have “outside” or non-member investors. Thus these investors need to become members of the cooperative most likely as a separate class of “investor members” who have voting rights but do not participate in the cooperative’s business activities. Second, cooperative businesses follow the
principle that voting rights are based on one’s membership in the cooperative, not on one’s investment of capital. This is different from a traditional capitalist enterprise in which ownership and voting are based on the number of shares an individual owns. In a cooperative, ownership and voting are based on your membership. Thus, no one member should have more votes than another.

This is a problem when a cooperative tries to attract capital investors, because such investors typically would like to have increased ownership and voting rights based on their capital investment. They may not be familiar with the concept of cooperative ownership and may not be interested in giving up the rights they would otherwise have in a conventional corporation.

Cooperative businesses have sought ways around these obstacles to raising capital by issuing memberships to a separate class of “investor members” who have limited voting rights. As of January 2016, worker cooperative corporations in California can have “community investors” whose voting rights are limited to protecting their investments through approving or denying the following: merger, sale of major assets, reorganization, or dissolution. In addition, these shares can offer dividends, which may incentivize people to invest. However, dividend distributions (i.e., returns that are not based on patronage) from a California cooperative corporation are limited by statute (to 15% of the capital contribution per year). The IRS also disfavors excessive dividend distributions to non-participating investor members.

### Small Business vs. Cooperative Business Funding

As discussed above, worker cooperatives face difficulty in getting outside investors. Thus, most worker cooperatives are debt financed, as opposed to outside-equity financed. We have found that cooperatively-run businesses have a difficult time obtaining private banking loans and investment capital, but it is by no means impossible.

### Best Practices For Cooperatives Interested in Traditional Sources of Funding

If you are interested securing a bank loan or other traditional financing options. The following outlines best practices when approaching a traditional lender, such as a bank or credit union. Potential challenges that a worker-owned cooperative in the start-up stage may face in accessing traditional loans include:

- **Requirement of a personal guarantee.** Lenders require borrowers to put up collateral to secure the loan in the event of default. If one member is unable or unwilling to pledge personal assets as collateral for a loan, lenders may require a third-party guarantee.
- **Business Plan.** Lenders look for a very specific

---
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business plan, a clear vision for the business, and an understanding of the cash conversion cycle. This is true of any business, regardless of whether it is worker-owned or not.

- **Trend of profitability.** Traditional lending institutions often require two to three years of profitability before being eligible for a loan.
- **Size of the loans.** Historically, it is easier to get larger loans from traditional lenders. Sometimes worker-owned cooperatives, especially those not in manufacturing or another capital-intensive industry, don’t need a large loan amount.

The goal of this section is not only to help you understand the difficulties that cooperatives face when approaching a lender, but more importantly, **prepare you to overcome**, to the best of your abilities, these challenges.

**Best Practices:**

(1) **Preparation**

Preparation is a key step in both business development and obtaining funding for your business. Very few people can simply walk into the bank without preparation and obtain a significant loan. To prepare before you meet with the bank, start by evaluating your financial situation and the financial situation of the other founding co-op members. You will want to collect documents from all founding members and evaluate personal income, credit scores, debts etc. You will then want to decide whether it is in the best interest of your cooperative to obtain funding individually (e.g., one member has outstanding credit and is willing to try and obtain a loan) or collectively (e.g., you all pool your resources and sign together for a loan). You can receive one free credit score per year at the government sponsored site [www.annualcreditreport.com](http://www.annualcreditreport.com) (but beware of credit report scams at other websites). You will want to bring all financial documents with you when speaking to bank loan officers. Be sure to cast a wide net; bringing more documents is better than bringing less. Do not neglect any information that is less favorable to you (e.g., a bad credit score or default on loans). You need to realistically consider the pros and cons of your financial situation, individually or as a group, and be prepared to discuss these pros and address the cons where necessary.

(2) **Understanding Their Perspective**

A bank is a business. They want to reduce their risk and increase their returns. It is important to understand that bankers, loan officers, or whomever you are dealing with at a financial institution have to follow institutionally determined standards. These standards are not all the same and some are less difficult to overcome than others. Ultimately, a financial institution will be interested in knowing how much money you want, what you plan on doing with it, and how you are going to pay the money back (on time!).

**Research Project: Talk to other Cooperative Businesses!**
Not all banking institutions make public the standards they use to assess loan candidates; however, some do, and you may be able to find useful information from other co-ops in the community. Successful worker cooperatives may be willing to share which banks they do business with, and which to stay away from! As someone seeking a loan from a financial institution, you will be well served to realistically consider your business’ assets, collectively and individually.

(3) Pay Attention to Detail
Details are key! Neglecting a negative financial history or failing to point out the strengths of your business are just two important details that might get skipped in the process of obtaining a loan. A financial institution should not have to search for necessary and persuasive information about you or the business. Present all the details of your unique financial circumstances to the bank clearly. Also, being detailed and thorough will only make the process run more smoothly.

(4) Follow-Up/Be Creative/Keep At It!
Receiving financial assistance in the form of a loan is undoubtedly a difficult and time-consuming process; however, persistence is the key. Many small businesses face hurdles when they are just beginning. Do not let a few undesired events get in the way of your business’s success. Be creative when preparing for and communicating with financial institutions and potential investors. Remember not to burn bridges and do not stop trying when one door closes.

Government Funding
There are also some decent government financing options, the most notable of which is the Small Business Administration (SBA) Loan.

• Most relevantly, the SBA offers the CDC/504 Loan Program
  o A Certified Development Company (CDC) is a private, nonprofit corporation, which is set up to contribute to economic development within its community. CDCs work with SBA and private sector lenders to provide financing to small businesses, which accomplishes the goal of community economic development.
  o Must be used for fixed-asset projects:
    ▪ The purchase of land, including existing buildings;

The purchase of improvements, including grading, street improvements, utilities, parking lots and landscaping;
- The construction of new facilities or modernizing, renovating or converting existing facilities; and
- The purchase of long-term machinery and equipment.
  - Cannot be used for working capital or inventory, consolidating or repaying debt, or refinancing.

- There is also the California Small Business Loan Guarantee.
  - It allows a business to not only acquire a loan it could not otherwise obtain, but to establish a favorable credit history with a lender so that the business may obtain future financing on its own.
  - Eligible Applicants:
    - Any small business as defined by the SBA (typically businesses that employ 100 people or less).
  - Eligible Uses:
    - Proceeds must be used primarily in California and for any standard business purpose beneficial to the applicant’s business, such as expansion into new facilities or purchase of new equipment.

**Conclusion**

Applying for a loan, for most businesses, is not easy. The process can be even more complicated for cooperative business because most banking and financial institutions either do not trust a business that is primarily debt-financed or do not understand the concept of cooperatively owned business, or both. Being aware of these challenges makes it possible to overcome them. In approaching a financial institution for a loan, members of a cooperative should follow the best practices outlined above. Remember that although a loan may not be a viable option at the outset of your business’ development, over time your business assets will grow and loans may become a more viable option once your business develops. Despite the difficulties associated with obtaining a financial loan, keep at it and be creative!

**Part II: Securities Law**

**How To Comply With Securities Law**

Most financing and fundraising options you will pursue to raise investments for your business require compliance with securities laws. So, don’t just ask for loans and investments! Make sure you follow the law. Even asking a potential investor for money can be considered a violation of securities law, unless you’re just applying for a regular business loan from your bank as described above. This section of the manual does not substitute for consultation with a qualified lawyer in the field of securities law. Securities law is highly complex and failure to comply with securities regulations may lead to civil and criminal sanctions. Consult an attorney before trying to raise money. This section of the manual will attempt to provide you with a basic overview of securities law as it relates to finding funding for your cooperative business.

*For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.*
What Is A Security?

A security is a financial instrument representing ownership, a debt agreement, or the rights to ownership. Examples include stocks, bonds, derivatives, and many other types of financial assets. You create a security when you ask people to put money into your business or venture, and you offer them a return. For example, a security could be:

- Selling stock in your business
- Asking people to lend money to your business
- Offering a share of your business’s profits
- Interests in limited liability companies (LLCs)
- Pre-selling products or services that have not been developed yet (in California and other states)

It is important to know what is or is not a security because when you sell or even offer to sell a security, it needs to either: 1) be registered with the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission and/or with the state agency where you want to raise money (in California, the agency is the Department of Business Oversight); or 2) qualify for an exemption from registration. Registration is an expensive, time-consuming process. If possible, your business should try to find an exemption, which is simpler and less expensive.

Ways To Raise Capital Without Securities:

(1) Donations

When people give money without the expectation of receiving anything in return, they are donating. Many entrepreneurs are using so-called crowdfunding websites such as Kickstarter.com and Indiegogo.com to raise money for various enterprises. Entrepreneurs that solicit donations often provide non-monetary rewards to donors. At what point might a reward be valuable enough that it could be seen as a financial return on investment? This issue has yet to be tested, but it is advisable to ensure that any rewards offered are valued at less than the amount donated.

Helpful Tip:
When raising money through donations, any reward to your donors should be small (i.e., less than the donation amount) and non-monetary. If the reward is high in value or money-based, it could be seen as a financial return on an investment, also known as a security. In that case, you could be in violation of securities laws.

(2) Pre-Selling
If you’re an existing business and want to expand your business, one possible way to raise funds is to pre-sell gift certificates. For example, you might sell a $150 gift certificate that a customer can redeem at your business, but only charge $100 for the gift certificate. Charging less than the value of the certificate gives the buyer an extra incentive to purchase the gift certificate. Note that pre-selling a product or service that has not yet been developed may be considered a security in California.

(3) Loans with Return of Principle Only
Return of principle only means giving back the money that the funder gave, and not offering a return on the investment. Not offering a return means that the business will not offer anything more than the original investment amount, such as an additional dividend, interest, or appreciation in value. It is important to note that in California, this is likely considered to be a security, so you should proceed with caution and consult with a lawyer if you choose to utilize this funding method.

(4) Product Discounts
Another way to raise capital for your business is to charge a membership fee and offer product discounts in exchange, as example of which is Costco. REI also provides an interesting model for product discounts funding. REI is a consumer cooperative that sells memberships to its customers. At the end of the year, REI members receive a “dividend” based on the amount spent at REI during the year. This “dividend” can then be used to shop at REI. REI takes the position that its memberships are not securities because what members are really buying is the right to receive discounts on the items they purchase – not at the time of purchase like at Costco, but at the end of the year in the form of a rebate check.

(5) Bartering
One unique and often forgotten way to gain needed resources is to avoid money altogether for certain goods or services your business needs. Bartering, or exchanging services or goods directly, is a means of obtaining resources. If you need to raise money to pay for something such as web design or compostable cups, consider whether you might be able to barter your goods or services to get what you need. This is not a traditional means utilized by businesses when financing their business; however, it can be utilized as an alternative way to obtain much needed resources for your business. However, you should note that bartering may be subject to taxation.56

Ways to Raise Capital With Securities
Worker cooperatives are business entities that are (1) owned by their workers, (2) governed by their workers, and (3) operated for the benefit of their workers. Because worker

56 See SELC’s resources on barter: http://communitycurrencieslaw.org
cooperatives are owned and controlled by and for the people who work there, it is important to consider what kind of security you choose to offer. Specifically, be mindful when offering equity investments (as opposed to debt) to individuals who will not be working for the cooperative. Below are several methods for raising capital through securities offerings.

(1) **California Limited Offering Exemption (California Corporations Code Section 25102(f))**

California Corporations Code Section 25102(f) offers a special securities law exemption to certain kinds of private securities offerings, if they meet the following criteria:

First, you must be exempt from federal securities filing requirements:
- Your company must be formed under California law (i.e., if you are a corporation you filed your articles of incorporation in California, etc.),
- You plan only to offer securities to California residents,
- Your contract with your investors includes that they will not resell the security to anyone outside the state for nine months, and
- Your business is very California-focused – here is a test for this:
  - You get at least 80% of your revenues from California
  - At least 80% of your assets are in California
  - You plan to use at least 80% of the money you raise within California

Then, you must meet the requirements for 25102f:
- You can sell your securities to up to 35 investors that are not wealthy as long as they meet one or more of the following criteria:
  - The investors have a preexisting personal or business relationship with you “consisting of personal or business contacts of a nature and duration such as would enable a reasonably prudent purchaser to be aware of the character, business acumen, and general business and financial circumstances of the person with whom such relationship exists.” These investors can be friends or family;
  - The investors have enough financial experience to protect their interests;
  - The investors have experienced professional financial advisors.
- You can sell an unlimited number of securities to officers and directors of the company and accredited investors. Accredited investors are 1) people with $1 million in net worth (excluding their home) or $200,000 in annual income, or 2) entities with more than $5 million in assets.
- Your securities offering cannot be advertised to the public.
- The investors must sign something saying that they are not investing for the purpose of reselling the securities to someone else.
- You have to file a simple form with the California Department of Business Oversight.
(2) **California Cooperative Equity Exemption**

Under California Corporations Code Section 25100(r), a California cooperative can raise up to $1,000 from each member without qualifying the securities. For example, a cooperative might set its initial capital contribution requirement at $1,000. However, any person who purchases a security under this exemption becomes a member and must have voting rights in the cooperative. Worker cooperatives can offer shares of up to $1,000 to community investors, who are technically members but whose voting power is limited to approval rights over mergers, sale of major assets, reorganization, or dissolution.\(^{57}\) Also, you cannot use a “promoter” to sell these securities. As with the California Limited Offering Exemption above, you could use the federal intrastate offering exemption to satisfy the federal securities regulations.

Note that if a cooperative member will be participating in the management of the business, the members’ capital contributions are generally not considered a security, which means each member can contribute more than $1,000 to the cooperative. It is primarily for non-managing cooperative members and community investors that you would need to use the 25100(r) exemption.

(3) **Angel Investors and Venture Capital**

Finding an angel investor or venture capitalist to invest in your business can be competitive and challenging. At the same time, angel and venture capital funds have helped to launch and grow many successful businesses.

(4) **Crowdfunding**

Crowdfunded investing occurs when many members of the general public invest small amounts of money in a business. Instead of relying on a small pool of wealthy “accredited” investors, crowdfunded investing allows a business to raise capital from its customers, neighbors, friends, family, and other community members, most of whom might be non-wealthy people who want to support your business. At the time of writing this manual, we are still waiting for the SEC to release final regulations governing the recently enacted federal crowdfunding exemption in the Jumpstart Our Business Startups (JOBS) Act. In the meantime, a Direct Public Offering is one of the only viable methods to advertise and issue securities publicly to the crowd.

- **Direct Public Offering (DPO)** Registering a DPO is not simple and it may require assistance from a lawyer, but it’s a nice option if you need to raise a lot of money and you want to offer shares of your business to local community members. A DPO is a securities offering that is registered at the state level and allows a business to publicly advertise investment opportunities to both accredited and non-accredited investors. Unlike an initial public offering (IPO), which requires an investment bank to underwrite the security, or the anticipated Crowdfunding exemption, which will require the online funding portal to be registered as an intermediary, a DPO allows an entity to sell securities directly to

\(^{57}\) See California Corporations Code §§ 12238(f), 12253(c).
the public without a third party intermediary. Upon the state’s approval of your DPO plan, you can begin offering securities directly to the public.

- **Crowdfunding Exemption (2012 JOBS Act)** In April 2012, President Obama signed the JOBS Act. Among other things, the JOBS Act includes a provision that would exempt certain small investments from securities registration requirements. 58 Although this new exemption is not specific to cooperatives, some cooperatives might consider using this exemption at some point, after considering related issues such as how crowdfunded investing might affect a cooperative’s governance or control by its members. However, until the SEC releases final regulations governing the exemption, we know very little about how useful this exemption will be. A good resource for information on crowdfunding is Cutting Edge Capital: http://cuttingedgecapital.com/.

(5) **Socially Responsible Investing or Community Investment**
Socially responsible investment organizations have grown rapidly over the past 30 years and continue to expand, even in the down economy. Many of them are located in the Bay Area.

- Working Solutions’ Microloans for Start-Up Businesses offers loans of $5,000 to $50,000 to small businesses with significant experience in the same exact industry and with owner’s equity injection into the business of at least 20% to 30% of the requested loan amount.
- Oakland Business Development Corporation Small Business Financing is affiliated with the City of Oakland and offers loans to small businesses of $10,000 to $250,000 at varying interest rates. They require personal guarantees on loans.
- RSF Social Finance is a private organization that offers food and agriculture-specific programs that include grants and loans.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Traditional Sources (Banks and Credit Unions)</th>
<th>Alternative Financing (Micro Loans)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Greater funding</td>
<td>• Less funding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Potentially higher interest rates</td>
<td>• Potentially lower interest rates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May require 2 to 3 years of profitability</td>
<td>• May invest in startups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• May require good credit, collateral, or equity</td>
<td>• Credit, collateral, and equity requirements vary by lender</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

59 This quick comparison borrowed from Berkeley Law’s Community Food Enterprises Project Loan Handbook.
Useful Resources:

Additional tools on financing your worker co-op can be found at:
- California Business Portal (Forms, fees, requirements)
- Small Business Administration (General guidance)
- Alameda County Small Business Development Center
- Alameda Community Development Agency
HOW DOES MONEY FLOW THROUGH A COOPERATIVE?

Laying down the green

Amy and Bernardo decide to go into business for themselves. They start Green Commonwealth, a landscaping cooperative to help people create outdoor spaces that showcase colorful native plants. The cooperative has properly complied with relevant securities laws to raise money. In the beginning, it has two members, Amy and Bernardo.

Amy puts in $10,000 and Bernardo puts in $10,000. This is their initial capital contribution. They each have a capital account, which now contain $10,000 (in the sample bylaws, the capital account is also known as Member Account).

Note: The Member Account (capital account) is not a separate bank account for the member. The Member Account includes not only the member’s initial capital contribution, but also his or her shares of the cooperative’s earnings (Patronage Dividends), plus or minus anything else that might affect the balance in the Member Account. Those funds in the Member Account do belong to the member, but they actually sit in the cooperative’s bank account or are used for business expenses and are accounted for separately. The cooperative’s bylaws provide rules on how and when the member can take out those funds. We’ve provided a set of bylaws for “Green Commonwealth” in Appendix A of this Manual.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amy’s Capital Account/Member Account</th>
<th>Bernardo’s Capital Account/Member Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 initial capital contribution</td>
<td>$10,000 initial capital contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total: $10,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total: $10,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Carla then joins as a regular employee. Carla isn’t yet a member and she hasn’t made an initial capital contribution. Therefore, unlike Amy and Bernardo, Carla has no capital account. Carla does get paid regular wages, like Amy and Bernardo. We will assume that Amy and Bernardo have chosen to treat themselves as employees; however, see the section of this handbook that describes when you do or do not need to treat working cooperative members as employees.

The beautiful gardens are a hit! Green Commonwealth makes a nice profit. What happens now?

---

60 Please refer to the appendix for the relevant sections in the sample “Bylaws of Green Commonwealth Landscaping Cooperative, Inc.”
Green Commonwealth earns $150,000 from their landscaping services. This is the gross income before business expenses. It spent $105,000 to buy materials, pay wages to Amy, Bernardo, and Carla, buy insurance, etc. So Green Commonwealth earned net income of $45,000 ($150,000 - $105,000 = $45,000). As members of Green Commonwealth, Amy and Bernardo are entitled to a share of this net income. But how do we know how much they get?

First, look at how many hours everyone worked that year and figure out how much of that $45,000 was attributable to members’ labor (work done by Amy and Bernardo) and how much was attributable to non-members’ labor (work done by Carla).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Members Hours Worked</th>
<th>Non-Members Hours Worked</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amy: 1200 hours</td>
<td>Carla: 1500 hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bernardo: 1800 hours</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Member Hours: 3000</td>
<td>Total Non-Member Hours: 1500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Member and Non-Member Hours: 4500</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3000 Member Hours/4500 Total Hours = 2/3
1500 Non-Member Hours/4500 Total Hours = 1/3

2/3 of the $45,000 was attributable to Amy and Bernardo’s hours of work (member labor). This is what the bylaws call a $30,000 \textit{Surplus}.

1/3 of the $45,000 (or $15,000) was attributable to Carla’s hours of work (non-member labor). This is what the bylaws call a $15,000 \textit{Profit}.

Like most businesses, Green Commonwealth wants to build a financial reserve to help cover ongoing and also future operating costs. When drafting their bylaws, they decided one way to build their financial reserve was by agreeing to put some of the net revenue (in this case, some of the $45,000) into their \textit{Collective Account} before putting the rest into the individual Member Accounts (in the form of Patronage Dividends). The Collective Account sits with the Member Accounts in Green Commonwealth’s bank account. However, it does not belong to any one individual Member, but to Green Commonwealth itself.

In the bylaws (see Section 7.3 of the sample “Bylaws of Green Commonwealth Cooperative, Inc.”), they agreed to allocate 100% of Profit (i.e., the net revenue that was attributable to non-member labor) to the Collective Account. So they put the $15,000 Profit into the Collective Account as \textit{retained earnings}. Retained earnings are the earnings that Green Commonwealth does not pay out. Instead, they are usually retained as capital for the cooperative to use. If the cooperative paid the Profit out as patronage dividends, it would likely violate IRS rules for operating on a cooperative basis. Note that the cooperative will need to pay tax on the retained Profits; see the tax section below.

Okay. So far, so good. What else do the bylaws say?
In Section 7.3 of their bylaws, they agreed that “[a]ny Surplus shall be credited to the Collective Account as necessary to bring the year’s contribution to the Collective Account up to 25% of the year’s combined Profit/Surplus. All other Surplus shall be paid as Patronage Dividends in direct proportion to Patronage during the fiscal year.” Fortunately, Green Commonwealth has already allocated 33% of the combined Profit/Surplus to the Collective Account, thanks to the large amount of earnings attributed to non-member labor. Thus, no additional funds are required to be put into the Collective Account to bring it up to 25%.

Now that they’ve put enough retained earnings into the Collective Account, let’s figure out how Amy and Bernardo will get their shares of the year’s earnings (Patronage Dividends).

The amount of Patronage Dividends each Member gets is based on how much patronage each of them had that year. In a worker cooperative, patronage is measured by the work done for the cooperative. In most worker cooperatives, it is calculated based on how many hours each Member worked relative to each other. Thus, Patronage Dividends are calculated by dividing up the Surplus at the end of the fiscal year.

We know from the previous table that Amy worked 1200 hours and Bernardo worked 1800 hours.

Now, let’s do the math:

Amy’s Hours/Total Member Hours = 1200/3000 = 2/5
Bernardo’s Hours/Total Members Hours = 1800/3000 = 3/5

2/5 of the $30,000 Surplus = $12,000 in Patronage Dividends to Amy

3/5 of the $30,000 Surplus = $18,000 in Patronage Dividends to Bernardo

Amy gets $12,000 in Patronage Dividends. Does this mean she gets a $12,000 check to take home with her?

Do they get it all back in cash? Well, let’s look at the bylaws again! Section 7.4 of the bylaws says that Patronage Dividends get paid to their members “50% in cash and 50% as written notices of allocation.” When a Member receives a written notice of allocation for a specified amount, that amount goes into his or her Member Account as a credit which will be paid out in cash sometime in the future, according to what the bylaws provide for.

Why don’t Amy and Bernardo get it all back in cash? Green Commonwealth needs a certain amount of cash on hand for operating expenses, and the funds that are in the Collective Account (retained earnings, etc.) may not be enough to run the business day to day. By paying part of the Patronage Dividends as written notices of allocation, Green Commonwealth...
Commonwealth will help ensure that it has enough cash on hand to pay for things like rent, salaries, landscaping supplies, etc. In return, Green Commonwealth might pay a modest interest rate on the Member Accounts (under 15%).

Note that the cooperative can decide each year how much it wants to distribute as cash versus notices, and it will vary based on capital needs. So the cooperative doesn’t need to put this in its bylaws since it may change year to year. The cooperative does need to decide how it will calculate patronage before the start of the fiscal year (e.g. based on hours worked). But it can wait and decide how much of the distribution will be in cash until after the end of the fiscal year. For example, in December 2013, a cooperative decides it will use hours to calculate patronage during 2014. After the end of 2014, sometime before August 15 of 2015, the cooperative calculates surplus and decides whether to distribute the patronage as cash or allocation.

So Amy and Bernardo get their Patronage Dividends as follows:

- $6,000 cash and $6,000 written notice of allocation for Amy
- $9,000 cash and $9,000 written notice of allocation for Bernardo

And here’s how their Member Accounts look now:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amy’s Capital Account/Member Account</th>
<th>Bernardo’s Capital Account/Member Account</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$10,000 initial capital contribution</td>
<td>$10,000 initial capital contribution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$6,000 written notice of allocation</td>
<td>$9,000 written notice of allocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total: $16,000</strong></td>
<td><strong>Total: $19,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(Carla doesn’t get any Patronage Dividends because she isn’t a Member. She only gets her regular salary.)

Amy and Bernardo are pretty happy. Green Commonwealth had a great year and they both received a good chunk of profits in cash—$6,000 for Amy and $9,000 for Bernardo. Their Member Accounts are looking healthy too—$6,000 written notice of allocation added to Amy’s Member Account and $9,000 written notice of allocation to Bernardo’s Member Account.

**Will IRS give me the finance blues? Tax me to the limit of my revenues?**

Businesses pay a variety of state and federal taxes. Besides state and federal income tax and employment taxes, they pay excise taxes, unemployment insurance and temporary disability taxes, etc. For purposes of this discussion, we focus on federal income and employment taxes. Taxation is complicated, and cooperative taxation is even more complicated. You should consult with an experienced tax attorney who specializes in cooperative taxation.

**Subchapter T and Federal Income Tax**

*For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.*
Cooperatives can receive special tax treatment under Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code. Regular corporations face double-taxation, which means that the corporation gets taxed on their earnings at the corporate level, and then, when it pays dividends to its shareholders, the shareholders have to pay tax on those dividends. In contrast, Subchapter T allows a cooperative to avoid double-taxation on some of its earnings, if those earnings are paid out as patronage refunds (known in this scenario as Patronage Dividends). This is because patronage refunds are considered a tax-deductible business expense for the cooperative. In the case of Green Commonwealth, it will pay some tax, because 33% of the earnings were attributable to non-member labor and were therefore not paid out as patronage refunds.

Each member will pay tax on the patronage dividend distributed or allocated to him/her. Note that the member must pay income tax on the entire patronage dividend, even if some of it was only received in the form of a written notice of allocation, rather than as a cash pay-out. So, Amy must pay income tax on her $12,000 patronage dividend, even though she received $6,000 of it in cash and $6,000 of it as written notice of allocation. Since she is paying taxes on all of it now, when the additional $6000 is paid to her over the next few years, she will not have to pay tax on it again.

To take advantage of Subchapter T, Green Commonwealth has to meet the requirements outlined in the relevant part of the Internal Revenue Code, 26 U.S.C. § 1388. For the patronage refunds/Patronage Dividends to be tax-deductible, two of the more important requirements are (1) that at least 20% of the Patronage Dividend gets paid out in cash/check within 8.5 months of the end of the fiscal year; and (2) each member of the coop receives a “qualified” written notice of allocation for the noncash portion of the Patronage Dividend.

Another note on CA taxes: Green Commonwealth also has to pay either the CA Corporation Franchise Tax (state income tax), which is based on its taxable income, or the $800 CA Minimum Franchise Tax, whichever amount is greater. However, in its first taxable year, Green Commonwealth is not subject to the CA Minimum Franchise Tax (although it does still have to pay the Corporation Franchise Tax, even if it’s less than $800).

What about employment and self-employment tax?

Besides paying income tax based on what a business earns, a business must pay employment taxes based on the wages it pays to its employees. As discussed above, Green Commonwealth pays wages to employees. Carla is an employee, and Amy and Bernardo, as members of the worker cooperative, have also chosen to treat themselves as employees. Therefore, Green Commonwealth has to pay employment tax on those wages. Employment taxes include Medicare, Social Security, and unemployment insurance.

If you are self-employed, you pay self-employment tax (Medicare and Social Security) based on your self-employment income. The IRS defines self-employment income as the income that an individual earns from a trade or business carried on by that individual.

As we saw in the employment law chapter, Green Commonwealth has to pay employment taxes on the wages it paid to Amy, Bernardo, and Carla. What about the Patronage Dividends it paid to Amy and Bernardo? Would these coop members have to pay
self-employment tax on the Patronage Dividends? Would Green Commonwealth have to pay employment tax on the Patronage Dividends?

On the issue of whether patronage refunds (Patronage Dividends) are subject to self-employment tax, the IRS has gone back and forth. Over the past several years, the IRS audited members of a worker cooperative and told them they had to pay self-employment tax on their patronage refunds. Bay Area tax attorney Greg Wilson fought those cases, asserting that patronage refunds paid by a worker cooperative are not subject to self-employment taxes for several reasons. Eventually, the IRS agreed and dropped those cases, concluding that patronage refunds from a worker cooperative are not subject to self-employment tax. The IRS said that, in cases where members of a worker cooperative are employees, employees generally do not receive both employment income and self-employment income from the same entity. However, this leads to the possibility that the IRS might conclude that patronage refunds are employee bonuses. If this is true, the worker cooperative may have to pay employment tax on patronage refunds, since employee bonuses are considered employee wages.

**Redeeming the Member Account**

Amy and Bernardo’s Member Accounts are looking pretty good. But how do they get money out of them? Most cooperatives will try to pay the funds out slowly over time, either on a regular payment schedule, or when the cooperative feels that it is on solid enough financial ground. According to Section 7.7 of their bylaws, Green Commonwealth “shall aim to pay out in cash all funds credited to their Member Accounts within three years of the date they were first credited.” So, three years from now, assuming all is well, Amy and Bernardo will have gotten back all of the $6,000 and $9,000 written notices of allocation as cash. Since they will already have paid taxes on those amounts, they will not need to pay taxes again when they receive the money.

**Allocating Losses and Rewarding Founders**

This story so far assumes that Green Commonwealth is successful from the beginning. But what if it’s like most businesses and loses money in the first year or so? Suppose Amy and Bernard put in $20,000 but only earn $10,000. Should the cooperative allocate that $10,000 loss equally, so that Amy and Bernard each only have $5,000 in their cooperative account? But remember, Bernard worked more hours than Amy. What about dividing the losses based on patronage? That might not be fair, because the person who worked the hardest ends up losing more. A third option is allocating losses to the collective account rather than to the members. But if the members don’t bear the risk of loss, will they behave recklessly? A lot of cooperatives struggle with how to allocate loss.

A related issue is how to reward founders for the risk they took and all of the work they expended to create new enterprises and local wealth. To illustrate, imagine that the initial members end up absorbing losses from the early years of the cooperative, and then

---


For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
new members join once the business is a bit more stable. If the surplus is still divided on the basis of patronage, those new members may end up with more valuable capital accounts than the founders. Cooperatives sometimes give greater value to some members’ contributions because of their seniority, experience, etc. But doing this can be tricky, because the IRS doesn’t want arbitrary measures of value that make the cooperative look like it is devolving into a less equal business. If you decide to value founders’ patronage differently, talk to a lawyer first.

Green Commonwealth’s bylaws address issues of loss allocation and founders’ risk in this way: “Any Loss shall be allocated 75% to Member Accounts in direct proportion to Patronage during the fiscal year and 25% to the Collective Account, with the exception of Losses occurring and/or carried over from the Cooperative’s first two fiscal years, which shall be allocated 100% to the Collective Account.” By allocating the loss to the collective account for the first two years, the bylaws provide the founders with a degree of insulation from the risk of starting the enterprise. After those first two years, when founders and other members are on equal footing, Green Commonwealth allocates most of the loss to the members based on their patronage.

What happens if Amy or Bernard leaves Green Commonwealth?

Unlike in a typical business, a member leaving a cooperative usually would not get to cash out the market value of their share. This would place too great a strain on the cooperative and remaining members. Also, it is difficult to measure the value of cooperatives. Instead, when a member leaves a co-op, the amount in his or her capital account becomes a debt that the co-op then pays back to the member over a specified amount of time. Under Section 7.8 of Green Commonwealth’s bylaws, the cooperative would repay the debt, plus interest, within five years after Amy or Bernardo leaves. Amy or Bernardo may receive some cash up front, and a promissory note, which formalizes the cooperative’s promise to pay the rest out over time. This is like a loan from the member to the cooperative.

What happens if the business is sold or dissolves?

According to their bylaws, if Green Commonwealth is ever sold or dissolves, all proceeds (after paying out Member Accounts and debts) will be distributed to everyone that was ever a member of the cooperative, on the basis of the number of hours each put in. This method of distribution is consistent with the requirement that earnings of cooperatives be distributed to members on the basis of their patronage, and it means that current members will not get an inappropriate bonus. This helps to keep businesses locally owned, because it gives current members a disincentive to vote to sell a business for the purpose of cashing out and getting a lot of money, since proceeds will need to be distributed among past members as well. Cooperatives should keep the contact info of past members and keep a record of how much those members worked over the years. This way, the value of each member’s work toward the cooperative’s success will determine his or her share of the payout.
Glossary of Useful Terms

- **Assets** - resources with an economic (typically monetary) value that an individual, or business has ownership of.

- **Board of Directors** - the individuals that serve as the governing body of the organization.

- **Bylaws** - the document that regulates the governance and internal affairs of a corporation.

- **California Corporations Code** - state law governing formation and operation of business entities.

- **Capital** - money used in a business, whether supplied by owners (equity) or borrowed (debt).

- **Capitalization** - the amount and source of money needed to start and operate the cooperative.

- **Collateral** - asset used to secure a loan.

- **Debt Financing** - obtaining money for a business by borrowing from a bank or other lender. While some collateral may be required to obtain the loan, the lender does not have any ownership or direct control of the business affairs, except in certain instances of default.

- **Dividend** - amount paid to business owners based on their investment. Typically, dividends represent a portion of profits paid to members proportionate to the shares held. In a worker cooperative, patronage “dividends” are also distributed on the basis of patronage with the cooperative, usually determined by wages earned or hours worked.

- **Equity** - the ownership interest in a business, typically calculated by subtracting all liabilities (amounts owed) from all assets (amounts and property owed). Equity is generally made up of investments by worker-owners, other than loans, and the cumulative profits of the business.

- **Equity Capital** - money supplied by the owners of a business, which is used towards financing the various needs of the business.

- **Governance** - this refers to the way a company is controlled and how decisions are made.

- **Liabilities** - a financial obligation that arises out of a prior transaction.

- **Limited liability entity** - this refers to a type of business that provides extra protection to its owners if it is sued. The owners of a limited liability business, if sued, may lose the business, but in most cases, will not lose their personal assets.

- **Margins** - in cooperative terminology, net income is often referred to as “margins.”

- **Officers** - executive agents of the business, responsible for certain duties, such as signing documents, keeping meeting minutes, providing notices, signing checks, and so on.
• **Operating Agreement** - the document that regulates the internal affairs and governance of an LLC.

• **Profits** - in the context of California cooperative corporations, this is defined as the excess of revenues over expenses for a fiscal year attributable to non-Member labor.

• **Revenue** - income that a business receives from normal business activities.

• **Revolving Capital Accounts** - written notices of allocation that are paid to members on a first-in, first-out basis, rather than upon termination of membership or fixed maturity dates. Dates of redemption are generally flexible and controlled by the board or other designated decision-making body.

• **Revolving Funds** - funds made available for cooperative and business investment purposes by some public agencies or nonprofit organization. These may be borrowed and then repaid on specified terms so that others may borrow the money at a later time.

• **Surplus** - in the context of California cooperative corporations, this is the net income that is attributable to member labor.
APPENDIX A: NEW EMPLOYER CHECKLIST

If you think your entity and management structure might implicate employment laws in some way, here are some things to consider and/or do before hiring your first employee. This Checklist is adapted from the Small Business Administration. 62

1. Obtain an Employer Identification Number (EIN)

   a. Before hiring your first employee, you need to get an employment identification number (EIN) from the U.S. Internal Revenue Service. 63 The EIN is often referred to as an Employer Tax ID or as Form SS-4. The EIN is necessary for reporting taxes and other documents to the IRS. In addition, the EIN is necessary when reporting information about your employees to state agencies. Apply for EIN online or contact the IRS at 1-800-829-4933.

2. Set up Records for Withholding Taxes

   a. According to the IRS, you must keep records of employment taxes for at least four years. Keeping good records can also help you monitor the progress of your business, prepare financial statements, identify sources of receipts, keep track of deductible expenses, prepare your tax returns, and support items reported on tax returns. Below are three types of withholding taxes you need for your business:

   b. **Federal Income Tax Withholding**

      Every employee must provide an employer with a signed withholding exemption certificate (Form W-4) 64 on or before the date of employment. The employer must then submit Form W-4 to the IRS. For specific information, read the IRS' Employer's Tax Guide. 65

   c. **Federal Wage and Tax Statement**

      Every year, employers must report to the federal government wages paid and taxes withheld for each employee. This report is filed using Form W-2, wage and tax statement. 66 Employers must complete a W-2 form for each employee who they pay a salary, wage or other compensation.

   d. Employers must send Copy A of W-2 forms to the Social Security Administration by the last day of February to report wages and taxes of your employees for the previous calendar year. In addition, employers should send copies of W-2 forms to their employees by Jan. 31 of the year following the reporting period. Visit SSA.gov/employer for more information. 67

---

62 [http://www.sba.gov/content/hire-your-first-employee](http://www.sba.gov/content/hire-your-first-employee)
e. **California State Taxes**
Withhold California State Taxes. The California Employment Development Department provides state payroll tax services and information on their website.68

3. **Provide Safe Working Conditions and Comply With Safety Standards**

a. The Occupational Safety and Health Act (OSHA) requires an employer to provide a safe workplace free from hazards that could likely cause serious physical harm to employees.69

4. **Employee Eligibility Verification**

a. Federal law requires employers to verify an employee’s eligibility to work in the United States. Within three days of hire, employers must complete Form I-9, employment eligibility verification, which requires employers to examine documents to confirm the employee’s citizenship or eligibility to work in the U.S. Employers can only request documentation specified on the I-9 form.

b. Employers do not need to submit the I-9 form with the federal government but are required to keep them on file for three years after the date of hire or one year after the date of the employee’s termination, whichever is later.

c. Employers can use information taken from the Form I-9 to electronically verify the employment eligibility of newly hired employees by registering with E-Verify.

5. **Register with California Employment Development Department**

a. All employers are required to report newly hired and re-hired employees to a state directory within 20 days of their hire or rehire date.70

6. **Obtain Workers’ Compensation Insurance**

a. See the California Department of Industrial Relations website for a more detailed explanation of worker’s compensation insurance and links to relevant forms.71 You can find a worker’s compensation fact sheet for employers at the link below.72

---

68 http://www.edd.ca.gov/Payroll_Taxes/default.htm
69 http://osha.gov/dcsp/smallbusiness/index.html
70 https://eddservices.edd.ca.gov/index.html
71 www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/employer.htm
72 www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/FactSheets/Employer_FactSheet.pdf

For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
7. Pay At Least Minimum Wage

a. Wage laws require an employer to pay at least minimum wage, which is currently $9.00 per hour in California, and may be higher in certain cities such as San Francisco, Berkeley and Oakland. The Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) is the main federal law that affects workers’ pay. California Labor Code 1171 is the main state law related to wage requirements.

8. Comply with Overtime Laws

a. The law requires an employer to pay a worker extra for overtime work and comply with other rules regarding work hours, unless the worker can be considered an “exempt” employee.

9. Comply with Meal, Break, and Time Off Requirements

a. Employers must comply with rules governing breaks and meal periods during the work day. Employers must provide non-exempt employees one day off per week, and provide a 30-minute meal break for any shift of 5 hours or more, and a 10 minute break for every 4 hours worked, with a few exceptions. For more info see below.\(^73\)

10. Notices and records

a. Employers are also required to post notices related to employees’ rights, and to keep employee records according to the government’s requirements. You can view, download and print all the required employer postings.\(^74\)

11. Post Required Notices

a. Employers are required to display certain posters in the workplace that inform employees of their rights and employer responsibilities under labor laws. Visit the Workplace Posters\(^75\) page for specific federal and state posters you'll need for your business.

12. File Your Taxes

a. Generally, employers who pay wages subject to income tax withholding, Social Security and Medicare taxes must file IRS Form 941, Employer's Quarterly Federal Tax Return.

\(^73\) http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/FAQ_MealPeriods.htm
\(^74\) http://www.dir.ca.gov/wpnoddb.html
\(^75\) http://www.sba.gov/content/employment-and-labor-law
b. New and existing employers should consult the IRS Employer's Tax Guide\textsuperscript{76} to understand all their federal tax filing requirements.

c. See the Franchise Tax Board website for guidance for California Employers.\textsuperscript{77}

\textsuperscript{76} http://www.sba.gov/content/employment-and-labor-law
\textsuperscript{77} https://www.ftb.ca.gov/businesses/index.shtml?WT.mc_id=Global_Businesses_Tab
Appendix B: SAMPLE BYLAWS FOR A WORKER COOPERATIVE
WITH A REPRESENTATIVE BOARD AND WITH COMMUNITY INVESTORS

Prepared by members of the California Worker Cooperative Policy Coalition, including: the East Bay Community Law Center (EBCLC), the Sustainable Economies Law Center (SELC), Tuttle Law Group, the Arizmendi Association of Cooperatives, and Cutting Edge Counsel, adapted from bylaws prepared by Tim Huet and Jenny Kassan.

A few things to note about these Sample Bylaws:

1. About the Explanatory Notes: These Bylaws are provided for teaching purposes. All Explanatory Notes are contained within brackets below the relevant Bylaws provision and are meant to explain the purpose, meaning, alternatives, or legal background of a Bylaws provision. The Explanatory Notes should be deleted if you use and adapt the Bylaws for your own purposes. They are not meant to be legally enforceable provisions of the Bylaws.

2. Optional Bylaws provisions: We have included optional provisions within certain Bylaws sections, set apart by these brackets: {}. These provisions are not essential and should be removed prior to adopting your Bylaws if you decide not to use them.

3. Use These Bylaws With Caution: Please note that you should not assume these Bylaws are sufficiently thorough or applicable to your cooperative. This form should not be construed as legal advice. Please seek the advice of an attorney before adopting Bylaws, and be sure that any Bylaws you adopt are tailored to the specific needs of your cooperative and to the requirements of California law.

4. These Bylaws Were Written to Adhere to California Law: Unless otherwise specified, all references to a particular code section or to the “Statute” are to the California Cooperative Corporations Statute, which is found starting at section 12200 of the California Corporations Code. If you are uncertain about whether you can change provisions of these Bylaws, refer to the relevant section of the Statute, which often sets minimum requirements for meeting procedures, notice, and other matters.

5. We Are Continually Improving on These Bylaws: This draft was last revised in February 2016 in response to newly enacted statutory provisions per Assembly Bill 816 (Bonta, passed in 2015, effective January 1, 2016). Please check our website for updates: http://www.co-oplaw.org/cooperative-bylaws/, and let us know if you have any suggestions or find any errors. Thank you!
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ARTICLE 1 - MEMBERSHIP

1.1 Classes of Members. The Cooperative shall have one class of Worker-members. {The Cooperative shall have one class of Community Investors as specified in Section 1.7 of these Bylaws.} No other classes of Members shall be created unless approved by then-existing classes of Members, according to the Articles of Incorporation and these Bylaws.

[Explanatory Note: A class of Members is a group of people or organizations who all have the same specified rights and responsibilities according to the Bylaws. A worker cooperative must include a class of Worker-members and they can choose to also have a class of community investors, as defined in the Cooperative Corporation law. These Bylaws are designed to have one class of worker members and a class of community investors who have very little voting rights - the intention is for the Worker-members to control the enterprise primarily.]

1.2 Reference to “Member”.
   1. Any reference to “Member” or “Membership” in these Bylaws, without further specification of Member Class, shall mean Worker-members, or Worker-membership, as applicable.
   2. {Any reference to “Community Investor” in these Bylaws shall mean a person who belongs to the class of Community Investors.}

1.3 Becoming a Member. To become a Member of this Cooperative, a person must:
   1. Be a resident of California;
   2. Be a worker in the cooperative, which is a natural person who contributes labor or services to the cooperative;
   3. Pay an Initial Capital Contribution; the amount of the Initial Capital Contribution will be determined by the Board of Directors;
   4. Work for the Cooperative for [insert number of hours/weeks/months] ; this period of time is called the “Candidacy Period” and is described in Section 1.3;
   5. Be approved by the existing Worker-members, by means of the process described in Section 1.3 and 1.4; and
[**Explanatory Note:** The definition of “worker” in subsection b is taken from California Corporations Code §12238(g). Although the Statute does not require these additional qualifications for membership, most cooperatives list a set of membership qualifications. Limiting membership to California residents is helpful, because the cooperative might otherwise have to deal with federal securities law issues. Cooperatives are not required by statute to have an initial capital contribution or membership fee, but these kinds of payments are helpful to cover initial start-up and operating costs. If your cooperative does want to require an initial capital contribution or recurring membership fee, the bylaws should provide for it. (See 12400 and 12401.)]

1.4 Candidacy Period.
1. Workers seeking Worker-membership in the cooperative must complete a candidacy period of at least [insert number of hours/weeks/months].
2. An individual candidate’s candidacy period must last no longer than [insert number of hours/weeks/months].
3. A worker’s candidacy period begins when the Board, or a person or committee appointed by the Board to manage candidacy, declares that his/her candidacy period begins and notifies that candidate that he/she is a candidate.

1.5 Acceptance of Members. The application review and approval process for a Prospective Member is as follows:
1. The Board of Directors or an empowered hiring committee shall receive the membership application from a Prospective Member and shall submit it to the Worker-members for approval.
2. The Worker-members shall then decide by the decision-making process described in Section 5.1 whether to approve the application.
3. [If the application is not approved, the applicant’s employment shall be immediately terminated, unless the Worker-members choose to specify a further Candidacy Period to be followed by a second decision of the Worker-members on whether to approve the application.]
4. Upon approval of the application, and meeting the qualifications listed in Section 1.2, the applicant shall immediately become a Member.
5. [The Cooperative may waive the Candidacy Period and renew a former Worker-member’s Membership immediately by a 75% vote of all the Worker-members.]

[**Explanatory Note:** A cooperative may choose to design its membership application process and approval process in whatever way it chooses.]

1.6 Transferability of Memberships. Worker-memberships shall be non-assessable and may not be transferred, voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation of law or otherwise, except for a transfer to the Cooperative under the redemption provisions set forth in the articles of incorporation or in the Cooperative’s bylaws.

[**Explanatory Note:** The Statute generally prohibits transfer of memberships unless the cooperative’s articles or bylaws allows for transfers. See 12410.]

1.7 Attributes of Community Investor Shares.
1. The cooperative may issue shares of its capital stock to Community Investors. As defined in California Corporations Code § 12238(e), a “Community Investor” is a
person who is not a Worker-member and who holds a share or other proprietary interest in the Cooperative.

2. The cooperative is authorized to issue [insert the number of shares stated in the Articles of Incorporation] community investor shares.

3. The voting power of holders of community investor shares is limited to approval rights only over the following actions: a merger, sale of major assets outside the ordinary course of business, reorganization, or dissolution. Additionally, community investors shall have the right to approve amendments to the articles of incorporation when required by law, pursuant to Cal Corp Code § 12503.

4. Community investor shares may only be transferred under the prior written consent of the Cooperative. Any attempted assignment or transfer of shares contrary to these provisions shall be void, and will not confer rights on the intended assignee or transferee.

[Explanatory Note: The statute currently provides that any person with a proprietary interest in a cooperative is a member. However, community investor members shall not have the same voting rights as Worker-members. “Community investor voting power in a worker cooperative shall be provided in the articles or bylaws, and is limited to approval rights only over a merger, sale of major assets, reorganization, or dissolution. Approval rights shall not include the right to propose any action.” [Cal Corp Code §12253(c)]”]

ARTICLE 2 – TERMINATION OF WORKER-MEMBERSHIP

2.1 Resignation of a Member.
   1. Every Worker-member has the right to resign from the Cooperative.
   2. When a Worker-member resigns from the Cooperative his or her Membership will be terminated.
   3. To resign from the Cooperative, a Worker-member must provide the Secretary of the Cooperative with a written notice of resignation. The resignation shall become effective immediately without any action on the part of the Cooperative. The individual who resigned from the Cooperative will not be allowed to work for the Cooperative for one month following voluntary termination of Worker-membership unless her or his membership is renewed by the Cooperative.
   4. If a Worker-member resigns, he or she is still responsible for any charges, dues, or other obligations that the Worker-member owes to the Cooperative. The Cooperative shall still have the right to enforce any such obligation or obtain damages for its breach.

[Explanatory Note: In general, the Statute provides that Members can resign at any time, but the Bylaws may require reasonable notice before the effective resignation date. See 12430.]

2.2 Death of Member.  A Membership shall immediately terminate upon the death of a Member.

2.3 Expulsion of a Member.  No Worker-member may be expelled or suspended except according to procedures satisfying the requirements of this section:
   1. A Worker-member may, for any lawful reason, be expelled from the Cooperative by a vote pursuant to Section 5.1 [or specify a higher threshold here] of the Worker-members at a duly called meeting at which a quorum is present.
2. The Worker-member must be given 15 days’ prior notice of the expulsion, suspension, or termination, and the reasons for that expulsion, suspension, or termination.
3. The Worker-member shall have an opportunity to be heard, orally or in writing, not less than five days before the effective date of expulsion, suspension, or termination, by a person or body authorized to decide that the proposed expulsion, termination, or suspension not take place.
4. Any notice required under this section may be given by any method reasonably calculated to provide actual notice. Any notice given by mail must be given by first-class or registered mail sent to the last address of the Worker-member shown on the Cooperative’s records.
5. A Worker-member who is expelled or suspended shall be liable for any charges, dues, or other obligations incurred before the expulsion, suspension, or termination.
6. The Cooperative may direct a Worker-member whose expulsion is being considered to refrain from conducting business as a Worker-member until the expulsion decision is made, [provided the Cooperative pays the Worker-member her or his average weekly wage or compensation – calculated based on the three months preceding the date of the notice given pursuant to this section –] until the expulsion decision is made. The Cooperative may also direct a Worker-member whose expulsion is being considered to stay away from the Cooperative’s places of business except as necessary to exercise her or his rights under law.

[Explanatory Note: The Statute provides that expulsions, terminations, and suspensions must be done “in good faith and in a fair and reasonable manner.” They are fair and reasonable if they meet the notice and hearing requirements described in 12431(c). These Sample Bylaws closely follow the language found in 12431(c). The cooperative may only expel a Member for a lawful reason, i.e. it cannot be due to discrimination on the basis of race, national origin, sex, sexual orientation, or another protected class. Furthermore, a cooperative may not expel a Member if the expulsion violates other contractual rights.]

ARTICLE 3 – MEMBER MEETINGS

3.1 Voting
1. Each Worker-member shall have one vote on each matter submitted for a vote.
2. {Each community investor shall have one vote on only those decisions in which community investors may participate as specified in the Articles of Incorporation.}
3. If any vote requires that Members cast a written ballot, only Members that have been Members of the Cooperative for more than 10 days prior to the meeting date are entitled to cast ballots.
4. Cumulative voting shall not be permitted for any purpose.
5. Proxy voting shall not be permitted for any purpose.
6. Unless otherwise specified, all votes shall be conducted using the processes in Article 5.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Sections 12480 through 12484 for membership voting requirements for cooperatives. Also, the Statute prohibits proxy voting (12405).]

3.2 Member Authority
1. Members shall elect the Board of Directors.
2. Members or Community Investors of a respective Member Class must approve changes to these Bylaws that would:

3. Materially and adversely affect the rights or obligations of that Class as to voting, dissolution, redemption, transfer, distributions, patronage distributions, patronage, property rights, or rights to repayment of contributed capital;

4. Increase or decrease the number of memberships authorized for that Class;

5. Increase the number of memberships authorized for another Class, if there was formerly a set limit to the number of memberships authorized for that Class;

6. Effect an exchange, reclassification or cancellation of all or part of that Class’ memberships;

7. Authorize a new Class of memberships.

3.3 Annual Members Meeting.

8. The Annual Members Meeting shall be held on the [first Thursday in November at 7:00 pm] at the Cooperative’s main office, unless the Board determines sets a different date and time and complies with the meeting notice provisions of these bylaws.

9. If the meeting falls on a holiday it should be held at the same time/place the following business day.

10. At this meeting, the Members shall conduct Board elections and conduct any other proper business. The Treasurer will present the annual report at this meeting.

11. Requests by Members to include any issue in the Annual Members Meeting notice to be voted upon by the Membership must be presented to the Board in writing no later than September 1st, prior to the Annual Meeting.

[Explanatory Note: An annual meeting is required. See Code Section 12460(b). If the Cooperative has “community investors” these people are likely considered members and should be invited to the annual meeting. While the annual meeting may be held at any time, it may be helpful to hold it close to the time that the annual report must be made available to members. Membership meetings may be held anywhere that is stated in or fixed in the Bylaws; if no place is fixed or stated, the meetings must take place at the main office. See Code Section 12460(a). The annual meeting may be conducted wholly or partly by electronic communication if there is a reasonable opportunity to participate and vote through this means and a record of electronic participation is maintained by the organization. See Code Section 12460(f). Members need not elect Officers; the statute states that “officers shall be chosen by the board and serve at the pleasure of the board,” unless the articles or bylaws provide otherwise.]

3.4 Special Member Meetings.

1. Special meetings of the Members for any lawful purpose may be called by the Board, President, Secretary, or by at least 5% of the individual Members of either class. However, if there are more than four Worker-members, a special meeting may only be called by the greater of: three Worker-members; or 5% of the Worker-members. If there are fewer than four Worker-members, special meetings may be called by one Worker-member.

2. The procedure for calling a special Members meeting shall be as follows:

3. The person(s) requesting the special meeting shall submit a written request to the Cooperative addressed to the attention of the President or Secretary;

4. Within 20 days after receipt, the President or Secretary shall cause notice to be given to the Members entitled to vote that a meeting will be held at a time fixed by the Board not less than 35 nor more than 90 days after the receipt of the request.

5. Special meetings shall be held at the principal office of the Cooperative.

For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
3.5 Notices Generally.

1. Notice of a Members’ meeting or any report shall be given by electronic transmission, or by mail or other means of written communication, addressed to a Member or Community Investor at the address of such person appearing on the books of the Cooperative or given by the person to the Cooperative for purpose of notice. Notwithstanding the above, notice given to Worker-members less than 10 days before the date of the meeting must be delivered personally according to section 3.6.

2. Members Entitled to Notice. Any Member shall be entitled to notice of any meeting at which their class of membership shall cast votes, and to the annual Member meeting, so long as their Membership became official 30 days before the meeting date.

3. The notice shall state the following:
   a. Meeting place, date, and time of the meeting;
   b. If applicable, the log-in or call-in information for telephone/video/web conference;
   c. In the case of a special meeting, the general nature of the business to be transacted, and that no other business may be transacted, or
   d. In the case of the regular meeting, those matters which the Board intends to present for action by the Members. The notice of any meeting at which Officers are to be elected shall include the names of the nominees.

4. Notwithstanding the above, any of the following decisions, other than by unanimous approval by those entitled to vote, shall be valid only if the general nature of the proposal was stated in the notice of meeting or in any written waiver of notice:
   a. Removal of Worker-members or Board members;
   b. Election of an Officer to fill a vacancy;
   c. Approval of a contract or other transaction between the Cooperative and one or more of its Directors, or between the Cooperative and any corporation, firm, or association in which one or more of its Directors has a material financial interest or is a Director;
   d. Amendment of the articles of incorporation; and
   e. Approval of a plan of distribution upon winding up of the Cooperative.

[Explanatory Note: The minimum/maximum days for when a written notice must be given before the meeting are fixed by statute.]

3.6 Notice of Worker-member meetings. Whenever the Worker-members are required or permitted to take any action at a meeting, and the meeting is a meeting of only Worker-members, the Cooperative shall provide personal notice not less than 48 hours before the meeting to all Worker-members who are entitled to vote on the record date for notice of the meeting. If delivery of personal service to all Worker-members is not possible, the Cooperative shall give written notice not less than 10 days nor more than 90 days before the date of the meeting.
[Explanatory Note: The Cooperative Corporation law does not define “delivered personally” but in the context of legal service it means hand delivery to the person named in the document. In the context of a worker cooperative, personal notice entails direct oral communication, however, because the law doesn’t specify whether the notice must be in writing, the safest option would be to provide hand delivery of a written notice to all Worker-members.]

3.7 Notice of other meetings. Whenever community investors are required or permitted to take any action at a meeting, a written notice of the meeting shall be given not less than 10 nor more than 90 days before the date of the meeting to each Member who, on the record date for notice of the meeting, is entitled to vote.

3.8 Meetings Held Without Proper Notice.
1. Members not present: The transactions of a meeting, whether or not validly called and noticed, are valid if a quorum is present and each of the absent Members who is entitled to vote, either before or after the meeting, signs either: a written waiver of notice, a consent to the holding of the meeting, or an approval of the minutes of the meeting. All waivers, consents, and approvals shall be filed with the corporate records or made a part of the minutes of the meeting.
2. Members present: A Member’s attendance at a meeting shall constitute a waiver of notice of and presence at the meeting, unless the Member objects at the beginning of the meeting. However, attendance at a meeting is not a waiver of any right to object to the consideration of matter required to be included in the notice but not included, if an objection is made at the meeting.

3.9 Use of Written Ballots at Meetings.
1. Written ballots will be used for the election of Officers and may be used for Directors, when applicable. Written ballots may also be distributed for other matters if the Board authorizes.
2. Ballots for Officer and Director elections must:
   a. Be distributed at least 10 days before the annual meeting;
   b. Include the names of all nominees; and
   c. Include a space for write-in candidates.
3. Other written ballots must:
   a. Describe the proposed action; and
   b. Provide an opportunity to approve or disapprove of the proposed action.
4. All ballots shall specify:
   a. The number of responses necessary to reach quorum; and
   b. The deadline by which the ballot must be filled out and turned in, in order to be counted.
5. When ballots are distributed at a meeting, the number of Members voting shall be considered present for the purposes of determining quorum with respect to the specific actions in the ballot.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12463. While a cooperative generally does not have to use written ballots, such ballots must be used for “referendums.” Ballots can be used for actions other than election of Officers and Directors, in which case ballots must state the proposed action and provide space for Members to indicate approval or disapproval. For contents of written ballot used a meeting see Code Section 12461(b).]
3.10  Quorum. A majority of Members of a class shall constitute a quorum at a meeting of Members of that class. When a quorum is present, proposals shall be adopted using the processes as described in Section 5, unless otherwise required in the Articles or Bylaws.

[Explanatory Note: Section 12462 addresses quorum requirements. In absence of a specified quorum in the Bylaws, the Statute sets the quorum at 5% of Members. Note that if a regular meeting is attended by less than 1/3 of voting Members, only matters described in the notice may be voted on. See Code Section 12462(b).]

3.11 Loss of Quorum at a Meeting. If there is a quorum present at the beginning of a meeting and then some Members leave so that less than a quorum remains, the remaining Members may continue to conduct business, as long as any actions they take (other than adjournment) adhere to the number of votes of the Members required to constitute a quorum for that class.

[Explanatory Note: This section is governed by 12462(c).]

3.12 Adjournment for Lack of Quorum. In the absence of quorum, a majority of present Members can vote to adjourn the meeting, and no other business may be transacted, except as provided in Section 3.10 above.

[Explanatory Note: This section is governed by 12462(d).]

3.13 Adjourned Meetings.
1. If a meeting is adjourned to a new time/place, Members may conduct any business at the new meeting that could have been conducted at the original meeting.
2. If the new meeting is announced at the original meeting, no additional notice is required. However, if the new meeting is more than 45 days after the original meeting or if a new record date is fixed for the adjourned meeting, notice of the new meeting must be given to each Member entitled to vote at that meeting.

[Explanatory Note: This section is governed by 12461(d).]

3.14 Action Without Meetings.
1. Any action which may be taken at any regular or special Members meeting may be taken without a meeting if the Cooperative distributes a written ballot to every Member entitled to vote on that proposal.
2. The written ballot shall set forth the proposal, provide the opportunity to specify approval or disapproval of the proposal, indicate the number of responses needed to meet quorum, the percentage of approvals necessary to pass the proposal; and provide a reasonable time within which to return the ballot.
3. Approval under this section shall be valid only when:
   a. The Cooperative receives within the specified timeframe a number of written ballots that is at least equal to the quorum required for a meeting; and
   b. The number of approvals is at least equal to the number of approvals required at a meeting.
4. The Secretary shall cause a vote to be taken by written ballot upon any action or recommendation proposed in writing by 20 percent of the Members.
ARTICLE 4 – BOARD OF DIRECTOR MEETINGS

4.1. Directors and Board Composition.
   1. The Initial Board of Directors shall be comprised of {three} Directors and shall have a {three} year term.
   2. There shall be no fewer than 3 and no more than 21 Directors of the Corporation, with the exact number of Directors to be fixed, within the limits specified, by the Board.
   3. After the term of office of the Initial Board of Directors has expired, the terms of subsequent Boards shall be staggered.
   4. At the first Annual Member Meeting in which there is a Board election, one-third of the Directors shall be elected to a one-year term, one-third shall be elected to a two-year term, and one-third to a three-year term.
   5. At each Annual Member Meeting thereafter, there shall be an election held for at least one Director, who shall serve {three} year terms.
   6. {Notwithstanding the above, a person whose Membership is terminated shall immediately cease to be a Director.}

[Explanatory Note: See Code Sections 12331 and 12360 for requirements for a cooperative Board of Directors. A cooperative must have at least 3 Directors, according to section 12331(a). The statute does not require that Directors be Members, although most cooperatives tend to require that Directors have to be Members. Section 12331(a) requires that the bylaws “set forth […] the number of directors of the corporation, or the method of determining the number of directors of the corporation, or that the number of directors shall be not less than a stated minimum or more than a stated maximum with the exact number of directors to be fixed, within the limits specified, by approval of the board or the Members (Sections 12222 and 12224), in the manner provided in the bylaws, subject to {12331(e)}.” Note, also, that section 12360(d) permits all or some Directors to hold office other than by election of Members. For example, a coop’s incubator might appoint some Directors to the Board, so long as the Bylaws provide for it.]

4.2. Director Voting. Directors shall vote using the process described in Section 5.1.

4.3. Notice of Board Meetings.
   1. Regular meetings of the Board will be held the first Monday of every month at 7:00 p.m. at the principal office of the Cooperative. If the day fixed for the regular meeting falls on a legal holiday, the meeting shall be held at the same time on the next day.
   2. Special meetings of the Board shall be held upon four days’ notice by first-class mail or 48 hours’ notice delivered personally, by telephone, including a voice messaging system, or by electronic transmission by the Cooperative. A notice, or waiver of notice, need not specify the purpose of any regular or special meeting of the Board.

4.4. Waiver of Notice. Notice of a meeting need not be given to any Director who provides a waiver of notice or consent to holding the meeting or an approval of the minutes in writing, whether before or after the meeting, or who attends the meeting without protesting the lack of notice to that Director. All waivers, consents, and approvals shall be filed with the corporate records or made a part of the minutes of the meetings.
4.5. Quorum.
   1. A majority of Directors shall constitute a quorum for a Board meeting.
   2. When a quorum is present, proposals shall be adopted using the modified consensus process as described in Section 5.1, unless otherwise required in the articles or bylaws.

[Explanatory Note: Code Section 12351(a) provides quorum requirements unless Bylaws provide otherwise.]

4.6. Loss of Quorum at Meeting. If there is a quorum present at the beginning of a meeting and then some Directors leave so that less than a quorum remains, the remaining Directors may continue to conduct business as long as any actions they take (other than adjournment) reflect consensus of, or when voting is called for, at least three-fourths of the Directors required to constitute a quorum.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12351(a).]

4.7. Adjournment for Lack of Quorum. In the absence of quorum, a majority of present Directors can vote to adjourn the meeting. No other business may be transacted, except as provided in Section 4.6 above

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12462(d).]

4.8. Adjourned Meetings. A majority of the Directors present, whether or not a quorum is present, may adjourn any meeting to another time and place. If the meeting is adjourned for more than 24 hours, notice of any adjournment to another time or place shall be given prior to the time of the adjourned meeting to the Directors who were not present at the time of the adjournment.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12351(a).]

4.9. Action Without Meeting. The Board of Directors may take action without a meeting if all Directors individually or collectively consent in writing to the action. The written consents shall be filed with the minutes of the Board’s meetings. Action by written consent has the same force and effect as a unanimous vote of the Directors.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12351(b).]

4.10. Resignation.
   1. A Director may resign effective upon giving written notice to the President, the Secretary of the Cooperative, unless the notice specifies a later time for the effectiveness of such resignation.
   2. The Board shall then appoint a person to fill the vacancy and serve until the next Annual Members Meeting.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12364(c).]

4.11. Removal.
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1. The Board may declare vacant the office of a Director whose eligibility for election as a Director has ceased, or who has been declared of unsound mind by a final order of court, or convicted of a felony.

2. Directors may be removed without cause by the Worker-members, if removal is approved by a vote of \{75\%\} or greater of all Worker-members at a duly called meeting at which a quorum is present.

3. Vacancies caused by removal may only be filled by approval of a majority of all Worker-members.

4. Any reduction of the authorized number of Directors does not remove any Director prior to the expiration of the Director’s term of office.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12362(a). Removal without cause does not require a vote of 75\% or greater. In a corporation with fewer than 50 Members, the removal is approved by a majority of all Members (Section 12223). In a corporation with 50 or more Members, the removal is approved by the Members (Section 12224).]


1. The Board may establish committees through the decision-making process in Section 5.1. Each committee shall consist of two or more Directors who serve at the pleasure of the Board.

2. An empowered committee shall have the same authority as the Board, except with respect to:
   a. Approval of any action that by law requires approval by the majority of the Members;
   b. Filling vacancies of the Board or any committee that has authority of the Board;
   c. Fixing compensation of Directors for serving on the Board;
   d. Amendment or repeal of the Bylaws or adoption of new Bylaws;
   e. Amendment or repeal of any resolution that the Board has expressly deemed not amendable or repealable;
   f. Establishment of committees of the Board or appointing Members to such committees;
   g. Expenditure of corporate funds to support a nominee for Director (if there are more people nominated for Director than open slots available).

[Explanatory Note: Committees must have at least two directors. See Code Section 12352]

ARTICLE 5 – DECISION-MAKING PROCESS

5.1 Decision-Making Process for the Directors and the Worker-member class.

[Explanatory Note: The statute specifies that majority rules unless determined otherwise by the Article or Bylaws. Provided here is sample language for majority rule voting and below is optional alternative language for modified consensus.]

1. Each Worker-member or Director will be entitled to one vote on any matter submitted for a vote. Unless otherwise specified in these bylaws, a majority of votes cast are required to pass a matter submitted to a vote.

{Alternative Option: Modified Consensus Decision-making}
1. Matters will be discussed with the goal of reaching consensus.
2. If consensus cannot be reached, Worker-members will vote on whether the issue must be decided at the current meeting or can be tabled for future discussion. Each Worker-member is entitled to one vote.
3. If at least three-fourths of the quorum believe that an immediate decision is needed, voting will be held on proposals regarding the issue.
4. The proposals can then be carried by a three-fourths vote, except as otherwise provided in these bylaws.

[Explanatory Note: Note that consensus-based decision-making is consistent with cooperative principles, however, there is no statutory requirement that cooperatives must use consensus-based decision-making. In some situations, it might make more sense to use a simple-majority or three-fourths vote. Cooperatives that use consensus-based decision-making may also wish to adopt a much more detailed set of processes and guidelines for how proposals will be made and considered. For a sample of a detailed consensus policy, see Tree Bressen’s Sample Consensus Process Policy at http://treegroup.info/topics/consensus-in-sharing-law.pdf]

5.2 Decision-making process for the community investor class. Each Community Investor will be entitled to one vote on any matter submitted for a vote. Unless otherwise specified in these Bylaws, a majority of votes cast are required to pass a matter submitted to a vote.

ARTICLE 6 - OFFICERS

6.1 Titles of Officers.
   1. Officers of the Cooperative shall be:
      a. A President,
      b. A Secretary,
      c. A Chief Financial Officer, and
   2. Any other Officer with a title and duties determined by the Board
   3. One person may hold any number of offices, except the President and Secretary shall not be the same person.

[Explanatory Note: Section 12353(a) requires that a cooperative corporation have a Chairman of Board or President, a Secretary, and a Chief Financial Officer. One person can hold all three titles. The President (or chairperson) must be a Director elected by the Members. A cooperative corporation may create any other officer position, in addition to the three required positions. Officers need not be Members of the co-op, they can be non-member employees.]

6.2 Duties of Officers.
   1. Officers’ duties include those duties:
      a. Prescribed by law,
      b. Granted by these Bylaws, and/or
      c. Granted by resolutions of the Board.
   2. The Secretary must ensure that the Cooperatives’ records and reports are properly kept and filed.
   3. The President shall take on the duties of the Secretary if the Secretary is unable or unwilling to do so.
Explanatory Note: These provisions are governed by Code Section 12353(a).]

6.3 Nomination and Election of Officers.
   1. Any Worker-member can nominate any Worker-member, including himself/herself, for any office. Nominations shall take place at the Annual Member Meeting and at the preceding regular meeting.
   2. Officers shall then be elected at the Annual Member Meeting by written ballot, to serve one-year terms. The candidate receiving the highest number of votes for an office shall be elected.

Explanatory Note: The nomination and election of Officers is governed by Code Sections 12353(b).]

6.4 Resignation or Removal of Officers.
   1. Officers can be removed by a vote of the Board.
   2. Any Officer may resign at any time with written notice to the Cooperative.
   3. Vacancies shall be filled at the next Board meeting.

Explanatory note: See Code Section 12353(b).]

ARTICLE 7 – FINANCIAL PROVISIONS

[Note: The percentages in this section are provided for example only—you will need to seek advice from a tax professional and change the percentages below on your business needs. Do not rely on this as a best practice.]

7.1. This cooperative is a capital account cooperative, as defined in Corporations Code § 12317.

7.2. Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Cooperative is January 1st through December 31st.

Explanatory note: A fiscal year is the 12-month period that the cooperative uses to calculate its yearly earnings and to prepare its yearly financial statements. The cooperative also calculates the patronage dividends/patronage refunds owed to each Member based on the patronage conducted during the fiscal year. In this example, the fiscal year is January 1st through December 31st. The cooperative may choose to specify a different fiscal year in its Bylaws.]

7.3. Definitions.
   1. “Surplus” shall be defined as the excess of revenues over Expenses for a fiscal year attributable to Member labor.
   2. “Profit” shall be defined as the excess of revenues over Expenses for a fiscal year attributable to non-Member labor.

Explanatory Note: These bylaws make a distinction between revenues that are attributable to Member labor versus non-Member labor because federal tax law says that only “patronage-sourced” income may be distributed as tax-deductible patronage refunds/patronage dividends. In the case of a worker cooperative, patronage is defined by the Member’s labor.]

   3. “Loss” shall be defined as the excess of Expenses over revenues for a fiscal year.
   4. Surplus, Profit, and Loss shall be determined on a tax basis. Surplus and Profit shall not include cash contributions by Members to capital.
5. “Expenses” shall include Distributions paid pursuant to Section 7.6, payments of any interest and principal on any debts of the Cooperative, and reasonable reserves as determined by the Board of Directors.

6. The “Collective Account” shall be Surplus, Profit, and reserves that, with the exception of the portion designated as the Community Investor account, are retained in the Cooperative and not distributed to Members.

7. “Patronage” shall be defined as hours worked by each Worker-member for the Cooperative.

8. “Patronage Dividends” shall have the definition contained in Internal Revenue Code Section 1388(a) (dividends paid to Members based on Patronage).

[Explanatory Note: The Corporations Code § 12244 refers to patronage dividends as “patronage distributions.” However, some worker cooperatives choose to use the term “patronage dividend” to better clarify that such payments are owner distributions instead of additional employment compensation. This is because, in the past, the IRS has tried to establish that patronage distributions are subject to employment or self-employment tax. The Corporations Code §12317 refers to the “collective account” as the “Unallocated account”. “Patronage” can be measured using other metrics, such as wages earned or number of jobs created. See Corporations Code §12243(b)(2).]

9. “Worker-member Account” shall be defined as each Worker-member’s capital account in the Cooperative, which is calculated as initial capital contribution plus written notices of allocation minus Distributions minus Losses plus/minus any other item that affects the balance in the Member’s capital account.

10. “Distribution” means the distribution of interest on capital contributed, but does not include Patronage Dividends.

[Explanatory Note: This is a paraphrase of the definition that is found in the Corporations Code Section 12235.]

11. “Community Investor Account” shall be defined as a portion of the Collective Account which represents the value of the claim of Community Investor shareholders.

12. “Deemed Liquidation Event” shall mean (a) a consolidation, merger or other similar transaction of or involving the Corporation in which the Worker-members of the Corporation immediately prior to such consolidation, merger or other similar transaction do not continue to hold, immediately after the consummation of such consolidation, merger or other similar transaction, a majority of the voting power of the equity interests of the surviving entity, or (b) a sale or other transfer of all or substantially all of the Corporation’s assets to a third party.

13. “Indivisible Reserves Account” shall mean an account derived from non-patronage-sourced income to be used as capital for the cooperative, that will not be distributed to Members, and that must, upon dissolution, be allocated to a cooperative development organization identified in the cooperative’s articles of incorporation or bylaws.

[Explanatory Note: The Indivisible Reserves Account is authorized, but not required, by statute. If the cooperative decides to establish such an account, it must meet this definition. See Cal Corp Code §§ 12454.5 and 12656.5(c).]
7.4. Allocations.

1. Any Profit shall be credited to the Collective Account {and/or to the Indivisible Reserves Account}, as determined by the Board.

2. Any Surplus shall be credited to the Collective Account as necessary to (1) bring the year's contribution to the Collective Account up to [25% of the year's combined Profit/Surplus], {and (2) allocate community investor accruing dividends pursuant to 7.10}. All other Surplus shall be paid as Patronage Dividends in direct proportion to Patronage during the fiscal year.

3. Any Loss shall be allocated [75%] to Worker-member Accounts in direct proportion to Patronage during the fiscal year and [25%] to the Collective Account, [with the exception of Losses occurring and/or carried over from the Cooperative’s first two fiscal years, which shall be allocated 100% to the Collective Account.]

4. The percentages referred to in this section can be changed for a coming fiscal year by the Board.

[Explanatory Note: This section needs advice from a professional—either a CPA or an attorney. See Corporations Code Section 12201, 12201.5, and 26 U.S.C. § 1388]

7.5. Patronage Dividends.

1. Patronage Dividends shall be made [50% in cash and 50% to each individual Worker-member Account as a written notice of allocation], unless different proportions are approved by the Board within eight-and-a-half months of the fiscal year’s close – however, at least 20% must be distributed in cash.

2. Patronage Dividends may be by qualified or non-qualified written notices of allocation or a combination of the two.

[Explanatory Note: See 26 U.S.C. §§ 1382, 1385, and 1388. A cooperative that meets the requirements of Subchapter T of the Internal Revenue Code does not pay corporate income tax on the earnings that are paid out as patronage dividends/refunds. Rather, they are tax deductible for the cooperative. For the patronage dividend/refund to be fully tax deductible, at least 20% must be distributed in cash and the remainder that is distributed in a written notice of allocation must be “qualified” as defined in 1388(c). (See http://www.rurdev.usda.gov/rbs/pub/cir23/CIR23.html for a general discussion of Subchapter T and qualified vs. nonqualified written notices of allocation). Sometimes, the written notice of allocation may not be qualified, in which case the cooperative would pay corporate income tax on the amount represented by the unqualified written notice of allocation.]

7.6. Worker-members’ Covenant to Declare Income for Tax Purposes. Each Worker-member shall take into account on his or her income tax return any Patronage Dividends which are made in qualified written notices of allocation (as defined in 26 U.S.C. Section 1388) at their stated dollar amounts in the manner provided in 26 U.S.C. Section 1385(a) in the taxable year in which the Worker-member receives such written notices of allocation.

[Explanatory Note: See 26 U.S.C. § 1385(a)-(b) and § 1388(c). One of the requirements for qualifying a written notice of allocation, so that the entire patronage refund becomes tax deductible for the cooperative, is that the Member consents to report the written notice of allocation on his or her income tax return in the year in which he or she receives the allocation. Some cooperatives include this section in their bylaws as a way to establish that consent.]
7.7. Distributions of Interest on Member Accounts. The Cooperative may, by a decision of the Board, pay interest to Members on the Members Accounts. The interest may be paid in cash or as an additional credit to the Member Accounts. The rate of interest shall be determined by the Board, but may not, in one year, exceed 15 percent of each Member’s contributed capital, which includes capital contributions, membership fees, and capital credits.

[Explanatory Note: See Corporations Code Sections 12376, 12451-12455.]

7.8. Periodic Redemption of Worker-member Accounts.
   1. The Cooperative shall aim to pay out in cash to the Members all funds credited to their Member Accounts [within three years] of the date they were first credited.
   2. As a general rule, written notices of allocation credited to Worker-member Accounts (including notices now converted to debt) will be paid out in the order in which they are credited, with the oldest paid out first. However, the Board can decide to accelerate the repayment of debt owed to former Worker-members on a case-by-case basis.
   3. If the Cooperative does not have sufficient funds to pay out all funds credited to Worker-member Accounts for a given fiscal year, then funds will be paid out in proportion to the balance in the Worker-member Accounts.

[Explanatory Note: See Corporations Code Section 12445.]

7.9. Payment Rights Upon Membership Termination.
   1. When a Membership is terminated for any reason, including a Member’s death, the amount in the Member Account will automatically be converted to debt owed to the former Member, or, if necessary, to the Member’s estate, or to another assignee designated by the Member.
   2. The Cooperative shall repay the debt within five years of the Membership termination, with interest accruing at the discount rate – as set by the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco – plus two percent, on the amount outstanding at the end of each fiscal year.
   3. The Cooperative, in settling a Member Account, shall have the right to set off any and all indebtedness of the former Member to the Cooperative.

[Explanatory Note: See Corporations Code Section 12445.]

7.10. {Community Investor Dividends. Such rights are provided in the Cooperative’s Articles of Incorporation Rights}.

7.11. {Community Investor Put Rights. Such rights are provided in the Cooperative’s Articles of Incorporation Rights}

7.12. {Call Rights. Such rights are provided in the Cooperative’s Articles of Incorporation Rights}

7.13. Priority of Payments. Notwithstanding anything else to the contrary in this Article, payments by the Cooperative shall be made in the following order of priority:
1. First, to make payments of any necessary expenses related to the operation of the cooperative, including wages, and payments of any interest and principal on any debts of the Cooperative,
2. Second, to pay any Accruing Dividends on community investor shares;
3. Third, to pay Patronage Dividends to all eligible Worker-members,
4. Fourth, to pay Distributions to all eligible Worker-members, and
5. Fifth, to make periodic redemptions pursuant to Section 7.8.

[Explanatory Note: See Corporations Code Section 12445. Make sure that the provisions in these sections do not conflict with your Articles of Incorporation. See our Model Articles of Incorporation for these provisions.]

7.14. Dissolution Distributions. Such rights are provided in the Cooperative’s Articles of Incorporation Rights

[Explanatory Note: See Corporations Code Sections 12653, 12655, 12656. Make sure that the provisions in these sections do not conflict with your Articles of Incorporation. See our Model Articles of Incorporation for these provisions.]

7.15. Unclaimed Equity Interests. Any proprietary interest in the Cooperative held by a Member {or Community Investor} that would otherwise escheat to the State of California as unclaimed personal property shall instead become the property of the Cooperative if the Cooperative gives at least 60 days prior notice of the proposed transfer to the affected Member {or Community Investor} by (1) first-class or second-class mail to the last address of the Member {or Community Investor} shown on the Cooperative’s records, and (2) by publication in a newspaper of general circulation in the county in which the Cooperative has its principal office. No property or funds shall become the property of the Cooperative under this section if written notice objecting to the transfer is received by the Cooperative from the affected Member {or Community Investor} prior to the date of the proposed transfer.

[Explanatory Note: See Corporations Code Section 12446. As in most states, California has an Unclaimed Property Law that provides for unclaimed property or funds to “escheat” to California (i.e. becomes the property of the state), if the owner does not claim his/her property or funds after three years. This is because businesses are sometimes unable to locate their shareholders or other people to whom they owe money. However, Corporations Code Section 12446 allows a cooperative to keep a Member’s equity interest that would otherwise escheat to the state, if the cooperative includes such a provision in its bylaws and complies with the proper notice requirements that are set forth in Section 12446.]

ARTICLE 8 – CORPORATE RECORDS AND REPORTS

8.1 Records Required to Be Kept.
1. The Cooperative shall keep at its principal office:
   a. The original or a copy of its Articles and Bylaws as amended to date;
   b. Adequate and correct books and records of account;
   c. Minutes of the proceedings of its Members, Board, and committees of the Board; and
   d. A record of its Members, providing their names and addresses.
2. Minutes and other books and records shall be kept either in written form or in any other form capable of being converted into clearly legible tangible form or in any combination of the foregoing.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12590 for record keeping requirements.]

8.2 Inspection Rights.
1. The Cooperative’s Bylaws and Articles shall be open to inspection by the Members {and Community Investors} at all reasonable times during office hours.
2. Any such inspection may be made in person or by agent or attorney and the right of inspection includes the right to copy and make extracts.
3. The accounting books and records and minutes of proceedings of the Members and the Board and committees of the Board shall be open to inspection upon the written demand on the Cooperative of any Member {or Community Investor} at any reasonable time, for a purpose reasonably related to such person’s interests as a Member.
4. Every Director shall have the absolute right at any reasonable time to inspect and copy all books, records and documents of every kind and to inspect the physical properties of the Cooperative.

8.3 Annual Report.
1. The annual report shall be prepared no later than 120 days after the close of the Cooperative’s fiscal year and shall be distributed to Members at or before their next meeting.
2. The annual report shall contain in appropriate detail:
   a. A balance sheet as of the end of the fiscal year;
   b. An income statement;
   c. A cash flow statement of the fiscal year;
   d. A statement of where the names and addresses of current Members are located; and
   e. An annual statement of transactions and indemnifications to “interested persons” as defined by law.
3. For fiscal years in which the Cooperative has (at any given time) over 25 Members {or Community Investors}, the Cooperative shall notify each Member {or Community Investor} of his/her right to receive an annual financial report.
4. The annual report shall be accompanied by any pertinent report by independent accountants.
5. If there is no such report from an independent accountant, an authorized Officer of the Cooperative shall certify that the annual report was prepared from the books and records of the Cooperative, without audit.

[Explanatory Note: See Code Section 12591 for financial report requirements. Note that a Balance Sheet should show assets, liabilities, and balances in Members’ capital accounts as of the last day of the period covered in the statement.]

ARTICLE 9 – INDEMNIFICATION
9.1 Indemnification. The Cooperative shall have the power to indemnify its Officers, Directors, Members, employees, and agents to the fullest extent permitted by law.

ARTICLE 10 – BYLAWS CHANGES

10.1 Bylaws Changes. In the circumstances defined in Section 3.2, these Bylaws can only be changed by a vote as Worker-members. All other Bylaws changes can be effected by a vote as Directors.

CERTIFICATE OF SECRETARY

I certify that I am the duly elected and acting Secretary of [Legal name of Cooperative stated in your Articles of Incorporation] that these Bylaws, consisting of ____________ pages, are the Bylaws of this cooperative as adopted by the Members on __________________, 2016 and that these Bylaws have not been amended or modified since that date.

Executed on ________________, 2016 at ____________________, California, by

_________________________________.

Name, Secretary
Appendix C: SAMPLE ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION
FOR A WORKER COOPERATIVE WITH
A REPRESENTATIVE BOARD AND WITH COMMUNITY INVESTORS

Prepared by members of the California Worker Cooperative Policy Coalition, including: the East Bay Community Law Center (EBCLC), the Sustainable Economies Law Center (SELC), Tuttle Law Group, the Arizmendi Association of Cooperatives, and Cutting Edge Counsel, adapted from bylaws prepared by Tim Huet and Jenny Kassan.

A few things to note about these Sample Articles:

1. About the Explanatory Footnotes: These Articles are provided for teaching purposes. All Explanatory Footnotes are meant to explain the purpose, meaning, alternatives, or legal background of a provision. It is important to consider the explanations in the footnotes, as particular drafting choices will better serve one’s business entity, depending on the entity’s activities and the concerns of its membership. The footnotes should be deleted if you use and adapt the Articles for your own purposes. They are not meant to be legally enforceable provisions of the Articles.

2. Use These Articles With Caution: Please note that you should not assume these Articles are sufficiently thorough or applicable to your cooperative. This form should not be construed as legal advice. Please seek the advice of an attorney before adopting Articles, and be sure that any Articles you adopt are tailored to the specific needs of your cooperative and to the requirements of California law. Some corporations may need to include additional provisions not discussed in this document to effectuate particular business objectives.

3. These Articles Were Written to Adhere to California Law: Unless otherwise specified, all references to a particular code section or to the “Statute” are to the California Cooperative Corporations Statute, which is found starting at section 12200 of the California Corporations Code. If you are uncertain about whether you can change provisions of these Articles, refer to the relevant section of the Statute, which often sets minimum requirements for meeting procedures, notice, and other matters.

4. We Are Continually Improving on These Articles: This draft was last revised in February 2016 in response to newly enacted statutory provisions per Assembly Bill 816 (Bonta, passed in 2015, effective January 1, 2016). Please check our website for updates: http://www.co-oplaw.org/cooperative-bylaws/, and let us know if you have any suggestions or find any errors. Thank you!
ARTICLES OF INCORPORATION OF

[NAME OF COOPERATIVE - must include the word "Cooperative"]

Article 1. The name of this corporation is [Name of Cooperative], Inc. (the “Corporation”).

Article 2. This Corporation is a cooperative corporation organized under the Cooperative Corporation Law. The purpose of this Corporation is to engage in any lawful act or activity for which a corporation may be organized under the law.

Article 3. This corporation is a worker cooperative corporation organized under the Cooperative Corporation Law.

Article 4. The name and street address in the state of California of this Corporation’s initial agent for service of process is: [Address of the Agent for Service].

Article 5. The Corporation’s initial street address is [Location of Business]. The Corporation’s initial mailing address is [Mailing Address].

Article 6. Voting Rights and Proprietary Interests. The voting rights of each member of the Corporation are equal. The proprietary interests of each member of the Corporation are unequal.

---

78 Law: The name of the Corporation must be recited in the Articles of Incorporation. [Cal. Corp. Code § 12310(a).] The names of all California Consumer Cooperative Corporations must include the word “cooperative” and some word or abbreviation indicating that the co-op is a corporation. Acceptable abbreviations include: “inc.” and “corp.” [Cal. Corp. Code § 12311(a).]

Law: The State of California will not approve the Articles of Incorporation of a company with a name that is identical or overly similar to that of a Corporation authorized to operate in California. [Cal. Corp. Code § 12302(b).] As a result, one should consider: 1) checking the California Secretary of State’s website to ensure that their desired name has not already been taken; or 2) filing a Name Availability Inquiry Letter with the Secretary of State’s office.

79 Law: All California Cooperative Corporations’ Articles of Incorporation must contain the statement: “This corporation is a cooperative corporation organized under the Cooperative Corporation Law. The purpose of this corporation is to engage in any lawful act or activity for which a corporation may be organized under the law.” [Cal. Corp. Code § 12310.]

80 Law: § 12310.5(a) requires that a worker coop make an additional statement that the corporation is organized as a worker cooperative under the Cooperative Corporation Law.

Note: Currently the law is unclear if a worker cooperative needs to make separate statements regarding its status as a cooperative corporation and as a worker cooperative corporation. Until we clarify this with the Secretary of State’s Office, these Model Articles essentially repeat the same statement twice, in order to conform exactly with the text of AB 816.

81 Law: The corporation’s Agent for Service of Process is the individual designated to be served potential lawsuits and legal paperwork on behalf of the corporation. The Articles of Incorporation must contain a name and street address for the corporation’s initial Agent for service of process. The legal requirements for this designee are that: their address, if required, is within the State of California; they are either a person or corporate entity; that an address be provided for them only if they are a natural person; that no address be provided if they are a corporate entity. [See Cal. Corp. Code 12310(e) and 12570(b).]

82 Law: The Articles of Incorporation must contain the initial street address of the corporation and the initial mailing address of the corporation, only if different from the initial street address. [Cal. Corp. Code § 12310(d)-(e).]

For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
and the rules by which the proprietary interests are determined shall be prescribed in the bylaws of the Corporation.

Article 7. Worker-members.
The Corporation shall have a single class of worker-members. Only persons described in California Corporations Code §12238(e) are eligible for worker-membership.

7.1 Voting Power. Each worker-member shall have one vote on all matters to be voted on by the worker-members in accordance with applicable law, these Articles, and the Corporation’s bylaws.

7.2 Restrictions on Transfer. All worker-memberships shall be non-assessable and may not be transferred, voluntarily or involuntarily, by operation of law or otherwise, except for a transfer to the Corporation under the redemption provisions set forth in these articles of incorporation or in the Corporation’s bylaws.

7.3 Patronage. A portion of the Corporation’s net earnings or losses shall be allocated to worker-members on the basis of each worker-member’s patronage of the Corporation (“Patronage Dividend”) on an annual basis. Patronage may be measured by work performed, including wages earned, number of hours worked, number of jobs created, or some combination of these measures, as determined by the board of directors of the Corporation.84

7.4 Distribution Preference. In the event of any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Corporation or (as defined in Article 7.5), after payment of all amounts required to be paid to the holders of community investor shares, the current and prior worker-members shall be entitled to receive all remaining assets available for distribution to the Corporation’s equity holders on the basis of each such worker-member’s total patronage85 of the Corporation during the time when he or she was a worker-member of the Corporation, as determined by the board of directors of the Corporation. No distribution need be made to any

83 Note: California Cooperative Corporations may elect to make member voting power or member proprietary interests unequal. Equal voting power means voting power apportioned on the basis of one vote for each member. It is generally impermissible for cooperatives to make voting power unequal, unless you are a federated cooperative. Community investors are considered members because they hold a proprietary interest in the cooperative (see Cal Corp Code §12238(a)), so they must vote on the basis of one person, one vote. However, community investors are limited in the matters on which they can vote. See Cal Corp Code §12253(c), and Article IX. Equal proprietary rights means property rights apportioned on the basis of one proprietary unit for each member. Many cooperatives place a provision in their Articles of Incorporation that allows for unequal proprietary interests. Such a provision gives cooperatives greater flexibility in financing their operations, and allows them to garner additional (and unequal) investments from members interested in investing greater amounts than other members.

84 Law: “(1) If the corporation is organized as a worker cooperative, the corporation’s “patrons” are its worker-members. (2) If the corporation is organized as a worker cooperative, “patronage” may be measured by work performed, including, but not limited to, wages earned, number of hours worked, number of jobs created, or some combination of these measures. [Cal Corp Code § 12243 (b)]

85 Law: California law authorizes, but does not require, a worker cooperative to include patronage of prior members in its distribution of assets. Cal Corp Code § 12656.5(b)

86 Law: Worker cooperatives must distribute the majority of its unallocated capital account to members on the basis of (1) patronage, (2) capital contributions, or (3) a combination of patronage and capital contributions. Cal Corp Code §12656.5(a)
person who fails to acknowledge the receipt of notice of liquidation in a timely manner. Said notice shall be deemed sufficient if sent by certified mail, at least 30 days before distribution of any residual assets, to the person’s last known business or residence address. Assets available for distribution to equity holders shall not include amounts in the indivisible reserve account. Any amount in the indivisible reserve account shall be allocated to [designate cooperative development organization here].

7.5 Definition of Deemed Liquidation Event. "Deemed Liquidation Event" means (a) a consolidation, merger or other similar transaction of or involving the Corporation in which the worker-members of the Corporation immediately prior to such consolidation, merger or other similar transaction do not continue to hold, immediately after the consummation of such consolidation, merger or other similar transaction, a majority of the voting power of the equity interests of the surviving entity, or (b) a sale or other transfer of all or substantially all of the Corporation’s assets to a third party.

Article 8. Community Investor Shares Authorized. The Corporation may issue shares of its capital stock to community investors as defined in California Corporations Code §12238(e) ("Community Investor Shares"). The Corporation is authorized to issue [insert number of shares] Community Investor Shares.

Article 9. Rights, Privileges, and Preferences of Community Investor Shares.

9.1 Voting Power. The voting power of holders of community investor shares is limited to approval rights only over the following actions: a merger, sale of major assets outside the ordinary course of business, reorganization, or dissolution.

Additionally, community investors shall have the right to approve of any amendment to these Articles if such an amendment would do any of the following:
(a) Materially and adversely affect the rights, privileges, preferences, restrictions or conditions of the community investor class as to voting, dissolution, redemption or transfer, or the obligations of that class, in a manner different than such action affects another class;
(b) Materially and adversely affect the community investor class as to voting, dissolution, redemption or transfer by changing the rights, privileges, preferences, restrictions or conditions of another class;
(c) Increase the number of memberships authorized for the community investor class;
(d) Increase the number of memberships authorized for another class.
(e) Effect an exchange, reclassification or cancellation of all or part of the memberships of any class; or,
(f) Authorize a new class of memberships.

---

87 Law: “Any amount in the indivisible reserve account shall, upon dissolution, be allocated to a cooperative development organization designated in the articles of incorporation or the bylaws.” Cal Corp Code § 12656.5(c)
88 Consult with an attorney before issuing shares to more than 500 community investors, to ensure that you do not trigger additional securities law requirements.
89 Law: "Community investor voting power in a worker cooperative shall be provided in the articles or bylaws, and is limited to approval rights only over a merger, sale of major assets, reorganization, or dissolution. Approval rights shall not include the right to propose any action." [Cal Corp Code §12253(c)]
90 Law: See Cal Corp Code § 12503
Approval rights shall not include the right to propose any action. On any such matter, each holder of community investor shares shall be entitled to one vote, regardless of the number of shares owned.\(^91\)

### 9.2 Restrictions on Transfer
Community investor shares may only be transferred under the prior written consent of the Corporation.

### 9.3 Dividends
From and after the issuance of any community investor share, dividends shall accrue on such share at a rate per annum equal to \(\%\)\(^93\) of the Original Purchase Price ("Accruing Dividends"). Accruing Dividends shall accrue from day to day, whether declared or undeclared, and shall be cumulative (without compounding); provided, however, that, except as provided in Articles 9.4 or 9.5, Accruing Dividends shall be payable only if, as, and when declared by the board of directors of the Corporation, in its sole discretion. No Patronage Dividend (or any other dividend on worker-memberships) may be paid until all Accruing Dividends have been paid. “Original Purchase Price” means, with respect to any Community Investor Share, the original purchase price paid to the Corporation for such share by the initial purchaser, subject to appropriate adjustment in the event of any split, combination or other similar recapitalization with respect to the community investor shares.\(^94\)

### 9.4 Distribution Preference
In the event of any voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Corporation or Deemed Liquidation Event (as defined in Article 7.5), each holder of community investor shares shall be entitled to receive, in respect thereof, a distribution equal to the Original Purchase Price, plus the amount of any dividends accrued but unpaid thereon, prior to any distributions to holders of worker-memberships on account thereof. If upon any such voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Corporation or Deemed Liquidation Event, the assets of the Corporation available for distribution shall be insufficient to pay each holder of community investor shares the full amount to which the holder shall be entitled.

---

\(^91\) Law: "Community investor voting power in a worker cooperative shall be provided in the articles or bylaws, and is limited to approval rights only over a merger, sale of major assets, reorganization, or dissolution. Approval rights shall not include the right to propose any action." [Cal Corp Code §12253(c)]

\(^92\) There are other less investor friendly options for dividends.
- One middle of the road option is to have a non-accruing target dividend. This dividend is payable only if, as and when declared by the board; it does not accrue from year to year (i.e., if it is not paid in any year, the investor has no ongoing right to receive the amount for that year); but it has priority over worker-member dividends in the sense that, for any year, the cooperative can’t pay dividends on worker-memberships unless it pays the target dividend amount to the community investors.

- The least investor friendly option is to say that dividends are payable only if, as and when declared by the board of directors, but there is no target dividend that must be paid to community investors before dividends can be paid to worker-members.

\(^93\) If unsure what the dividend rate should be at time of incorporation, this language can be amended to state that the Board shall determine the dividend rate.

\(^94\) Law: “Distributions (Section 12235) in any fiscal year shall not exceed 15 percent, multiplied by contributions (whether by membership fees, capital credits, or otherwise) to capital.” [Cal. Corp. Code § 12451]

For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
under this Article 9.4, all of the holders of community investor shares shall share ratably in any
distribution of the assets available for distribution in proportion to the respective amounts which
would otherwise be payable to such holders if all amounts payable were paid in full.

9.5 Put Rights. “Holding Period” means [number] years after [insert event such as issuance of
Community Investor Shares, transaction with first customer, opening of a store, etc, or insert a
specific date]. After the Holding Period, if any holder of community investor shares requests, by
written notice to the Corporation, that the Corporation redeem some or all of such community
investor shares (the “Put Shares”), then the Corporation shall promptly confirm its obligations by
written notice to such holder (the “Put Notice”) and redeem such Put Shares, at a price per share
equal to the Original Purchase Price, plus the amount of any dividends accrued but unpaid thereon;
provided, however, that the Corporation may, in its sole discretion, elect to redeem such shares in
annual or semi-annual installments over a period determined by the Corporation and specified in the
Put Notice, not to exceed five (5) years, with the first such installment occurring on a date
determined by the Corporation, which shall not be less than sixty (60) nor more than ninety (90)
days after the date of the Request Notice, and subsequent installments occurring every six (6)
months or twelve (12) months, as applicable, after the date of the first such installment.\(^95\)

9.6 Call Rights. At any time, the Corporation may, by written notice to any holder of community
investor shares, elect to redeem some or all of such shares at a price per share equal to the Original
Purchase Price, plus the amount of any dividends accrued but unpaid thereon

Article 10. Liability and Indemnification. Subject to any provisions in the Corporation’s bylaws
related to indemnification of directors or officers of the Corporation, the Corporation shall
indemnify, to the fullest extent permitted by applicable law, any director or officer of the
Corporation who was or is a party or is threatened to be made a party to any pending or completed
action, suit or proceeding, whether civil, criminal, administrative or investigative, by reason of the
fact that he or she is or was a director, officer, employee or agent of the Corporation.

---

\(^95\) This part is totally optional, as are many provisions pertaining to community investors. The Articles could
require shares be paid out promptly upon receiving a put notice.

\(^96\) **Law:** The Articles of Incorporation must either be signed by **either: each** of the company’s
“Incorporator(s),” meaning the individual(s) undertaking the cooperative’s business until its initial Board of
Directors is appointed; or by each of members of the cooperative’s Board of Directors, if they have been
appointed, **but not both Incorporators and Directors.** If the Directors are filing and signing the Articles,
they need to be named within them. [Cal. Corp. Code § 12300(a)-(b).]

If the company’s Articles of Incorporation is being filed and signed by its initial Board of Directors, in
addition to signing the Articles, they must also attach a signed, written “Declaration.” This Declaration must
state that they are the individuals who are named in the Articles of Incorporation and have executed them. It
must also state that the Articles are their “act and deed.” [Cal. Corp. Code § 12221(b).]

**Note:** The board of directors **must** have **at least three directors.** [Cal. Corp. Code. § 12331(a)].
APPENDIX D: SAMPLE DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

GREEN COMMONWEALTH COOPERATIVE, INCORPORATED
DISCLOSURE DOCUMENT

Green Commonwealth Cooperative, Incorporated is incorporated as a cooperative under the California Cooperative Corporation Law.

By writing to [BUSINESS ADDRESS, CITY, STATE, ZIP], members and prospective members may receive free of charge information regarding the following matters, among others: restrictions upon the transfer of memberships; conditions for levying of dues, assessments, etc.; amount and nature of services to be contributed by members; conditions under which memberships are redeemable; and rules by which the voting power and proprietary rights of membership are to be determined. These matters are addressed in the cooperative’s Articles of Incorporation and Bylaws, which will be furnished without charge to a member or prospective member upon written request.

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TAX RESPONSIBILITY

I agree that for purposes of determining the amount of any distributions made to me by this cooperative, I shall treat the full amount of any distributions, with respect to my patronage, which are made in written notices of allocation (as defined in 26 U.S.C. §1388), which I receive, as income received in the year in which such written notices of allocation are received at their stated dollar amounts in the manner provided in 26 U.S.C. §1385(a).

___________________________________________________
Member Date
APPENDIX E: 28 QUESTIONS TO CONSIDER BEFORE MEETING A LAWYER

Thinking about starting a worker co-op? Here are some questions to consider before meeting with a lawyer, by Jenny on August 1, 2010 in Cooperatives

1. What state will you be operating in? Will you have operations in more than one state? Will you have members that live in more than one state?
2. What will be the main activities of the co-op? How will it earn revenue?
3. Does it need to raise capital? If so, how will it raise capital? Through member contributions and/or through outside investors?
4. Will all the workers be members? (In other words will there be employees that never become members?)
5. Will there be a probationary period before a worker can become a member? If so, how long?
6. Can the co-op pay . . . at least minimum wage from the very beginning and pay all the other costs associated with having employees like employment tax, workers comp, etc.?
7. Will all the workers have the legal right to work in the United States?
8. Will the workers be more like employees or independent contractors?
9. How do you want the co-op to be governed? By a board elected by the members, by the members themselves, by one or more managers?
10. Would it bother you to have to observe certain “formalities” (such as holding regular governance meetings, complying with rules about meeting notice, keeping meeting minutes, having elections, having officers)?
11. How will decisions be made? Majority vote, super-majority, consensus, modified consensus? Will different decisions be made in different ways?
12. If you will have a board, what do you want the term of office to be? Do you want term limits? Do you want to have any qualifications for who can serve on the board? Can only members serve on the board? How many board members do you want? Do you want staggered terms?
13. If you have officers, what officers do you want to have and what will be their duties and qualifications?
14. Do you want to have committees? If so, what powers do you want them to have?
15. How do you want to distribute excess revenues? Do you want some of it to be able to be held within the co-op and not become the property of the members? Do you want to pay dividends to the members? Do you want to pay dividends to investors? How will you decide how much of excess revenues to allocate to various uses? How will you decide how much of the patronage dividend to pay in cash versus an allocation to the member’s capital account?
16. How will you allocate losses?

17. How will you set member capital contributions? Do you want there to be a limit on how much they can increase from year to year?
18. Do you want to have member capital accounts? If so, do you want to pay “interest” on the balance in the member accounts? How often do you want to redeem member accounts?
19. When a member leaves the co-op how will their capital account be redeemed?
20. What do you want to happen with the assets of the co-op upon dissolution?
21. Given your business plan, what are your biggest concerns about taxes? Dividends being taxed twice (at the entity and investor level)? Having to pay a tax on gross receipts? Having to pay employment tax on distributions? Having to deal with “pass through” tax treatment?
22. Who will have check signing authority? Who will have the authority to sign contracts on behalf of the co-op?
23. Would it bother you to have an entity that is not well understood by most lawyers and accountants?
24. Is it important to you to use the word “cooperative” in your name?
25. How will you decide whether to admit new members?
26. How will you decide whether to remove members? How will you decide whether to remove managers, directors, officers?
27. Do you want the founders to receive some sort of extra benefit to compensate them for the risks they took?
28. How will you decide on amending your governing documents – a majority of members, 2/3 of members . . . ?
Appendix F: Referral List

Note: The following are some professionals who have experience with worker cooperatives. We do not necessarily recommend or vouch for any of the service providers listed here. It is up to you to evaluate service providers prior to hiring them.

**Attorneys**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>East Bay Community Law Center - Green-Collar Communities Clinic</td>
<td><a href="http://www.ebclc.org">www.ebclc.org</a>; <a href="mailto:sjacob@ebclc.org">sjacob@ebclc.org</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives, nonprofits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cutting Edge Counsel</td>
<td>cuttingedgecounsel.com</td>
<td>Social enterprise law and cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jesse Palmer</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jesse@cathaus.org">jesse@cathaus.org</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives and nonprofits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Huet</td>
<td><a href="mailto:timhuet@arizmendi.coop">timhuet@arizmendi.coop</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Baldwin</td>
<td><a href="mailto:vanbaldwin@pacbell.net">vanbaldwin@pacbell.net</a></td>
<td>Coop accountant and attorney</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neil Helfman</td>
<td><a href="mailto:nhelfman28@aol.com">nhelfman28@aol.com</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameron Holland</td>
<td>cameronholland.com</td>
<td>Nonprofits, social enterprise and cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myrrhia Resneck</td>
<td>myrrhiaresneck.com</td>
<td>Small business and cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don De Leon</td>
<td>grassrootslawyers.com</td>
<td>Social enterprise, nonprofits, cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Janelle Orsi</td>
<td><a href="mailto:janelle.orsi@gmail.com">janelle.orsi@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives, cohousing, and sharing economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarah Kaplan</td>
<td><a href="mailto:sarah@sarahkaplanlaw.com">sarah@sarahkaplanlaw.com</a></td>
<td>Worker Cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jill Jacobs</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jmgjacobs@gmail.com">jmgjacobs@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives and social enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jennifer Loda</td>
<td><a href="mailto:jlodalaw@gmail.com">jlodalaw@gmail.com</a></td>
<td>Cooperatives, nonprofits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hasmik Geghamyan</td>
<td>geghamyanlaw.com</td>
<td>Cooperatives, nonprofits, real estate, litigation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Will Pasley</td>
<td>willpasleylaw.com</td>
<td>Cooperatives, nonprofits</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Accounting and Enrolled Agents**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Professional</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Denis Maurer, EA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:dsmauer@sbcglobal.net">dsmauer@sbcglobal.net</a></td>
<td>Some experience with cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leslie Kosareff, EA</td>
<td><a href="mailto:kosareff@comcast.net">kosareff@comcast.net</a></td>
<td>Experience with worker cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joan Taylor</td>
<td><a href="mailto:joantaylor@pon.net">joantaylor@pon.net</a></td>
<td>Coop accountant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Van Baldwin</td>
<td><a href="mailto:vanbaldwin@pacbell.net">vanbaldwin@pacbell.net</a></td>
<td>Coop Accountant and</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### BUSINESS PLANNING/COACHING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organization</th>
<th>Contact Information</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Project Equity</td>
<td><a href="mailto:hilaryabell@gmail.com">hilaryabell@gmail.com</a> <a href="http://www.project-equity.org">http://www.project-equity.org</a></td>
<td>Focus on worker cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lift Business Coaching</td>
<td><a href="mailto:shawn@lifteconomy.com">shawn@lifteconomy.com</a> <a href="http://lifteconomy.com">http://lifteconomy.com</a></td>
<td>Experience with worker cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICA Group</td>
<td>ica-group.org</td>
<td>Consulting services for worker cooperatives</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centro Community Partners</td>
<td>centrocommunity.org</td>
<td>Focus on low-income entrepreneurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANewAmerica</td>
<td>anewamerica.org</td>
<td>Education, three-year business incubator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>La Cocina</td>
<td>lacocinasf.org</td>
<td>Incubator for low-income food entrepreneurs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Renaissance Entrepreneurship Center</td>
<td>rencenter.org</td>
<td>Small business training and support services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worker Cooperative Academy</td>
<td>theselc.org/worker-coop-academy</td>
<td>Multi-month training course for worker cooperatives</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
APPENDIX G: COOPERATIVE BUSINESS PLANNING RESOURCES FROM PROJECT EQUITY

Note: The following three worksheets and excel sheet are meant to assist you in thinking through the goals and key questions you should address in your cooperative business plan. These materials have been developed and graciously shared with us by Project Equity (http://www.project-equity.org/).

WORKSHEET 1: What are your goals? (Why are you doing this?)
You’ve decided you want to start a business, and organize it as a cooperative. Great! Let’s dig in to understand what is motivating you. Write down the answers to the following questions by checking all that apply, then ranking the top three.

1. Why are you starting a cooperative business?

   ___ To do what I love
   ___ To work with people I like
   ___ To be my own boss
   ___ To make more money than I could working for somebody else
   ___ Because I love starting and running businesses
   ___ Because the product or service I want to sell is really needed, and nobody else is offering it
   ___ Other (write in)
   ___ Other (write in)

   Additional comments:

2. Why do you want to sell a product or service?

   ___ Since I was a kid, I’ve always figured out ways to sell stuff to other people (marbles, my Halloween candy, lawn-mowing or babysitting, stuff I made, you name it)

   ___ I’ve started and run at least one successful business already and want to do it again
I’ve helped grow other people’s businesses and I know I love it

Actually, I’m less interested in selling something and more interested in

Other (write in)

Other (write in)

Additional comments:

3. Why do you want to organize your business as a cooperative?

Because I don’t believe that one person should be the boss

Because I believe in shared decision-making in the workplace

Because I want to work with people who feel and act with the same sense of ownership of our business

Because I think that workers should share in the profits of their (our) workplace

Because I believe our business can be more successful as a cooperative (for reasons like: we will make better decisions, it will be better run, our customers will trust us more and therefore buy more from us)

Other (write in)

Other (write in)

Additional comments:

WORKSHEET 2: Three key business questions
Everybody has said you need a business plan. Where to start? Answer these three questions first, to make sure your business idea has potential.

4. What is your business model?

What will you do?

EX: Sell cars – this is an existing and well understood business model
EX: Sell apps on iPhone – Apple created this new business model and developed the market for it

**Who will you do it for?**
EX: Sell cars to eco-conscious consumers
EX: Sell apps to existing iPhone users

**Who pays you?**
EX: Eco-conscious consumers who buy my hybrid car
EX: App developers, Apple takes a cut of each app sale

5. **Is there a market?**

**Who will buy what you have to sell?**
EX: Eco-conscious consumers
EX: iPhone users

**How many of these buyers are there?**
EX: Research how many cars are sold, and estimate % of buyers that are eco-conscious based on buying patterns for other eco-products
EX: Make wild guesses about how many iPhone users will purchase apps, and investing marketing dollars to convince them they want to do it. Also invest to make sure developers believe there is a market, to make sure there are enough apps to sell.

**How much of your product or service will they buy, and at what price?**
Estimate total sales volume of hybrid cars (yours and others), and price you could charge. If this is an existing product category in an existing market, research what the current sales volume and pricing is. If a new product or new product category, do some light customer research, or research into similar, existing businesses to help you estimate.

6. **Can you get enough of a “share” of this market?**

**Who are your major competitors, and what share of this market do they have?**
What are their annual sales and annual revenues?

**What makes your product or service different or better? Answer this from the perspective of your customers.**
Better quality? Better selection? Better service? Unique characteristics or features?
Lower price (be careful here, the only way to compete on price is if your costs are somehow lower)?
EX: Hybrid car has better gas mileage and is better for the environment.
How much do I need to sell to break even (after paying all the worker-owners a fair wage and benefits)? How much do I need to sell to make a profit, so I can reinvest in growing my business? What share of the total market is this? Do some back of the envelope math. Your numbers don’t need to be perfect, but your estimates do need to be good enough for you to decide whether to invest your time and money in this business.

**Start up costs**
- Factory (buy or lease down payment)
- Factory build out
- Design costs
- Develop car sales channel (through existing dealership or build your own dealership)
- Legal
- Branding, marketing

**Annual costs**

**Fixed costs**
- Factory (cost of lease or loan payments, insurance)

**Variable costs (are higher when more cars are made)**
- Hire workers (wages, benefits, payroll taxes, workers comp insurance)
- Buy raw materials and parts
- Make cars (utilities, factory upkeep, etc.)
- Distribute cars to dealerships
- Sell cars (marketing and sales)
- Customer service

**Revenue**
- Revenue per car sold * estimated annual sales volume
- Other revenue streams (service agreements, etc.

**Break even point:** Sales volume where Revenue - Annual costs (fixed + variable) = zero

**WORKSHEET 3: What kind of cooperative do you want to create?**
You’ve decided you want to start a cooperative business, and you have begun to define your business model. Now that you have a sense of how your business will operate, it’s a great time to define what kind of cooperative you want it to be.

7. **What ownership structure do you want to have?**
   - How will someone become a worker-owner? What will be their membership fee or initial equity contribution?
   - What compensation structure do you want to use (pay and benefits)?
EX: a flat pay scale where everyone earns the same; different pay scales for different positions; Raises based on seniority, performance or both. You have lots of options.

**How will you share profits?**
In worker co-ops, profits are shared based on hours worked. You can also consider variations, like differentials based on pay rate or some extra compensation for founders when the co-op can afford it.

Additional questions or comments:

8. **What different roles will you need in your business?**

   Does the business require specialized roles? What different jobs will you have?
   
   Do you need people to come in with highly-developed skills or will everyone be trained on the job?
   
   Will there be any management or administrative positions?
   
   Will there be a board of directors?
   
   Will there be any departments or committees?

Additional questions or comments:

9. **How will decisions be made in your cooperative business?**

   There is a wide range of decision-making models in co-ops – from collectives where all members make decisions together or delegate decisions to committees to large companies like Equal Exchange or the Mondragon co-ops, which have managers, boards & worker general assemblies.

   What form of democracy do you want for your co-op: direct democracy, as in a collective and in worker general assemblies or representative democracy, as in a board of directors with the majority of members elected by the worker-owners?
What are the different positions and bodies or groups that will make decisions? Which decisions will be made by which?

We recommend making a decision-matrix to sketch this out on a chart – the specific decisions that are important in your co-op and who or what body will make each one.

Who else other than the decision maker will provide input into important decisions or, in some cases, ratify decisions? What processes will you have to ensure authentic participation?

10. What legal structure is right for your cooperative business?

We recommend making this decision together with a lawyer who understands cooperatives, based on your answers to the questions on this worksheet and other factors.
Sample Decision Matrix

[Name of cooperative]

Six Elements of Cooperative Decision-Making

When designing a good decision-making process, ask these questions:
1. What is the decision to be made? [define the question well]
2. What are the proposed solutions? [ensure >1 well-conceived proposals]
3. When does the decision have to be made? [set a realistic timeline]
4. What are the forums for input and debate? [ensure all voices are heard]
5. Who will make the decision?
6. What body, if any, will ratify the decision?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Decision</th>
<th>All worker-owners</th>
<th>Board of Directors</th>
<th>General Manager</th>
<th>Committees</th>
<th>Individual role</th>
<th>Quorum required?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STRATEGY</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve business plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve annual growth plans</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FINANCIAL</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve annual budget</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify annual budget &gt; X %</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Allocate patronage distribution</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve new debt over $X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve capital expenditures over $X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modify financial limits for budget modifications, new debt, capital expenditures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NOTES

For informational purposes only, not to be relied on as legal advice.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PERSONNEL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decide new financial accounts and signers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define or modify compensation structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change salary max: min ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define or modify personnel policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Define membership processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approve new members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire / fire employees</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CORPORATE ORGANIZATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Amend Articles of Incorporation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amend By-Laws</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elect Board Members</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elect Officers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hire, fire, and evaluate General Manager</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Appoint Committee Chairs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPERATIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change or add company location</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add new service, or new operation type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add new product line</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create guidelines for day-to-day operational decisions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Create shift schedules</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Project Equity developed this matrix by combining our own experience with a matrix used at Equal Exchange between 1996 & 2008. Thanks to Equal Exchange for their contribution!*  

*Updated 11/26/12*
APPENDIX H: OTHER RESOURCES

Introduction – Resources:
3. Steps to Starting a Worker Co-op, published by the Center for Cooperatives at the University of California, Davis and the Northwest Cooperative Federation, available at: http://community-wealth.org/content/steps-starting-worker-co-op
4. Worker Co-op Startup Guides: http://american.coop/startup
5. US Federation of Worker Cooperatives: http://www.usworker.coop/usfwc-resources
6. Cultivate coop is an online site to pool resources on cooperatives: http://cultivate.coop/wiki/Main_Page
8. Sustainable Economies Law Center legal resource site: http://co-oplaw.org
9. Cooperation Texas has the goal of creating dignified jobs for the people, for the planet: http://cooperationtexas.coop/
10. Data Commons Cooperative website: http://datacommons.find.coop/vision

Entity Formation – Resources
1. Legal Sourcebook for California Cooperatives: Startup and Administration: http://www.cccd.coop/files/LegalSourcebookForCaliforniaCooperatives.pdf
2. NOLO legal encyclopedia: http://www.nolo.com/legal-encyclopedia

Governance – Resources
2. Legal Sourcebook for California Cooperatives: http://www.cccd.coop/files/LegalSourcebookForCaliforniaCooperatives.pdf
3. Democracy at Work Institute resources for start-ups: http://institute.usworker.coop/startup

Financing – Resources
5. Rainbow Grocery Cooperative Grant Program: http://www.rainbow.coop/community/cooperative-grant-program
7. Full Circle Fund: http://www.fullcirclefund.org
8. RSF Social Finance http://rsfsocialfinance.org
10. Slow Money (does not itself provide financing): http://slowmoneynocal.org/submission

Securities – Resources
2. Alameda County Small Business Development Center: acsbdc.org/
3. Alameda Community Development Agency; www.acgov.org/cda/

Cooperatives and Employment Law - Resources
7. California Department of Industrial Relations: www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/employer.htm
8. Workers Compensation Fact Sheet: www.dir.ca.gov/dwc/FactSheets/Empployer_FactSheet.pdf
10. State Compensation Insurance Fund: statefundca.com
11. For information on determining overtime requirements: http://www.dir.ca.gov
12. For information on meal, break, and time off requirements: http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/FAQ_MealPeriods.htm
14. For more on California rules on tax deductions:
   http://www.dir.ca.gov/dlse/faq_deductions.htm
15. OSHA’s resources for small businesses:
16. Cal/OSHA Consultation toll free number: 1-800-963-9424
17. Job Safety and Health Protection Notice:
    http://sfp.ucdavis.edu/cooperatives/reports/LaborLawWorkerCoops.pdf
19. Required employer postings: www.dir.ca.gov/wpnodb.html
20. CA Employment Development Department Registration:
    http://www.edd.ca.gov/pdf_pub_ctr/de1.pdf or
    http://www.edd.ca.gov/pdf_pub_ctr/de1np.pdf (for non-profit employers)

**Non-Profit Incubators – Resources**

2. Revenue-Generating Activities of Charitable Organizations: Legal Issues:
DISCLAIMER: This manual has been prepared as a handout for a 2015 workshop on starting a worker-owned business. The contents of this manual should not be relied on as legal advice. Also, some of this information could become outdated, and laws vary from place-to-place. Furthermore, although we tried to collect accurate information and give the laws our best interpretation, some information in this booklet could even turn out to be incorrect or subject to other interpretations by courts or regulators! We sure hope that’s not the case, but, what can we say? Law is complicated stuff! That’s why we strongly recommend that you consult with an attorney before using this information to form or operate a cooperative.